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Abstract
Web and distributed software developments are risky and face specific challenges
like time zone and cultural differences. These challenges have resulted in new
risks and risk management needs. In this thesis, a systematic review of existing
software risk management approaches was conducted to investigate their ability
to satisfy the risk management needs of web and distributed developments. The
review identifies a number of weaknesses in existing approaches. Examples are
the lack of consideration for web and distributed factors and lack of preparation
for atypical risks. A new approach called WeDRisk is introduced to manage the
risks from project, process and product perspectives. The WeDRisk approach
addresses the weaknesses of existing approaches to risk management, which are
less able to deal with the specific challenges of web and distributed develop-
ment. A key part of the approach is flexibility to deal with the rapid evolution
which is typical of such developments. This flexibility is achieved by customiz-
ing the risk management and providing a method for coping with atypical risks.
WeDRisk also provides an improved risk estimation equation to consider web and
distributed factors. The novel aspects of the WeDRisk approach were subjected
to a series of evaluation cycles, including peer review, two controlled experiments,
expert evaluation and a case study. In addition to a number of improvement sug-
gestions, the evaluation results illustrate how WeDRisk is useful, understandable,
flexible, easy to use, and able to satisfy many web and distributed development
risk management needs.
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Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Levels of risk and complexity in the software industry have been increasing con-
tinuously with its growth. This includes Web and Distributed (WD) development.
WD development has sharply accelerated over the last few years, presenting specific
challenges and risk areas to the software industry which need to be considered and
managed [16]. This growth in WD development has occurred due to the incremen-
tal demand on software applications in all of today’s activities and technologies, and
the ubiquity of the Internet, which has increased its deployment and development.
The new challenges and risks include: inadequate informal communications; lack of
trust; cultural differences (e.g. languages, corporate cultures); time-zone difference,
ineffective communication synchronicity; development process differences; knowledge
management challenges; and security issues, which are related to electronic trans-
missions confidentiality and privacy [16; 17; 18; 19]. Nevertheless, software Risk
Management (RM) practice in general and in WD development in particular is still
imperfect, since there are still many development projects facing budget and schedule
overruns [20; 21]. This research aims to study how to manage the risk of WD develop-
ment effectively. This chapter presents the research motivation, aims and objectives,
methodology, contributions, research questions and thesis structure.
Definitions
Software development is a complicated development type, since it depends on evolving
technologies and development methodologies and tools which could involve high risks.
Software development involves three main perspectives (project, process and product,
hereafter called “3P”). In all these perspectives, the people, including managers,
developers, stakeholders, customers and users, are the key actors [22; 23; 24; 25]. The
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following definitions are used for the purpose of this study:
Definition 1: Project perspective concerns aspects such as, budgets, plans, goals,
responsibilities and schedules
Definition 2: Process perspective concerns the methods, tasks and activities involved
in producing the software etc.
Definition 3: Product perspective concerns the final product functionality, mainte-
nance, market competence, security, customers and users.
Although in the collocated software development, there might be some overlap
between these 3P perspectives, this overlap could be slightly higher in WD develop-
ment. In fact, different challenges and risks affect the 3P perspectives and thus there
is a need to manage the risks from all of these perspectives.
Risky situation criticality and available RM resources could have a significant
impact on RM implementation. Ordinarily, the developers/managers perform specific
RM steps, which could be considered as “Plain” or “Deep” RM types [26]. The
“Plain” or “Deep” RM types are introduced and used in this thesis and are defined
as follows:
Definition 4: Plain RM is a simple type of RM where only the minimum and essen-
tial steps of RM (e.g. identification and simple estimation of risks) are performed.
Definition 5: Deep RM is the ordinary type of RM where the maximum num-
ber of steps of RM (e.g. additional estimation options, RM performance evaluation,
documentation) are performed.
Another term which is introduced and used in this thesis is “Atypical Risk” which
is different from ordinary risk. Atypical risk is defined as follows:
Definition 6: Atypical Risk: Unknown, unpredictable and completely new risk
that occurs for the first time and cannot be predicted. It might stop the development
progress totally or partially.
1.2 Research Motivation
WD development grows fast due to the advantages of development cost reduction,
time to market and ICT infrastructure improvements, including communications and
Internet availability [7; 27; 28]. Extra new challenges and risks are faced by WD
development compared with collocated software development, which existing software
risk management approaches may not be able to address.
The limitations of the existing RM approaches in managing WD development
risks are due to lack of flexibility to accommodate the evolving nature of WD devel-
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opment. Therefore, there is a need to simplify and increase the practice of RM in WD
development by providing a suitable methodology and approach for this purpose.
WD development faces challenges and risks (e.g. differing time zones, inadequate
informal communications and cultural differences), which have lower impact on col-
located software development and need to be addressed effectively to manage WD
development risks. The hypothesis of this research is that WD development has
specific challenges and risks which require a new approach to manage them. This
hypothesis has been broken down into research questions and introduced in a section
below.
1.3 Research Aim and Objectives
The aim of this research is to propose an approach to manage the risks of WD
development effectively from the 3P perspectives. The objectives of this research to
achieve its aim are to:
• Identify challenges, potential risks and their importance to WD development
from the 3P perspectives to explore the RM needs for WD development.
• Review the existing RM approaches to see how they are able to accommodate
the challenges and satisfy the RM needs of WD development and to identify
the weaknesses of the existing approaches in this regard.
• Propose an approach to tackle the weaknesses in the existing approaches and
to consider the WD development factors; and
• Evaluate the approach by conducting some empirical studies and applying meth-
ods such as peer reviews, experiments, a case study and expert evaluation.
1.4 Research Questions
Three research questions have been specified to reflect the research hypothesis, aim
and objectives and were answered during the research stages. The three questions of
this research are as follows:
R-Q1: What are the challenges of WD development for risk management?
R-Q2: Can existing software risk management address the identified challenges?
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R-Q3: How can risk management approaches be adapted to tackle the weaknesses of
the existing approaches?
1.5 Research Methodology
In order to achieve the research aim, a research methodology was prepared which cov-
ers all research aspects, from collecting the preliminary research data to the evaluation
of the work. The research methodology is summarized as follows:
I) Literature review : This stage of the study aims to identify the challenges and
risks of WD development. In addition, it aims to identify the RM challenges for WD
development.
II) Exploring the State of the Art: This is to review the existing RM approaches
(method, models, techniques, frameworks and tools) in order to investigate their
ability to accommodate the RM challenges for WD development, which come from
the first research stage. This includes identifying the strengths and weaknesses of the
existing approaches in managing the WD development risks. As a result of this stage,
the requirements of risk management for the WD development are specified.
III) Proposing a new Approach: As a result of this research, an approach will be
proposed, which is expected to address the weaknesses of the existing approaches in
managing WD development and which includes some aspects that have not yet been
covered.
IV) Evaluation: In this stage, the proposed approach will be evaluated in different
evaluation cycles. A number of methods will be used to evaluate the approach based
on the availability of the resources and suitability of the methods.
1.6 Research Contributions
The major contribution of this research is the WeDRisk approach, which is intended
to manage WD development risks. This approach aims to address the weaknesses of
the existing RM approaches in managing WD development risks and cover new RM
aspects. It consists of establishment, implementation and evaluation and evolution
phases. It is also supported with a communication channel. Each phase in the
WeDRisk contains one or more modules. This modular structure of WeDRisk is to
ensure maximum flexibility and the ability of the approach to evolve. The novel and
contribution aspects of the WeDRisk approach are summarized below.
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1.6.1 The WeDRisk Approach
Although the WeDRisk approach which is introduced in this thesis is intended to
manage WD development risks in particular, it can also be used to manage software
risks in general. The approach implies a number of novel aspects and contributions
to software risk management. These contributions are described in detail, discussed
and evaluated in the following chapters and are summarized thus:
• Introducing a new RM style which depends on customization of the RM by
offering two RM options: Plain and Deep. This is in order to encourage the
developers/managers to practise RM even with limited resources or time.
• Ability to address atypical risk types by means of a module to deal with atypical
risks.
• Consideration of the risks from 3P perspectives; for this purpose, the WeDRisk
approach is provided with 3P perspectives clustering criteria.
• Consideration of WD factors, since the WeDRisk is supported by an upgradable
matrix to estimate the WD factors.
• Introducing an improved risk estimation equation called Total Risk Estimation
Value (TREV), which incorporates the WD factors.
• WeDRisk initiation with a list of potential WD risks to help developers and
managers to establish and start the RM easily.
• Evolvability and flexibility: WeDRisk has the ability to evolve and accommo-
date changes and new needs. This is ensured via the modular structure of
the WeDRisk, minimum dependencies between the modules and its Evolution
Module.
• Risk evaluation module in the WeDRisk which deals with two risk estimation
equations (RE and TREV).
As an example of WeDRisk applicability, one of the developers involved in the
WeDRisk evaluation case study (see Chapter 9), has adopted the WeDRisk by utilizing
a prototype tool that has been built based on the WeDRisk, and embedded this into
his distributed project management system with some collaboration with the author
in testing, providing related material and initializing the risks.
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1.6.2 Produced Papers
Four contributions including three papers (i.e. two conferences papers and one journal
paper) and one poster have been produced and published from this research. The first
conference paper won a Best Paper award at the The Fifth International Conference
on Internet Monitoring and Protection (ICIMP10) conference and the journal paper
won a Best Paper award in the Dependability Group in the School of Computing
Science, Newcastle University. Moreover, the final draft of the second journal paper
is ready. These papers are listed below [16; 23; 26]:
1. Keshlaf, A. and Riddle, S. Risk Management for Web and Distributed Software
Development Projects, The Fifth International Conference on Internet Monitoring
and Protection (ICIMP10), IEEE Computer Society, May 9 - 15, Spain, pp. 22-28,
2010.
2. Keshlaf, A. and Riddle, S. Web and Distributed Software Development Risks
Management: WeDRisk Approach, International Journal on Advances in Soft- ware,
vol. 3 no. 3 - 4, pp 447-460, 2010.
3. Keshlaf, A. and Riddle, S. An Empirical Study of Web and Distributed Software
Risks from Three Perspectives: Project, Process and Product. The Sixth Interna-
tional Conference on Internet Monitoring and Protection (ICIMP11), March 20-25,
St. Maarten, 2011.
4. Keshlaf, A. and Riddle, S. The WeDRisk Approach for Management of Web
and Distributed Risks: An Evaluation Experiment, Poster Session at The Newcastle
Connection, August 2012.
1.7 Structure of Thesis
The thesis consists of 10 chapters and each chapter addresses some objectives of the
research. The following is an outline of the chapter contents.
Chapter 2 (Background): This chapter reviews the WD development and identi-
fies its challenges and potential risks, giving an overview of the software risk manage-
ment concept and its related definitions. It specifies the challenges and needs of risk
management in WD development. The chapter addresses the first research question
R-Q1.
Chapter 3 (Related Work): This chapter reviews the existing state of the art
software risk management approaches and identifies their weaknesses and strengths
in managing WD development risks. The criteria for the review come from Chapter
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2 based on the specified challenges and needs. This chapter addresses the second
research question R-Q2. A case study is presented and used as an example in this
chapter to illustrate the limitations of the existing approaches.
Chapter 4 (WeDRisk Approach): This chapter introduces the WeDRisk ap-
proach, which is designed to manage WD development risks and tackle the weak-
nesses of the existing approaches in this regard. The chapter describes the WeDRisk
approach structure and modules, how it works, and presents the main contributions
and novel aspects of the approach. The case study which is presented in Chapter 3 is
used in this chapter to demonstrate how the WeDRisk approach deals with WD de-
velopment risk situations. This chapter addresses part of the third research question
R-Q3.
Chapter 5 (Evaluation): This chapter is an introduction to the methods, which
are used to evaluate the WeDRisk approach. In addition to evaluation questions, the
chapter provides a brief description of each method. The methods are reported and
discussed in detail in the following chapters (i.e. Experiment One, Expert Evaluation,
Experiment Two and a Case Study). This chapter also addresses part of the third
research question R-Q3.
Chapter 6 (Experiment One): This chapter is an extension to the evaluation
chapter and it reports the hypothesis design, results, analysis and findings of the first
experiment, which is used to evaluate some novel aspects of the WeDRisk approach.
This chapter addresses part of the third research question R-Q3.
Chapter 7 (Expert Evaluation): This chapter is an extension of the evaluation
chapter and reports the expert evaluation of the WeDRisk approach. This evaluation
was performed by a number of researchers and scientists in software development from
around the world from both academia and industry, who participated in the ICIMP
2011 conference. This chapter addresses part of the third research question R-Q3.
Chapter 8 (Experiment Two): This chapter is an extension of the evaluation
chapter and reports in detail the second evaluation experiment for the WeDRisk
approach modules (i.e. estimation, customization and atypical modules). This chapter
address part of the third research question R-Q3.
Chapter 9 (Case Study): This chapter reports a case study that was used to
evaluate WeDRisk modules and the approach overall. Three developers in three
different distributed software projects participated in this case study. The chapter
describes a prototype that was built by one of the developers based on the WeDRisk
approach. This chapter also reports part of WeDRisk evaluation work, and addresses
part of the third research question R-Q3.
Chapter 10 (Discussion and Conclusion): This chapter discusses the previous
chapters and how the research questions are answered. It also concludes the thesis
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and presents the contributions, limitations and implications for future work.
Finally, this work contains four main appendices which are:
Appendix A : Contains experiment one materials.
Appendix B : Contains experts evaluation materials.
Appendix C : Contains experiment two materials.
Appendix D : Contains WeD-RM-Prototype Screenshots.
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Background
2.1 Introduction
Before proceeding to the next stages of this research, it is important to give a back-
ground on software risk management and understand the nature of the web and
distributed software developments and challenges associated. This chapter gives a
background on software risk management and its related definitions, importance and
principles and describes the web and distributed software developments and their
challenges before combining them under one umbrella and sheds light on their po-
tential risks. At the end of the chapter, needs and challenges of managing web and
distributed development risks are highlighted.
2.2 Software Risks
The Software Engineering Institute (SEI) defines risk as the possibility of suffering
loss [29] and it defines loss in a development project as the impact on the project,
which could be in the form of diminished quality of the end product, increased costs,
delayed completion, loss of market share, or failure [29]. Sherer [30] pointed out that
the risk in software development projects is probable loss that could have an effect
when software is developed, used or maintained. For the purpose of this work, the
definition of software risk is that introduced by SEI:
Definition 7: Risk. The possibility of suffering loss [29]
For each risk, there are two aspects: risk probability and risk magnitude. These
aspects are used to estimate the impact or Risk Exposure (RE) of the risk [4], as
follows:
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RE = RiskProb. ∗RiskMag (2.1)
Where,
RE is the Risk Exposure
RiskProb. is the probability of risk occurring
RiskMag. is the magnitude of the losses if the risk occurs
Risk probability estimation is not a straightforward task and cannot be 100% ac-
curate. Some probability estimation techniques use qualitative data and then convert
them into equivalent quantitative data using some equations, risk probability tables,
checklists or relative scales [4; 11].
The top ten software risk items (listed below), which are introduced by Boehm,
are examples of risks for software development projects [4].
• Personnel shortfall
• Unrealistic schedules and budget
• Developing wrong software functions
• Developing wrong user interface
• Gold Plating
• Continuing stream of requirements change
• Shortfalls in externally furnished components
• Shortfalls in externally performed tasks
• Real-time performance shortfalls
• Straining computer-science capabilities
A further identified list of software risks includes the following items [31]:
• Bad traceability
• Insufficient verification and validation
• System complexity
• Customer dissatisfaction at project delivery
• Risk reducing techniques producing new risk
• Catastrophe/Disaster
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Any list of software risk items needs to be updated from time to time, when there
are new changes or challenges in software development technology and environment
(e.g. aspects related to social and cultural issues, geographic dispersal or changes to
new technologies). The significance and type of risks and their sources will also in-
evitably evolve over time. As an example, a review in [32] found that different authors
have identified or proposed different software risks, which means that the number and
types of software risks are not fixed. Therefore, new or improved methodologies, tech-
niques and tools to identify, measure and control them are needed.
2.3 Software Risk Management
Software development projects are, by their nature, risky, complicated and multi-
dimensional endeavour [16; 17; 18; 33]. Many software development projects miss
their goals of delivering acceptable software products within agreed constraints of
time, budget and quality, due to a combination of the risks themselves, and absent
or poor Software Risk Management (SRM) [11; 34]. SRM is still evolving, and many
software managers have only a limited understanding of its concepts [18]. Industrial
risk management practice tends to lag behind recommended risk management best
practice, although there are exceptions [18; 35; 36]. This lag is clearer with WD
software development, where the level of SRM practice is still low. In this research,
the definition of SRM given by Boehm in [4] is used.
Definition 8: “Software Risk Management [is] a discipline whose objectives are
to identify, address, and eliminate risk items before they become either threats to
successful software operation or major sources of software rework”[4].
There are many methodologies and techniques to manage software development
risks. Figure 2.1 shows the basic steps of software risk management as introduced
by Boehm in [4], which are still the foundation of many software risk management
approaches.
As the figure shows software risk management consists of two primary steps (Risk
Assessment and Risk Control). Risk Assessment consists of three sub steps: Risk
Identification, Risk Analysis, and Risk Prioritization. In these sub steps, the risks
are identified and their severities are analyzed based on probability and magnitude
of each risk before they are prioritized based on their severities. The Risk Control
step consists of three steps: Risk-Management Planning, Risk Resolution, and Risk
Monitoring. In these sub steps, plans are prepared to address the identified risks, risk
items are eliminated or resolved and project’s progress and risks are monitored [4].
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Risk Management
Risk Assessment
Risk Control
Risk Identification
Risk Analysis
Risk Prioritization
Risk Management Planning
Risk Resolution
Risk Monitoring
Figure 2.1: SRM basic steps [4]
2.4 Web and Distributed Software Development
2.4.1 Web Development
Web applications surround us from everywhere, i.e. in houses, at work and even on our
mobiles. In the early 1990s, scientists started using the World Wide Web as a working
tool at the European Centre for Nuclear Research “Centre Europeen de Recherche
Nuclaire” (CERN) [37] before it became a huge repository of information for the
people; later on in 1999, a new concept called the “web application” was introduced in
Java [38; 39]. In 2003, people started using the World Wide Web (WWW) for business
and services as it became a platform for developing and delivering web applications
(known as “Web 2.0”) [40]. Beal [41] differentiates the WWW (or simply web) from
the Internet by considering the WWW as a way of sharing and accessing information
over the medium of the Internet. The rapid advancement of web technologies and
increased demand for web applications led to a trend for web developments which are
no longer limited to Java.
A web application has become a common type of modern software application.
It is an essential part of daily business (e.g. marketing, reservations, research, and
planning and media platforms). Baresi and Morasca [42] describe web applications
as complex distributed systems which depend on the Internet for communication
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and interaction. In contrast to desktop software applications, web applications may
be instantly deployed worldwide without any installation or a need for upgrading
manuals [43].
Kappel [44] defines a web application as “a software system based on technologies
and standards of the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) that provides Web specific
resources such as contents and services through a user interface, the Web browser”.
This research focuses on “Web Development” and for this research purpose it is
defined as:
Definition 9: Web Development is development and deployment software appli-
cations on the web, which range from simple to complex applications.
Web development growth has been very fast compared with traditional software
developments and has become a significant part of today’s software industry and
business [45; 46]. Web development is not free from risk and many web development
projects fail due to the involved risks. In fact, web developments are complicated,
distributed and need suitable implementation models and techniques [42] and have
unique characteristics (e.g. high usability, rapid technology changes, short life cycle
and continuous maintenance) [47; 48]. In the current situation, the lack of suit-
able web development models, process and methodologies lead many web developers
to adapting the available conventional software approaches (models, processes and
methodologies) and use them for web development [28].
2.4.2 Web Development Challenges
Even though there are similarities in many characteristics between web development
and distributed software development, some authors claim that the speed of evolution
and deployment, as well as the frequency of new releases is higher in web applica-
tion development than other software development, whereas the maintenance cycle is
shorter, the availability is usually 24/7, and the web developments face many chal-
lenges [49; 50], all of which can be summarized as follows [43; 44; 45; 48; 51; 52; 53;
54; 55; 56; 57; 58; 59]:
• The evolutionary nature and rapid changes of the web development and its
associated technologies and environment.
• Demand for availability as the users/developers can work at any time.
• Security and reliability, which are vital issues and therefore need to be tested
well.
• High frequency of releases, which implies rapid and continuous requirement
changes.
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• Involvement of developers and stakeholders from different backgrounds.
• Legal, social, ethical and localization issues, which are always important.
• Anonymity of users (numbers, backgrounds, when, where).
• Parallelism or subgroups development (due to short development cycles). This
needs good communications between the groups to ensure development consis-
tency and avoid duplications.
The above challenges can be considered as sources of risk. Therefore, the de-
ployment environment and the significance of associated challenges and risks of web
development need to be considered carefully. Features such as diversity and rapid
changes present new challenges for the developer and manager, as well as to tradi-
tional project management approaches [46; 52; 60; 61]. More effective development
and management methodologies, models and tools should be introduced to deal with
these challenges [36; 62; 63], the importance of which is different from others in a
number of ways:
• Their impact and significance are different. For example, exposure to security
threats is higher in web development [64; 65; 66; 67].
• As web applications may be deployed instantly worldwide [43], their risks can
affect a wider range of components and applications simultaneously in a very
short period of time.
• Additional risk sources related to the distributed environment include commu-
nication, culture, diversity and geographical location [14; 44; 48; 54].
Ideally, assessment and management of web development risks should be per-
formed during the whole life cycle of the projects [68], but unfortunately, many web
developers use a reactive risk strategy and do not act until something goes wrong.
Although this strategy could be cost-effective when the risk is minimal, this cannot
be ensured all the time and makes software projects vulnerable to any type of risk at
any time without effective assessment and control [69].
Mikkonen and Taivalsaari [70] argued that, although the web is rapidly becoming
a platform for the software industry, there is a growing gap between web development
and software engineering, which needs to be filled with a new set of software archi-
tectures, methodologies and systematic approaches covering security, modularity and
legal aspects.
Jeary et al. [71] urged that the adoption and adaptation of conventional software
methodologies to the web development is a severe problem. Thus, further research
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is required to improve the capabilities of the methodologies in order to deal with
exceptional web development needs [56; 71].
2.4.3 Distributed Software Development
The trend of Distributed Software Development, sometimes called Global Software
Development (GSD) was started in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s. Factors such as
cost reduction and seeking for skilled people were behind this trend [72; 73]. Dis-
tributed Software Development can be defined as described by Jimenez and others
[72; 74] as follows:
Definition 10: Distributed Software Development is a type of development that
allows team members to be located in various remote sites during the software lifecycle,
thus making up a network of distant sub-teams.
Distributed software projects are usually developed by teams working collabo-
ratively via communication channels (e.g. networks, Internet, emails) across many
locations, usually in different countries [5; 6]. Software developers have adopted
distributed software development as a strategy to reduce costs and increase their
projects’ productivity [75]. Generally, the rapid growth of distributed software devel-
opment is gained from technological progress, low development cost, time differences,
quick formation of virtual corporations and teams of skilled people, flexibility, and
breaking into markets across the developing world, especially in countries like India,
Russia and Brazil [1; 72; 76; 77].
2.4.4 Distributed Software Development Challenges
Despite the benefits of adopting distributed software development, there are different
challenges that could become a source of problems and risks to this type of devel-
opment [78]. As shown in Table 2.1 Khoshroo and Rashidi in [1] summarized and
categorized a number of challenges and concluded that there is a significant need for
training, new management and compatible tools to deal with the distributed devel-
opment challenges.
Damian and Moitra in [79] argued that distributed software development is a fast
growing phenomenon, but it faces unique technical, organizational and cultural is-
sues, complexities and challenges. Time zones, languages, and geographical location
differences are potential sources of these challenges. In fact, there is still a necessity
to develop methods, techniques and practices to accommodate the challenges and
evolvement issues of distributed development [79]. The adoption of distributed de-
velopment has an effect on different levels and issues such as [72]:
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Table 2.1: Distributed Software Development Management, Cooperation and Tech-
nical Challenges [1]
Management Challenges
Initiation and Planning: Execution and Con-
trol:
Leadership:
Strategic issues; distributing
the work ; Process defini-
tion; Cost overheads related
to travel, Communications;
Risk management
Controlling remote activi-
ties ; Risk management
Leadership issues
Cooperation Challenges
Communication and Coordination: Awareness:
Trust issues; language differences; informal communication;
delays; isolation
lack of shared context
; different organizational
culture; expertise identifi-
cation and selection
Technical Challenges
Communication and Coordination: Tools and Environ-
ment:
Requirement engineering; changing architecture; integra-
tion issues; knowledge management; change and configura-
tion; management; incompatible processes
Standards; infrastructure
Strategic issues: e.g. an organization’s resistance due to misalignment in the man-
agement between different management levels.
Cultural issues: e.g. different cultural backgrounds have a significant effect on dis-
tributed developments due to issues like sense of time and communication styles.
Inadequate communication: e.g. weak formal and informal communications due
to lack of face-to-face meetings, fear of losing intellectual property rights and restric-
tions on information.
Knowledge management: e.g. ineffective collaboration due to poor information
sharing or poor documentation.
Project and process management issues: e.g. lack of synchronization.
Technical issues: e.g. slow networks.
Smite and Borzovs [27] identified the main distinguishing factors of distributed
software development including multisourcing, temporal diversity, socio-cultural di-
versity, linguistic diversity and political and legislative diversity. Generally, develop-
ing software across distributed sites presents many challenges which can be summa-
rized as follows [80; 81]:
• Inadequate informal communications
• Lack of trust
• Culture differences (e.g. different language, different corporate culture and dif-
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ferent developers’ backgrounds)
• Time-zone difference (leading to ineffective synchronous communication)
• Development process differences
• Knowledge management challenges (most of the existing management approaches
are designed for collocated teams)
• Technical issues: Incompatible data formats and exchanges
• Security issues (ensuring electronic transmissions are confidential and private).
Development environment, characteristics and challenges of distribute software
development could be sources of many risks, which need to be managed effectively to
avoid an unacceptable budget or delay in the schedule [21].
Finally, it can be seen that there are many common challenges for both web
and distributed developments (e.g. cultural differences, developers’ background differ-
ences, importance of communication and security issues). These challenges could be
sources of many risks. Thus, these need to be considered in any proposed risk man-
agement approach that intends to manage web and distributed development risks.
The next sections discuss potential web and distributed development risks and their
management challenges.
2.5 Potential Risks for Web and Distributed De-
velopment
Al-Rousan[59] highlighted that the most important reasons for web projects delays are
the risks involved, including the poor communications within the development team
members or with the customers. Al-Rousan listed 21 risks as the most important
risks to web development. Some of these risks are: Difficult to define content and
functional requirements; Threats from competitors; Time and location from where
the applications are accessed are unpredictable; Little development consideration on
safety, security and reliability; New technologies not well developed yet and lack of
matrurity; Web developers have variety of background, experience and age; Lack
of define user categories, continually change project/scope/ objectives; and Many
external suppliers involved in the development project and legacy systems are poor
documented.
Reed and Knight conducted a comparison study [82] which aimed to understand
the significance of the impact of a number of risks on IT projects that use virtual
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(distributed) teams. In this study, seven risks, are filtered from 55 risks as they are
more important to virtual teams than to collocated teams. The risks are: Insufficient
knowledge transfer; Lack of project team cohesion; Cultural or language differences;
Inadequate technical resources; Inexperience with company and its processes; Loss of
key resource(s); and Hidden agendas. The study illustrated a significant difference in
risk importance between the distributed and the collocated software developments.
In particular, the study showed that the seven evaluated risks have a lower impact
(i.e. no impact or simply did not occur) on collocated development teams compared
with the distributed teams [82].
This thesis deals with the risks of both web development and distributed devel-
opment as one chunk, and refers to them as Web and Distributed (WD) development
risks. Reasons to deal with the web and distributed development risks as one chunk
are:
• The identified web and distributed development challenges, illustrate that there
are many shared challenges (e.g. communication failures, time to market, de-
velopers’ background differences and others) between the web and distributed
developments and they thus share many risks.
• Many web developers follow the parallelism or subgroups development strategy
because of web development short cycles. This is an adoption of distributed
development strategy and indirectly inherits its challenges and risks [59].
• Many distributed development projects are web development projects and share
the same risks.
• Providing one approach that is able to deal with risks of both web and dis-
tributed developments reduces training time and makes the risk management
more easy for the developers since there is no need to switch between different
risk management approaches.
In this section, the types of potential risks that WD developments face are iden-
tified. In fact, as mentioned above, all the identified challenges could pose risks to
WD development. Aspects related to diversity, evolution, technology, availability and
anonymity of users’ types and numbers could be sources of many risks.
From a review of the available WD development literature [14; 43; 45; 48; 52; 58;
59; 64; 68; 69; 74; 76; 77; 80; 81; 83], a list of potential risks to WD development is
recognized and presented in Table 2.2. The ticks in the table illustrate the majority
(about 70%) of the risks are shared for web and distributed development. In addition
to this list, almost all of the traditional and collocated software risks are also risks
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to WD development (although their impact and significance might be different). An-
other type of risk that could also affect WD developments is the atypical risk type
[26] (see Atypical Risk definition in Section 1.1). Any completely new risk (unknown
risk), when it happens for the first time, is considered an atypical risk. This type of
risk could stop the progress of the development partly or totally, as the developers
do not know what to do.
Table 2.2: WD Potential Risks
Risk
No.
Risk Name Web Dis.
1 Unfamiliarity with international and foreign contract law 4 4
2 Inadequate customer requirement (see and change strategy) 4
3 Poor documentation 4 4
4 Low visibility of project process 4 4
5 Inadequate process development 4 4
6 Insufficient measurement and estimations 4 4
7 Lack of security precautions 4 4
8 Weaknesses in protection procedures for Intellectual Property rights 4
9 Vendor feasibility 4
10 Insufficient competence 4 4
11 Communication failures 4 4
12 Poor sites management control 4
13 Failure to manage user expectations 4
14 Insufficient project stakeholder involvement 4 4
15 Process instability 4 4
16 Poor performance 4 4
17 Poor UI 4
18 Insecure communication channels 4 4
19 Lack of requirement specification 4 4
20 Inadequate user involvement 4 4
21 Difficulties in ongoing support and maintenance 4 4
22 Unrealistic estimation of the number of users 4
23 Differences in the development methodologies and processes 4 4
24 Weak or inadequate contracts 4 4
25 Complicated development dependencies between project sites 4
26 Cross-cultural differences and influence 4 4
27 Poor product functionality 4 4
28 Market fluctuations 4 4
29 Scalability limitations 4
30 Poor availability 4 4
31 Lack of top management commitment 4 4
32 Instability in other project sites 4
33 Lack of face-to-face meetings 4 4
34 Lack of Management availability and efficiency 4 4
35 Unfamiliarity with customer type 4
36 Constraints due to time zone differences 4 4
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2.6 Needs and Challenges of Managing WD De-
velopment Risks
Risk management in software development is still evolving, which is clear from the
continuous stream of new software risk management methodologies and the high
failure rate in software development projects [20; 84]. Usually, the reasons behind
introducing new methodologies are weaknesses or inappropriateness of existing ones,
or a need to cover new conditions. All these reasons seem to be valid for WD develop-
ment risk management. WD development is a rapidly evolving development area and
most of its developers depend on collocated software risk management methodologies
or modified approaches to manage its risks. WD development involves some unique
characteristics, challenges and risks which impose the following challenges and needs
to risk management:
• Ability to evolve to accommodate to the continuous and rapid evolution of WD
development.
• Consideration of WD development environment, challenges, characteristics, risks
and factors.
• Simplicity and flexibility to cope with the different backgrounds of WD stake-
holders and developers.
• Consideration of risks from 3P perspectives.
2.7 Summary
In order to understand the challenges and specific needs of WD development, the lit-
erature on WD development was reviewed. This review showed that WD development
faces some unique challenges and risks that are not faced by collocated development.
Based on this, WD development needs, and challenges to risk management, are speci-
fied. In the next chapter, existing risk management strategies are reviewed to explore
their ability to deal with these challenges and satisfy their needs.
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Related Work
3.1 Introduction
Before proceeding to improve any of the existing risk management approaches or
developing a new approach, the existing risk management approaches need to be
reviewed and investigated, so that their strengths and weaknesses can be detected
and then the real requirements for managing WD development can be specified. This
chapter reviews a number of existing software risk management approaches to explore
their ability to accommodate risk management needs for WD development. These
approaches were either designed specifically to manage web risks or distributed risks
or have abilities in this regard. The chapter presents the evaluation criteria, which
were prepared for this purpose, describes the selected approaches, and presents the
evaluation results in terms of weaknesses and strengths of the evaluated approaches. A
case study called “Security System Case Study” is presented and used in this chapter
as an example to illustrate the limitations of the existing approaches in dealing with
WD development risk situations. Based on the strengths and weaknesses, the gap in
the management of WD development risks is identified and the requirements of risk
management in WD development are specified. An early version of this chapter has
been published in [16].
3.2 Evaluation Criteria
The survey of WD development in the previous chapter showed the unique challenges
and needs of risk management in WD development. In order to fully investigate the
abilities of the existing software risk management approaches, evaluation criteria were
first established to explore the abilities of existing approaches to satisfy the require-
ments of risk management for WD development. The criteria have been derived from
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the needs and risk management challenges of WD development, the risk management
literature review, and the research aim [14; 24; 25; 43; 44; 45; 48; 54; 58; 60; 61; 62; 63;
64; 65; 66; 67; 68; 75; 80; 81; 83; 85]. Although the criteria focus on WD development,
they also include some aspects that should be included to improve any software risk
management in general. In order to get a consistent list of criteria factors initially, a
list of all criteria factors was created and then filtered according to those most related
to WD software development. In addition, other factors are specified in order to cover
aspects which were previously not touched upon. The factors cover important risk
management aspects (e.g. Perspectives, Communications, Evolving Environment and
Risk Management Evolution). The evaluation criteria are outlined in Table 3.1, which
is used to review the abilities of existing risk management approaches to manage WD
development risks in the forthcoming sections.
Table 3.1: Approaches Evaluation Criteria
Criteria Rationale
Managing risks from the 3P
perspectives
In WD development, there is a significant involvement of
the three perspectives.
Preparedness for Atypical
Risks
It is expected that WD development is vulnerable to atyp-
ical risks, which are usually unpredictable risks. Risk
management approaches should have some abilities and
techniques to deal with such types of risk.
Ability to support risk man-
agement communications
Communication is an essential factor for any successful
risk management in WD development.
RM performance evaluation Risk management could cost too much or become ineffec-
tive; therefore, its performance should be evaluated and
corrective actions need to be taken when there is a need.
Consideration of the unique
characteristics and chal-
lenges of WD development
WD development involves some unique characteristics,
challenges and risks which need to be considered (e.g. time
zone differences).
Initiative with Potential WD
Risks
Providing an initial list of potential WD risks helps the
devlopers/managers to identify the risk earlier and faster
and thereby increase their awareness regarding the risks.
Ability to evolve The rapid nature of WD development makes this industry
evolve very fast over time due to the technologies used,
market influences and development environment. This
high rate of evolving needs to be accommodated.
RM customization Providing more than one option to manage the risks could
encourage more developers to practise risk management
especially when time is critical. This can be done by of-
fering plain and deep RM types.
Learning from Mistakes Learning from mistakes helps to improve the risk manage-
ment approaches.
Consideration of WD risk
factors
In WD development, there are some factors (e.g. level of
dependencies), which could have an effect on risk evalua-
tion, but these might not be considered during risks esti-
mation as they are not part of risks estimation equations.
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3.3 Existing SRM Approaches
There are many different Software Risk Management (SRM) approaches. Some of
these approaches are named “models” and others are named “methodology”, “frame-
works” or “methods”, but they have the same target, which is managing software
risks. The following definitions show the distinct meanings of these terms [86]:
Definition 11: Model: “Something such as an object, plan, or set of rules that is
used to show what something else is like or how it works.”
Definition 12: Methodology: “A system of ways of doing, teaching, or studying
something.”
Definition 13: Framework: “A system of rules, ideas, or beliefs that is used to plan
or decide something.”
Definition 14: Method: “A particular way of doing something. ”
Existing SRM approaches are reviewed in this chapter. Each of the approaches
uses some steps, components or techniques, which may be different or have some
similarities with other approaches. Twelve of the existing approaches have been
selected for detailed evaluation in this study. The selected approaches are those that
are expected to satisfy the needs of risk management for WD development. These
approaches were selected because they are either dedicated to management of web
risks or distributed risks, or have some abilities in this regard. The selected approaches
are described below.
3.3.1 A Risk-driven Model for Work Allocation
Lamersdorf et al. [5] analyzed the work allocation in Global Software Development
(GSD) projects and identified a number of problems that are related to task as-
signments across the sites (e.g. a complicated task could be assigned to a site with
insufficient experience or allocating of works depending on manager experience only),
which result in low productivity and negative impact on the project goals. Lamers-
dorf et al. [5] assert the importance of managing risks associated with work allocation
in GSD and presented a model called the Risk-driven model for systematic work al-
location in GSD. The Risk-driven model (See Figure 3.1) consists of two main steps
[5]: 1) assigning tasks based on project and site characteristics, resources, and their
impact on project goals; and 2) analyzing the assignment decision with respect to
the possible risks. As seen in Figure 3.2 the model contains three main sub-models,
i.e. the strategic assignment model; common causal model, which is able to store
organization-specific experiences; and risk identification model, to predict project
risks.
This model is a step on the way to considering distributed development risks, but
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it concentrates only on the work allocation aspect and mainly on project perspectives.
The Risk-driven Model does not deal with atypical risks and does not evaluate the
performance of the RM process. It provides one type of RM (i.e. Deep type - see
Definitions 4 and 5 in Chapter 1) and is not ready for any evolution. Finally, the
model is not initiated by any potential WD risks, but considers WD risk factors
partially.
Figure 3.1: A Risk-driven Model for Work Allocation Input-Output [5]
Figure 3.2: A Risk-driven Model for Work Allocation-Basic Structure [5]
3.3.2 Rule-based Model
The Rule-based Model, is introduced by Lamersdorf [6]. This model is designed based
on previous experiences and aims to identify and assess specific risks in distributed
software projects at an early stage. The model rules are derived from a number of
interviews with distributed development experts. In the model, the project charac-
teristics and lessons learned are used as an input for risk prediction purposes. The
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Rule-based model considers the relationship between the risk and influence charac-
teristic factors (characteristics of remote sites, sites relationships, tasks, and overall
project characteristics) in the GSD, based on systematic design rules. In the model,
the “Risk” is the possible problem; the “Influencing factors” are the characteristics of
the project environment that have an impact on the problem, and the “Rules” are to
formalize the impact of the influencing factors on the risks. Figure 3.3 illustrates an
example of the model and how it structures the relationship between the influencing
factors, risks and rules. As shown in the figure, the cultural differences between sites
increase communication problems and the process maturity and previous experiences
decrease communication problems [6].
Figure 3.3: A Rule-based Model [6]
In conjunction with the introduction of this model, Lamersdorf [6] has introduced
a table of a number of identified rules which consist of logical rules and their textual
description. The advantage of this model is its use of previous experiences, which
are an important element for predicting and manages new risks. However, the model
focuses only on software development within one organization and it does not have a
systematic process or steps to estimate and evaluate the risks. In particular, it par-
tially considers the process and product perspectives and does not deal with atypical
risks. It also does not support RM communications or the evaluation of RM perfor-
mance. The model provides a deep type of RM only and is not initiated for potential
WD risks. Finally, it does not consider the WD risk factors.
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3.3.3 Process-Planning Methodology
Betz et al. [7] presented a methodology to manage risks in GSD process planning.
The methodology aims to improve planning by identifying its associated risks. As
can be seen in Figure 3.4, the methodology consists of four steps, which are:
1. Process Modelling to identify risks
2. Risk Assessment to assess risks
3. Simulation and Evaluation of Process Improvements; followed by
4. Selection and Transformation
 
Process Model 
Process Risks Improved Process 
Variants 
Step 1: Process Modelling 
Step 4: Selection 
and Transformation 
Step 3: Simulation and Evaluation 
of Process Improvements 
Step 2: Risk Assessment 
Figure 3.4: Process-Planning Methodology [7]
The Process-Planning methodology is supported with a tool, which is developed
based on the methodology steps. The methodology depends on experience to esti-
mate the identified risks, which makes the estimated values subjective to the user
experience. Process-Planning Methodology supports partial evaluation of the RM
performance, but does not consider the product perspective. The methodology does
not deal with atypical risks, does not consider characteristics, challenges and risk
factors of WD developments, but is initiated for some risks. It is not ready for any
evolution and provides only a deep type of RM.
3.3.4 RIAP Model
Al-Rousan et al. [2] have introduced a model called the Risk Identification Architec-
ture Pattern (RIAP), and a tool called the Web Project Risk Management Assessment
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(WPRiMA) [8] which is built based on the RIAP model. Both the model and the
tool aim to manage risks in web based applications. The RIAP model has been built
in order to consider stakeholders’, developers’ and web projects’ characteristics. As
Figure 3.5 illustrates, the development process of the RIAP model consists of two
main sections (Theoretical model and Operational model).
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Identification Pattern 
Validation 
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Figure 3.5: The Development Process of RIAP [8]
The theoretical model section aims to identify and assess the relevance of the risk
factors of web development projects. This section involves four phases (survey and
explore risk factors, assess relevance of risk factors to web project characteristics (see
Table 3.2), classify the risk factors and validate performance) [2]. The operational
model section uses the output of the first model as input and involves two phases
(constructing a Bayesian Network and constructing a RIAP model).
RIAP has been supported with a prototype tool called WPRiMA, which supports
its practising dimensions. The RIAP model and the WPRiMA tool try to link a list
of risks with the characteristics of the web projects. However, RIAP focuses only on
the project perspective; it is not able to deal with atypical risks; it partially supports
RM communications and does not support RM performance evaluation. It does not
deal with distributed perspectives of web development and is not prepared for RM
evolvements. RIAP offers only one type of risk management (deep type). Although
it is supported with a list of potential risks, it does not consider the WD factors
(e.g. Sites dependencies).
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Table 3.2: Risk Factors in Web Projects [2]
Characteristics Risk Factors
Content 1. The Standard of project quality is not clearly defined
2. The structure of contents lacks understanding
Navigation 3. Hard to navigate and detect problems
4. Large amount of information
Presentation 5. Hard to operate the web application, lacks simplicity
6. Hard to specify the aesthetics
Social Context 7. Difficult to define contents and functional requirements
8. Hard to express possible threats from competitors
Technical Context 9. Complexity of design models increases with the use of mobile
devices
10. Lack of understanding of delivery medium concepts
Natural Context 11. Time and location from where the applications are accessed
are unpredictable and at random
12. Meets user’s expections to have accessibility at any time
Development Team 13.Web developers have varied backgrounds, experience and age
14. Built on emerging technology and methodology
15. Little development concern of safety, security, reliability
Technical Infrastructure 16. New techniques not well developed yet and lack maturity
17. Hard to predict operational environment
Process 18. Constantly evolving project/scope/objectives
19. Lack of defined user categories
Integration 20. Legacy systems are poorly documented
21. Many external suppliers involved in the development project
3.3.5 DS-RM-Concept
Janusz Gorski and Jakub Miler [9] introduced a concept of risk management in dis-
tributed software development projects. The concept is built based on the idea that
communication is an essential issue in managing risks. Therefore, this approach is
supported with a communication channel (see Figure 3.6). The communication chan-
nel is open for all stakeholders at any time. The channel is intended to collect data
from different sources, including checklists, questionnaires, brainstorming sessions and
individual observations. During the analysis, it is also used to exchange views for risk
evaluation. All collected data are stored in an information repository called the Black
Box for further analysis and assessment [9].
 Risk 
Identification 
Risk 
analysis 
Risk response 
development 
Risk response 
control 
Communication 
Figure 3.6: DS-SM-Concept [9]
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As can be seen in Figure 3.7, this approach has three layers for processing, an-
alyzing and assessing the risk data: Review to identify the risks, Snapshots to pass
the identified data for analysis, and Reports to share the assessment results.
 
REPORTING 
reports 
 
ANALYSIS 
snapshots 
 
IDENTIFICATION 
reviews 
 
Figure 3.7: RiskAssessmentLayers of DS-SM-Concept [9]
This approach is supported with a tool called “Risk Guide”. The approach has
the advantage of having a risk communication channel, which continuously collects
data for risk analysis and assessment. It is claimed that this channel is supported
with unlimited memory [9]. However, gathering all this data is not an easy task and
puts more pressure on managers and developers as it needs more resources and extra
effort and time for sorting, filtering and analysing the collected data. This needs
a lot of time, which is a critical issue with WD software projects. Moreover, the
quality and credibility of the collected data, and their level importance, might not
be taken into account. In this approach, the assessment and evaluation operations
are subjective, as they depend on a rating process by stakeholders. Like most of the
previous approaches, this approach focuses only on the project perspective and is not
ready to deal with atypical risks. It supports RM communications and is initiated for
a list of potential distributed software risks. It partially considers the characteristics
and challenges of WD development and RM performance evaluation. It offers only a
deep type of RM and is not ready for RM process evolution. The DS-RM-Concept
has the advantage of learning from mistakes and partially considers some WD risk
factors.
3.3.6 ProRisk Framework
Roy [10] has proposed a software risk management framework called ProRisk. As
illustrated in Figure 3.8, the ProRisk framework focuses on business and operational
management dimensions. The business dimension focuses on identifying the economic
environment, and the operational dimension focuses on the main risk management
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steps (e.g. identifying risks, describing action plans, implementing the plans and re-
assessment).
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Figure 3.8: ProRisk Framework [10]
The ProRisk Framework is built with consideration of the hierarchical structure of
the Software Engineering Institute’s (SEI) risk taxonomy [87]. It involves a number
of activities, including Stakeholder identification, Risk factor identification, Risk tree
model construction, Calibration of the model, Estimation of the risk event probabili-
ties, Computation of combined risk values, Development of action plans, Monitoring
of the progress, and Framework operation. Roy [10] claimed that this framework is
open for users to calibrate and use alongside other models. However, ProRisk involves
deep analysis and a large number of activities that need to be implemented in order
to manage the risks. The used models are integrated under a number of constraints
(e.g. risk factors are largely independent and use appropriate methods for computing
risk values [10]), but this could raise a question about the level of credibility and reli-
ability of these models. The ProRisk framework does not consider the characteristics
and risk factors of WD development and concentrates on the project perspective only.
It involves a large number of activities which could increase complexity and consume
more time. The framework is not ready to deal with atypical types of risk, but par-
tially supports RM communications and RM performance evaluation. The ProRisk
framework is not provided with a list of potential WD risk; it has some abilities for
evolution. Finally, consideration of WD risk factors and learning from mistakes are
not supported by this framework.
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3.3.7 Riskit Method
Riskit is a method to manage software risks introduced by Kontio [3; 88]. The Riskit
method links between project risks and stakeholders with a focus on identifying the
impact of risk scenarios on project goals [3; 88]. Figure 3.9 illustrates the Riskit
process diagram, and Table 3.3 describes the steps of the Riskit method [3; 88].
Figure 3.9: The Process Diagram of Riskit Method [3]
The Riskit method is also provided with a Riskit Analysis Graph to represent
risk scenarios. This method has some advantages, such as visualising risk scenarios,
simplifying estimating techniques and making available training material. However,
it does not consider the potential risks of WD development or its associated charac-
teristics and challenges. In fact, it is a very detailed method which makes it difficult
for use in rapidly evolving WD development. Like other existing SRM approaches, it
does not have a mechanism to deal with atypical risks and supports only the deep RM
type. The method does not consider the product perspective or RM communications,
but supports RM performance evaluation. The Riskit method is not ready for RM
evolution or learning form mistakes, nor does it consider the WD risk factors.
3.3.8 SoftRisk
SoftRisk [11; 89] is a model developed to manage software risks. It is intended to
manage risks of all project sizes and is supported with a prototype tool which is
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Table 3.3: Riskit Steps Overview [3]
Riskit step Description Output
Risk manage-
ment mandate
definition
Define the scope and frequency of risk man-
agement. Recognize all relevant stakeholders
Risk management
mandate: why, what,
when, who, how, and
for whom?
Goal review Review the stated goals for the project, refine
them and define implicit goals and constraints
explicitly. Analyze stakeholders’ associations
with the goals
Explicit goal defini-
tions
Risk identifica-
tion
Identify potential threats to the project using
multiple approaches.
A list of “raw” risks.
Risk analysis Classify and consolidate risks. Complete risk
scenarios for main risk events. Estimate risk
effects for all risk scenarios Estimate probabil-
ities and utility losses of risk scenarios.
Completed Riskit anal-
ysis graphs for all an-
alyzed risks. Ranked
risk scenarios.
Risk control
planning
Select the most important risks for risk con-
trol planning. Propose risk control actions for
most important risks. Select the risk control
actions to be implemented.
Selected risk control-
ling actions
Risk control Implement the risk controlling actions. Reduced risks.
Risk monitoring Monitor the risk situation. Risk status informa-
tion.
built based on model steps. As shown in Figure 3.10, the SoftRisk model consists
of 7 iterative steps (Identify, Estimate, Document, Assess, Prioritize, Monitor and
Control).
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3 Document 
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If any 
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Figure 3.10: The Main Steps of SoftRisk Model [11]
SoftRisk focuses on top risks in each management cycle, concentrating on risk
documentation and using historical risk data as a strategy to avoid risks and produce
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statistics for future use. However, the SoftRisk model does not consider any aspects
of WD development, including its risk factors, and is not provided with an initial list
of the WD potential risks. It focuses only on project perspective. This model is not
ready for atypical risks and does not provide any RM communications. The SoftRisk
model supports deep RM only, but is not ready for any RM evolution. Generally, the
model supports the learning from mistakes concept.
3.3.9 CMMI-RSKM
Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) [90] is a process improvement ap-
proach, introduced by SEI [90]. CMMI covers 22 process areas, including (CMMI-
RSKM) risk management. As Figure 3.11 illustrates, the risk management process
is supported with a risk repository. CMMI-RSKM covers three main goals (G1-G3)
[12] which are:
G1: Prepare for Risk Management: Determine risk source and categories, Define risk
parameters, Establish a risk management strategy.
G2: Identify and Analyze Risks: Identify risks, Evaluate and prioritize risks.
G3: Mitigate Risks: Develop mitigation plans, Implement mitigation plans.
Figure 3.11: CMMI-RSKM Structure [12]
Generally, the CMMI-RSKM focuses on training, which is essential to practition-
ers and instructors. However, the CMMI-RSKM offers only the deep type of risk
management and, like some other approaches, does not consider the unique charac-
teristics and challenges of WD development; furthermore, it is not flexible enough
for evolving [12; 90; 91; 92]. CMMI-RSKM considers the three perspectives (project,
process and product) but is not ready to deal with atypical risk types. It supports
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RM communication and RM performance evaluation, but it is not provided with WD
potential risks and does not consider the WD risk factors.
3.3.10 PMBOK
PMBOK is a project management methodology introduced by the Project Manage-
ment Institute [13]. PMBOK has 44 project management processes and 9 knowledge
areas for project management (Integration, Scope, Time, Cost, Quality, Human Re-
sources, Communications Risk and Procurement). PMBOK consists of four process
phases (Initiating, Planning, Executing, and Closing). This methodology can be
considered as a standard for project management [91; 93; 94]. The PMBOK method-
ology supports the distribution of information between project stakeholders. As is
illustrated in Figure 3.12, the methodology supports the ordinary project risk manage-
ment steps (i.e. Plan risk management, Identify risks, Perform qualitative analysis,
Perform quantitative risk analysis, Plan risk management response and Monitor and
control risks).
However, PMBOK is designed for general project management purposes and is not
ready for use in WD development as it does not consider any of the WD development
specific challenges and characteristics and is not initiated for any of the WD develop-
ment potential risks. Moreover, PMBOK is not flexible enough to accommodate the
rapid changes of WD development.
Aspects like preparedness for atypical risks and consideration of WD risks factors are
not supported by the PMBOK methodology and it supports the deep RM type only.
3.3.11 GDSP Integrated Framework
The Geographically Distributed Software Projects (GDSP) Integrated Framework
[14] is a framework designed to manage distributed software project risks. A sys-
tematic survey of available literature to refine and specify risk areas and risk factors
of distributed software projects was conducted before building the framework. The
risk areas were linked to resolution techniques in order to specify which technique is
suitable for which risk area.
As can be seen in Figure 3.13, the framework consists of three main risk man-
agement components, namely: risk assessment, risk control and risk management
planning focusing on distributed risks.
The GDSP Integrated Framework is supported with a web based tool called the
Distributed Project Management System (DPMS). The risk management plans of
this framework are supposed to be linked and integrated with other project plans. In
fact, this framework is a step towards managing distributed risks; however, it depends
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Figure 3.12: PMBOK Risk Management Diagram [13]
on open discussions to prioritize and control the risks, which depend on subjective
judgement, and it is affected by the experience of managers. This could be also a
time-consuming strategy. The GDSP Integrated Framework could be much better if
it considered the dependencies of risks and if it could be customized by offering more
options for risk management. The framework focuses on the project perspective of
distributed development only; supports RM communications; considers the many
characteristics and challenges of distributed developments; and is initiated with a list
of distributed development potential risks. The GDSP Integrated Framework is not
ready to deal with atypical risk types or make any evolvements in the RM process.
It partially supports the learning from mistakes concept.
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Figure 3.13: Elements of GDSPs Risk Management Framework [14]
3.3.12 Risk and Performance Model
As can be seen in Figure 3.14, the Risk-Performance-Model [15] uses six risk dimen-
sions (organizational environment, user, requirements, project complexity, planning-
control and team risks). The model considers the relationships between the risks, and
project performance includes product and process performance. One of the model im-
plications is that the six dimensions can be used as a technique for early identification
and management of the risks [15].
The Risk-Performance-Model is built on a depth defined background, but is not
easy to follow. The three perspectives are considered by the model, but with re-
spect to social subsystem risk, and the model does not consider the other specific
WD development challenges and risks. The preparedness for atypical risks and RM
evolution are not supported by the model. Meanwhile, it is not provided with a RM
communication channel and does not consider the WD risk factors. Similar to pre-
vious approaches, it has only one type of RM, which is the deep type, and it is not
initiated by a WD development potential risk list.
3.4 Analysis
The approaches were reviewed for their ability to manage the risks of modern soft-
ware development in the WD environment and how they can deal with the challenges.
In order to see their weaknesses and strengths, the approaches have been evaluated
based on the predefined criteria factors (see Table 3.1). This evaluation has been con-
ducted based on available literature. Table 3.4 shows the results of the evaluation.
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Figure 3.14: Risk-and-Performance-Model [15]
In Table 3.4, there are three options for each criteria factor:
4 when the factor is supported by the approach.
6 if the factor is not supported by the approach.
P if it is partially supported by the approach.
Table 3.4 can be read either horizontally or vertically. If it is read horizontally,
then the numbers on the table represent the total points that each factor has from
all of the approaches for each one of the above three options. If the table is read
vertically then the numbers represent the total points each approach has for each one
of the above three options.
From the numbers that appear in Table 3.4, it can be noticed that the total number
of criteria factors that are supported or agreed by the approaches has 47 points from
the total points, which is 156 (with percentage 30.1%). The ones that are partially
supported or partially agree have 23 points (with a percentage of the total points of
14.7%), whereas the factors that have the lowest support by the existing approaches
have the highest number of points, at 86 (with a percentage of 55.1%). The criteria
factors that have the lowest support are:
• Covering of process and product perspectives
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Table 3.4: Approach Evaluation
Approaches Sub Totals
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4 6 P
Perspectives
- Project 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 0 0
- Process 6 P 4 6 6 P 1 3 2
- Product 6 P 6 6 6 6 0 5 1
Preparedness for Atypical risks 6 6 6 6 6 6 0 6 0
RM Communication 4 6 4 P 4 P 3 1 2
RM Performance Evaluation 6 6 P 6 P P 0 3 3
Consideration of WD Challenges
and Characteristics
4 4 6 P P 6 2 2 2
Initiative with Potential WD
Risks
6 6 P 4 4 6 2 3 1
Ability to Evolve 6 P 6 6 6 4 1 4 1
Offered RM Types
- Plain 6 6 6 6 6 6 0 6 0
- Deep 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 0 0
Learning from mistakes 4 P 6 P 4 6 2 2 2
Consideration of WD risks factors
(e.g. Dependencies)
P 6 6 6 P 6 0 4 2
Columns Totals
4 Supported 5 3 4 3 5 3
6 Not Supported 7 6 7 7 5 7
P Partially Supported 1 4 2 3 3 3
Continued on Next Page..
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4 6 P
Perspectives
- Project 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 0 0
- Process P 6 4 4 6 4 3 2 1
- Product 6 6 P 6 6 P 0 4 2
Preparedness for Atypical risks 6 6 6 6 6 6 0 6 0
RM Communication 6 6 4 4 4 6 3 3 0
RM Performance Evaluation 4 P 4 6 P 4 3 1 2
Consideration of WD Challenges
and Characteristics
6 6 6 6 4 6 1 5 0
Initiative with Potential WD
Risks
6 6 6 6 4 6 1 5 0
Ability to Evolve 6 6 6 6 6 6 0 6 0
Offered RM Types
- Plain 6 6 6 6 6 6 0 6 0
- Deep 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 0 0
Learning from mistakes 6 4 6 P P 6 1 3 2
Consideration of WD risks factors
(e.g. Dependencies)
6 6 6 6 6 6 0 6 0
Columns Totals
4 Supported 3 3 5 4 5 4
6 Not Supported 9 9 7 8 6 8
P Partially Supported 1 1 1 1 2 1
Summary of Table Totals
Ticks 4 6 P Over all points total
Points 47 86 23 156
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• Preparedness for atypical risks
• Consideration of WD challenges
• Plain risk management type
• Ability to evolve
• Initiative with Potential WD Risks
• Consideration of WD risks factors (e.g. Dependencies)
As can be seen in Table 3.4, the points are different from one approach to another.
This means that a weak aspect in one approach could be a strong aspect in another.
This is clear from the total points at the end of each approach. On the other hand
there are many similarities between many approaches in many aspects as they have
the same selections for some criteria factors.
3.5 Approaches Weaknesses Summary
In general, the associated weaknesses of the existing approaches that have resulted
from the evaluation can be summarized in the following points:
• The existing approaches concentrate on the project perspective of software de-
velopment and do not pay enough attention to process and product perspectives.
• They are not ready to accommodate the continuous evolution of WD develop-
ment.
• They do not consider the WD development risk factors (e.g. sites distribution
and dependencies).
• They lack preparedness for atypical risk types.
• They are not flexible enough and they offer only the deep type of risk manage-
ment. Plain risk management is not offered.
• They have no or weak evaluation of the RM performance.
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3.6 Security System Case Study
This case study depends on a simplified WD risk situation (an example), which is
designed in this research to demonstrate how the existing approaches act with WD
development risk situations, and it will be used with the proposed approach for the
same purpose in the following chapter.
The example involves atypical risk. This type of risk is not predictable, occurs
suddenly and was previously unknown. In the example, we emulate an atypical risk
situation in a WD development scenario. In brief, this risk situation emulates a web
service software company, which has three distributed development sites (i.e. KL-
Malaysia, New Delhi-India and Paris-France), and its headquarters are in London-UK.
These distributions of the sites impose time zone, cultural and background differences
and development dependencies. The development progress in all of the sites depends
on the New Delhi site. This dependency is because there are key programmers working
only at the New Delhi site that have special skills, abilities and experience to link
system application modules with hardware components. This means any problems or
delays at the New Delhi site will affect the rest of the development sites’ progression.
The manager of this company has signed a very important contract to build a
significant software component for a new security system for a famous airline company.
According to the contract terms, the system should meet the required quality and
reliability and should be ready for work within 63 working days. Any submission
delay will cost extra (5%) per day as a fine.
The development progress of the system was going exactly as planned. Suddenly,
an unexpected risk happened and stopped development progress at the New Delhi
site. All development team members, including the programmers at the New Delhi
site, had severe food poisoning. The programmers at the New Delhi site have unique
skills in linking radio stations of the security system with software applications and
cannot be replaced by others; the company has invested lots of money to train them.
This is an atypical risk as it involves the whole development team who suddenly
become unable to perform development work. The manager was aware of the ordinary
personnel shortfall risk of one, two or even part of the development team becoming
unable to carry out the development, but not all of them and suddenly. The problem
is that this risk is not limited to the desired site only. It affects all other sites as their
progress depends on the New Delhi site. It also affects the company in general. The
effect comes in the shape of schedule and cost overruns, loss of reputation, loss of
market, and payment of fines and reparations.
The question is what to do. The project needs to be completed on time; the
company was not ready for this type of risk and the work was almost suspended,
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with time not on the company’s side. With the existing risk management approaches,
there a little that could done, as discussed below:
• The existing RM approaches are designed to deal with ordinary risks when
the probability and magnitude of the risk can be estimated. Thus, they are
not ready to deal with the current atypical risk. Everything with this risk is
different; it is unknown, happened suddenly, and no one expected it. Therefore,
with the existing RM approaches, the managers could act unsystematically and
might take the wrong action or decisions, which might cost more than the risk
itself would cost.
• The existing RM approaches might able to manage the risks individually, but
they cannot build a complete picture of site distribution and dependencies which
affect the risks. Relationships can change the importance of any risk, regardless
of its RE value or its importance for a single site. For example, in the above
case study, any risk which affects the New Delhi site will have extra importance
compared with other sites’ risks as the other sites’ progress depends on the New
Delhi site. Existing RM approaches are not able to draw a real picture about
WD risks in relation to importance. Moreover, more distribution and a higher
number of sites could make the risks affect more sites, or lead to a combination
of risks which become more complicated or even produce new risks
3.7 Requirements to Manage WD Development
Risks
In order to enhance risk management in WD development, it is necessary to specify the
requirements that need to be considered for improving or building any approach that
is intended to manage WD development risks. The list of requirements in Table 3.5
were prepared after reviewing the existing approaches and specify their weaknesses
and strengths, experience with software risk management and the specified challenges
of WD development and its risk management needs.
3.8 Summary
In this chapter, existing software risk management is reviewed. Twelve approaches
were selected for deep investigation to explore their abilities to manage WD devel-
opment risks. The investigation was based on specific criteria that were prepared
carefully for this purpose, which considered WD development risk management needs
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Table 3.5: WD-RM Requirements
No Requirements description Rationale
WD-R1 Usability (easy to learn, simple). It is expected that WD developers have dif-
ferent backgrounds. Therefore, different types
of users with different types of background
should be able to use the approach.
WD-R2 It should produce quick results. WD development is rapidly evolving; there-
fore, the users are keen to see fast results from
the used approaches
WD-R3 It should have the ability to
evolve.
WD development is evolvable and involves
rapid changes. Any risk management ap-
proach should be ready for any evolution if
it is needed.
WD-R4 It should consider the character-
istics of WD development.
This is to provide better awareness to poten-
tial risks and challenges
WD-R5 It should consider the WD fac-
tors that might have an affect on
risks (e.g. dependencies).
This is to have an overall evaluation of the
relationships that have an effect on risks
WD-R6 It should be a customisable ap-
proach.
To encourage developers/managers to practise
RM, even when resources or time are limited.
WD-R7 Ability to use minimum informa-
tion to manage the risks.
Sometimes there is a lack of information with
WD developments.
WD-R8 Ability to deal with atypical
risks.
Because there is always a chance of atypical
risks
WD-R9 It should be initiated with a
list of potential WD development
risks.
To help manager/developers to start with
them and to establish risk management aware-
ness
WD-R10 Consideration of risks from 3P
perspectives.
Because the risks can affect the 3P perspec-
tives
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(identified in Chapter 2). Weaknesses and strengths of the reviewed approaches were
identified. Generally, many of the identified strengths are related to collocated soft-
ware development and are spread among the approaches. As the review shows, there
are some approaches that have some extra abilities than other approaches that can be
engaged to manage WD development risks (e.g. DS-RM-Concept), these approaches
still have many weaknesses in different aspects. From Table 3.4, the following points
can be concluded:
• There is no single approach that is able to manage software risks in WD en-
vironments alone; unfortunately the strengths of the approaches are dispersed
between them. In the current situation, developers must either use more than
one approach or omit some aspects and support.
• Due to the weaknesses involved, any plan to improve any of the approaches
means making the approach more complicated or too large.
• Tackling the weaknesses of the approaches and combining the strengths of them
in a new approach is a step toward improving risk management in WD envi-
ronment.
• Features such as the ability to evolve, flexibility and customization of RM are
difficult to add to any of the approaches as this would entail a total restructure
of the approach as a whole.
It can be concluded that the reviewed approaches have added significant value to
the RM of traditional software development, but it is clear that WD developments
are not yet well covered. Thus, there is still a gap that needs to be bridged in order to
improve RM for WD development. In this chapter, the requirements of any approach
that is intended to manage WD development risks are specified.
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WeDRisk Approach
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, existing software risk management is reviewed. Furthermore,
strengths and weaknesses of existing software risk management approaches in man-
aging WD development risks are identified. Thus, the gap in the risk management of
WD development and its requirements is specified and the need for a new approach
is asserted.
In this chapter, an approach called WeDRisk (Web and Distributed Risk) is in-
troduced. The WeDRisk approach is proposed in order to tackle some of the existing
approaches’ weaknesses with more emphasis on WD development. WeDRisk is in-
tended to be flexible, evolvable, understandable and easy to use, and it considers the
risks from the 3P perspectives. The same “Security System Case Study”, which is
introduced in the previous chapter is used again in this chapter as a running case
study to illustrate how the WeDRisk approach works.
4.2 WeDRisk Structure
Simplicity, flexibility and the ability to evolve were considered during the design and
building of the WeDRisk approach, which consists of three phases (RM Establishment
phase, RM Implementation phase and RM Evaluation and Evolution phase), as well as
a communication channel. The phases consist of modules, which contain components,
steps, techniques and guidelines. Table 4.1 describes in summary the phases and their
inputs and outputs.
Before describing in depth the WeDRisk structure, the three phases and the com-
munication channel are briefly described as follows:
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Table 4.1: WeDRisk Phases Summary
Phases Description Inputs Outputs
Establishment Concerns establishing risk
management cycle.
Involved Modules: Project
Card, Stakeholder and RM
Customization modules
Project Identifi-
cation data, RM
cycle data, Avali-
able risks data;
Stakeholders’ data;
RM Avaliable
recourses, Time
Criticality and
Experience with
RM
Project Card;
Stakeholders cards;
Suggested RM type
(Plain/Deep)
RM Implemen-
tation
To identify, estimate, evalu-
ate, plan and control the risks
and also to absorb atypical
risks.
Involved Modules: Risks
Repository, Clustering, Esti-
mation, Evaluation, Atypical
Risks and Planning & Con-
trolling Modules
Current risks data
and Project card
Identified, esti-
mated and prior-
itized risks, Risks
cards, Control
plans, Management
and atypical risks
absorbing actions
and Updating data
of risk and project
cards
RM Evaluation
& Evolution
To evaluate and audit RM
process and to make improve-
ments or modifications on the
approach or risk management
cycle.
Involved Modules: Evalua-
tion and Auditing and RM
Evolution Regulator module
Progress data
during RM cycle
Evolution Box
(requirements,
suggestions, prob-
lems, performance
reports..)
Performance report
and suggestions for
corrective actions,
Steps, Techniques,
corrective actions
Communication Channel ensures RM communications and data exchange during the RM cycle
RM Establishment phase
The establishment phase is the foundation for any RM cycle in the WeDRisk approach.
It is triggered before starting any of other phases (the first time only). The aim of
this phase is to build a project card (see Table 4.3) and stakeholders’ cards, and to
customize the RM type (optional). The cards and phase modules are described in
detail in the following sections. Building the project card is essential for all the RM
cycle modules as all risk data updates are stored in the project card. Stakeholders’
cards are used when there is any involvement of the stakeholders in the development or
RM processes. Risk management customization specifies a suitable RM type (Plain
or Deep) for the RM cycle in general or for specific risks. Plain or Deep scope is
flexible and can be re-defined by the developer/manager.
RM Implementation phase
The RM implementation phase is the core of RM operations in the WeDRisk ap-
proach. It concerns the implementation of RM steps, such as identification, estima-
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tion, evaluation, planning and controlling, and documenting of potential risks in the
risks repository. For example, the potential risks repository helps to identify the risks
that could attack the desired development perspective and a risk card is issued for
any new ordinary or atypical risk. All the risks in this repository are clustered from
the 3P perspectives. Once the risk is identified, the next step is to specify the type of
RM (Plain or Deep) which also can be triggered from this phase. Following this is the
estimation of the risks based on the RM type needs. WeDRisk supports more than
one type of risk estimation. All the estimated risks are subjected to evaluation, which
prioritizes the risks based on their estimated impact values and produces a list of the
most critical risks. Once the risks are evaluated, they need to be controlled using
the controlling plans. Planning section could be triggered when the risk is identified
to include the plan in the risk card or could be prepared just before the controlling
process. Finally, the project card is updated and this phase’s activities continue until
the end of the RM cycle.
RM Evaluation and Evolution phase
This phase collects the data during the whole RM cycle and produces a perfor-
mance evaluation report. This report is useful for monitoring risks and RM efficiency.
The evaluation result is also used to specify and take corrective actions and make any
needed evolutions or improvements to the WeDRisk approach components.
Communication Channel
This channel is designed to provide and ensure all internal and external RM commu-
nications and data exchanges during the RM cycles.
For simplicity and standardization purposes, special notations were designed and
used to represent and structure the WeDRisk phases, modules and other components
(the notations are shown in Figure 4.1). In order to ensure simplicity, flexibility and
the ability to evolve of the WeDRisk approach, a modular design strategy was chosen
to build the approach. This can be seen in Figure 4.2 which illustrates the main
architectural design of the WeDRisk approach. This structure gives the modules the
ability to:
• Work with minimum dependency.
• Make improvements and changes (i.e. adding, modifying or removing com- po-
nents) easily.
• Exchange data directly using the communication channel.
The following sections describe the WeDRisk phases and its modules in more
detail.
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Figure 4.1: WeDRisk Notations
4.2.1 RM Establishment Phase
The establishment phase in the WeDRisk approach is responsible for establishing the
risk management cycle. It handles all project data, stakeholder data and customizes
the type of risk management (Plain or Deep). As illustrated in Table 4.2, this phase
consists of three modules, namely: the project card module, stakeholder module and
RM customization module. The three modules are described in detail below.
Project Card Module
The aim of this module is to produce and update risk management project cards
from any development perspective. The project card is the foundation of any risk
management cycle and is continuously updated over the time when there are any
changes in the risk management data. The card can be used for a single or multisite
WD development project type. In addition to project bibliographic data, the project
card contains current and previous identified risk data (see Table 4.3). These data
are used at different stages of the risk management cycle and also as historical data
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Figure 4.2: WeDRisk Approach Main Structure
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Table 4.2: RM Establishment Phase
Module Description Inputs Outputs
Project Card
Module
A module to establish a risk
management cycle project
produces a card that contains
all the data that are relevant
to the risk management pro-
cess
Bibliographic
project data, risk
data, manage-
ment data and
monitoring data
Project Card
Stakeholders’
Module
A module to ensure and
control the involvement of
project stakeholders in the
risk management process
Stakeholder bib-
liographic data
and their tasks
and privileges and
permissions in the
RM process
Stakeholders’
Cards
RM Customiza-
tion Module
A module to customize the
RM (helps to decide what
type of risk management is
suitable (Plain or Deep) for
the desired risk based on
available information.
information about
the risk manage-
ment resources
(Time, Staff,
Budget and Expe-
rience)
Suggested decision
(Plain or Deep)
for future and statistical purposes and learned lessons. Figure 4.3 is a diagram of the
project card module.
 
Gathered Risk Management Project Data 
 
-  
Unique Project Card No. 
 General Proj. Bibliographic Data 
Risk Management Data 
Process and Issue or Update Project Card 
Figure 4.3: Project Card Module
Stakeholder Module
The involvement of project stakeholders in the risk management process is one of the
success factors of WeDRisk. Therefore, one of its essential modules is the stakeholder
module. This module aims to produce cards for all stakeholders involved in the risk
management cycle as they might become involved in some RM aspects (e.g. perform
tasks or be given relevant information). Stakeholder cards contain the main stake-
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Table 4.3: Sample of Project Card
holder bibliographic data, privileges and permissions in the RM process, as well as any
assigned tasks (role) related to the risk management cycle (Table 4.4 is an example
of a stakeholder card).
As can be seen in Figure 4.4, the stakeholder module consists of four components.
The first is an input component which gathers stakeholder related data and passes it
to the second component which issues and updates the stakeholder cards. The third
component produces and updates a list of involved stakeholders. All stakeholder
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Table 4.4: An Example of Stakeholder Card
Stakeholder ID StW101
Stakeholder Name Rose
Stakeholder Type Person
Stakeholder Projects WP-09-001
Stakeholder Role Financial
Stakeholder Privileges Costs Related Risks
 
Issuing or updating the cards 
 
Stakeholder bibliographic data, their tasks 
and privileges and permissions in the RM 
process 
 
 
Update Project - Stakeholders List 
Stakeholder 
Repository  
Figure 4.4: Stakeholder Module
data are stored in a component called the stakeholders’ repository which is the fourth
component of this module.
RM Customization Module
As demonstrated in the previous chapter, one of the existing software risk manage-
ment weaknesses is the offering of a single type of risk management, which is usually
the deep risk management type. In WD development, many developers/managers
ignore the practice of risk management if there is a resource shortage or criticality
in time [95]. Hence, in order to encourage them to practise RM, even when there
are shortages in time and resources, the WeDRisk approach offers Plain and Deep
types of RM (defined in Chapter 1) to manage the risks involved. The Plain type is
supposed to be suitable for RM when the resources (e.g. time, budget or staff) are
limited or critical, whereas the Deep type is intended to be used when there are suf-
ficient resources. However, it is not easy to decide when to use each type. Therefore,
the WeDRisk approach is supported with a RM customization module, which aims to
help the developers/managers to decide when to use Deep and when to use Plain RM
types. The module is designed to be simple and gives quick results. It can be used to
deal with the risks individually (one risk each time) or a risk situation (complete RM
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cycle). As can be seen in Figure 4.5, the core of the RM Customization Module is a
matrix called the RM Customization Matrix. The matrix uses available information
about risk management resources (time, staff, budget and experience) as input. For
each resource, there are two options (Enough or Limited). In the matrix (see Ta-
ble 4.5), the Limited option under the Time, Staff and Budget resources is coloured
in red, and the Limited option under the Experience with the RM is coloured in blue.
This colouring is used to simplify the utilization of the matrix and it is also linked
with the matrix conditions to give fast results. Based on the applicability of the
options and conditions, the matrix helps the users to make decisions regarding the
suitable RM type. Three conditions work in conjunction with the applicable options
to help the user to make the right decision, which are:
• If there is any tick under RED, go for the Plain RM type
• If all ticks are under BLACK, then go for Deep RM
• Exception: If there is a tick under the “Enough” RM Experience in Blue
(i.e. three years’ or more experience in managing related risks) then decisions
can be made based on experience.
 
 
- Project card 
- Identified risks cards 
- Available resources for RM (Time 
Criticality, Staff, Budget and Experience) 
Risk Management Customization Matrix  
Decision of RM 
type (plain/Deep) 
Update Project card and Risk Card 
Figure 4.5: Customization Module
In the Plain RM type, only minimal and essential steps of RM (i.e. estimating
RE, quick evaluation based on RE, and control of the risk) are to be implemented.
In contrast, in the deep RM type, all RM steps including additional steps, such as
estimating Total Risk Estimation Value (TREV) (see equation 4.1) values, prioritizing
the risks based on TREV values, evaluating the RM performance, building/updating
all cards and RM evolution are to be implemented. In fact, to ensure more flexibility,
the steps for the Plain or Deep risk management types can be refined and they are
subject to situation criticality and manager experience.
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4.2.2 RM Implementation Phase
All risk management steps (e.g. identification, estimation, evaluation, planning and
controlling) are included in the modules of this phase. However, the techniques used
and the manner of conducting these steps could be different from other approaches,
as they are designed to accommodate the WD development nature and needs. For
instance, aspects such as sites dependencies, which are related to WD development,
are considered. Atypical risks are also treated in this phase. The RM implementation
phase ensures continuous risk management implementation for the 3P perspectives
of the WD development. As Table 4.6 shows, the RM implementation phase consists
of six modules (Clustering Module, Risks Repository Module, Estimation Module,
Evaluation Module, Atypical Risks Module and Planning and controlling Module).
These modules are described in detail in the following subsections.
RM Clustering Module
WeDRisk includes several concepts, which could help in tackling some of the identified
weaknesses in the existing SRM approaches. One of these concepts is the consider-
ation of the risks from the 3P perspectives. This concept depends on a clustering
strategy which uses special criteria to deal with the risk from these three perspec-
tives. The clustering strategy is intended to save time and effort. It locates fewer
resources for each perspective, as the management of risks will focus on the relevant
perspective risks each time. WeDRisk suggests some factors that could help to cluster
the risks from the 3P perspectives (they are shown in Figure 4.6).
The suggested criteria group the risks based on some characteristics and the na-
ture of the perspectives. The proposed criteria are identified based on experience,
available literature and previous research results [23]. Table 4.7 shows a number of
WD potential risks that are clustered based on the 3P clustering criteria. WeDRisk
focuses on the 3P perspective risks equally and does not ignore any of them. The
clustering criteria are used simply to help the developers/managers to categorize the
risks from the 3P perspectives. The clustering from the 3P perspectives should be
performed with any newly identified risk and before or during its inclusion into the
risks repository.
Risks Repository Module
The Risks Repository Module has a vital role in the risk management process as it
is the core of the risk identification process. It provides a preliminary list of WD
development potential risks. The risks are clustered from the 3P perspectives and
made available for use during any RM cycle. Any risk has a unique card, called a
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Table 4.6: RM Implementation Phase
Module Description Inputs Outputs
Clustering Mod-
ule
Any potential risks to WD
should be clustered from the
3P perspectives before being
saved in risks repository
Risk data , cluster-
ing criteria
Clustered risks
from 3P perspec-
tives
Risks Reposi-
tory Module
Cards are issued for all risks
and saved in this repository.
Each card has a unique num-
ber and contains all main
data about the risk. To help
developers/managers to iden-
tify the risks, the risks reposi-
tory is initiated with cards for
all known WD potential risks.
Current cycle iden-
tified risks and any
potential risks
Risk cards clus-
tered from 3P
perspectives and
made available for
use during the risk
management cycles
Estimation
Module
This module estimates the
risks with consideration to
WD factors. It uses two es-
timation equations RE and
TREV and WDF estimation
matrix
Risks cards and
related informa-
tion that could be
used to estimate
risks probabilities
, magnitudes WD
factors
RE, WDF, TREV
values
Evaluation
Module
To evaluate the risks Estimated iden-
tified risks
(RE/TREV values)
and atypical risks,
project and risk
card
Top risks (most
critical) and priori-
tized risks based on
RE/TREV values
Atypical Risks
Module
To deal with and absorb new
unpredictable risks (atypical
risks)
Atypical risk Absorbing actions,
and risk card
Planning and
Controlling
Module
This module deals with the
preparation of plans and pre-
cautions to deal with the risks
Ideas, experience,
historical exper-
iment, learned
lessons, risks cards
Update risks card
with plans ( Who,
What to , needs ,..)
“Risk Card” (see Table 4.8), which contains the main risk data (e.g. risk reference
number, name, perspective, potential impact and suggested control plan). In addition
to the initial list of WD potential risks, the risks repository module receives risks from
current RM cycles, previous and similar development, available literature and other
related sources. A risk card needs to be built for any new identified risk before
adding it to the risks repository. All the risks in the repository are clustered from
the 3P perspectives using the module clustering criteria. This repository is supposed
to deal with ordinary risks and atypical risks. Ordinary risks which are known risks
might be new to the desired RM cycle, whereas atypical risks are completely new and
unpredictable risks. In the case of ordinary risks, the cards are created before dealing
with risks, or they might already exist as part of the initial potential risks list; however,
in the case of atypical risks, the priority is to deal with the risk and then build its card,
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It is a Process risk, if it is:  
 related to development process (e.g. type, follow up, 
steps, requirements) 
 correlated to life cycle phases (e.g. requirement 
specification,    design, testing...) 
  related to technical aspects 
  result of the used technology 
  related to development security 
New Risk Item  
It is a Product risk, if it is: 
  related to customer satisfaction  
  related to product usability  
  related to product reliability  
  related to product security 
  affected by economic, market or competition aspects 
  related to Intellectual Property  
  related to product quality 
 related to availability on the web or distribution 
utilization 
  related to maintenance support 
It is a Project risk, if it:        
  affects project schedule or budget 
  is associated to quality control 
  affects / is affected by project resources  
  is linked with  contracts and agreements  
  is related to project communication or administration 
aspects 
  is related to decision maker or project personnel 
  is linked to selection of technology, process, or others 
  is related to other sites management 
  is related to infrastructures and availability of 
recourses 
Figure 4.6: Clustering Criteria
because time is critical. The risk repository can be used by all stakeholders, sites,
developers and managers and could also be used for statistics and learned lessons.
Generally, the data in the risk card are almost fixed data (descriptive data), but
they might be updated if there are any changes related to the risk (e.g. controlling
strategies). Table 4.8 is an example of a risk card. As can be seen in the table, the
risk card contains all essential description data.
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Table 4.7: WD Potential Risk - Clustered Based on 3P Clustering Criteria
Project Perspective Potential Risks
Communication Failures
Cross-cultural differences / influence
Lack of Face-To-Face meetings
Poor sites management control
Weak or inadequate contracts
Lack of top management commitment
Constraints due to time zone differences
Instability in other project sites
Unfamiliarity with international and foreign contract law
Failure to manage user expectations
Lack of Management availability and efficiency
Inadequate customer requirement (see and change strategy)
Insufficient project stakeholder involvement
Process Perspective Potential Risks
Poor documentation
Lack of requirement specification
Process instability
Low visibility of project process
Differences in development methodology / process
Complicated development dependencies between project sites
Inadequate process development
Insecure communication channel
Insufficient measurement and estimations
Product Perspective Potential Risks
Unrealistic estimation of the number of users
Poor performance
Lack of security precautions
Poor product functionality
Poor availability
Poor UI
Weaknesses in protection procedures for intellectual property rights
Inadequate user involvement
Vendor feasibility
Market fluctuations
Difficulties in ongoing support and maintenance
Insufficient competence
Unfamiliarity with customer type
Scalability limitations
Estimation Module
Before controlling the risk, it is essential to estimate its impact. There are some
techniques that are used to estimate the risk impact (e.g. Risk Exposure). The es-
timation module in the WeDRisk approach aims to consider the WD factors during
risk estimation and offer more than one estimation option to fit the RM type. There-
fore, as shown in Figure 4.7, the WeDRisk estimation module offers two options for
risk estimation. The first option uses the ordinary Risk Exposure (RE) equation (see
equation 2.1) and is supposed to be used for the Plain RM type, whereas the second
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Table 4.8: Risk Card Example
Risk ID R-Cu-011
Risk Name Not enough experience with web services
Risk Source Programmer 3
Aspect Technical Risks
Perspective Process
Risk Description The programmer should have enough experience
with Java and web services, but he has only expe-
rience with Java applications.
Risk Factors The time is too short to learn web services; Not
enough time to hire programmers; Not enough ex-
perience.
Potential Impact Extra Cost (e.g. it costs 300 per a day for any delays)
Potential Affected Areas Web related aspects
Dependency All linked sites could be affected
RM plan Plan Ref. No.: P-Cu-011
Summarry: Fast training course, postponed web ser-
vice part, changing the type of the application or hire
programmer
Primary Precautions Provide necessary training early
Plan Hire extra programmers if the time is short, but if
there is enough time and less dependency train the
existing programmers.
Card Issue Date 18/11/2012
Risks combination conse-
quence
There is no other risk which has a combination effect
with this risk
option uses the Total Risk Estimation Value (TREV) equation (see equation 4.1),
which is intended to include the WD Factors (WDF) and is supposed to be used for
the Deep RM type. The module uses a special estimation matrix to estimate the to-
tal value of the WDF. The two equations and WDF estimation matrix are described
below.
Risk Exposure (RE) Equation
RE is a famous equation (see equation 2.1) and has been used for many years to
estimate software risks. It depends on the estimation of the probability and magnitude
values of the risk [4; 96].
There are different ways (qualitative and quantitative methods) to estimate the
probability and magnitude. Although quantitative estimation is much more precise
than qualitative estimation, people usually prefer to use qualitative estimation, be-
cause they find it much easier. In the WeDRisk estimation module, an attempt was
made to mix qualitative and quantitative estimations. For this purpose, a ranked
line, as shown in Figure 4.8, is used by the WeDRisk estimation module to estimate
the probabilities and magnitudes of the risks. In fact, this is still subjective, but it is
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Figure 4.7: Estimation Module
internally consistent for one manager.
Negligable           Low                   Medium                   High            Extremely High
     0.0                   0.25                     0.5                        0.75                         1
     
Insignificant           Minor              Moderate                 Major                  Severe
      1                        2                         3                           4                             5
     
    
Risk 
Probability
Risk 
Magnitude
 
Figure 4.8: Probability and Magnitude Estimation Line
As can be seen in Figure 4.8, the probability ranges from Negligible to Extremely
High (qualitative data values) with values from 0 to 1 (equivalent quantitative val-
ues). The values for risk magnitude ranges from 1, when the risk associated loss is
“insignificant”, to 5 when it is “severe”. This technique was used for its simplicity
and is in fact adapted from a simple technique used in [97].
The RE equation has been used for the assessment of collocated software devel-
opment since the late 1980s [4; 96]. However, the software industry is an evolving
and rapidly growing industry, especially with the new phenomenon of WD software
development. Therefore, a new set of factors are involved which could have an effect
on the risks and need to be considered in the estimation equations. For WD devel-
opment risk estimation, the RE equation could be improved by including the WD
factors. The TREV is an attempt to produce an improved equation for this purpose
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with consideration of the WD factors.
To make the probability and magnitude estimation easy and to avoid any sub-
jective and confusing issues, Table 4.9 is designed to help the users to estimate the
probabilities and magnitudes of risks and can be used alongside the estimation line.
The table is adapted from the Qualitative Risk Analysis [98].
Table 4.9: Probability and Magnitude Estimation Guide
Risk Probability Estimation Guide
Negligible Seldom occurs
Low Unlikely to occur
Medium Could occur
High Will probably occur
Extremely High Will almost certainly
Risk Magnitude Estimation Guide
Insignificant Lowest impact on goals and functions
Minor Would threaten an element of the function
Moderate Necessitating significant adjustment to overall function
Major Would threaten functional goals / objectives
Severe Highest impact on goals and functions
Table 4.10 establishes an example of using the estimation line to estimate risk
probability, risk magnitude and risk exposure.
Table 4.10: Prob. and Mag. Estimation Line and Risk Exposure Example
Risk
ID
Probability of the
risk
Prob.
Value
Magnitude of the
risk
Mag. Value Risk Expo-
sure
R32 There is a high
chance of the risk
occurring but not
certain
High
= 0.75
Not worth mention-
ing impact on any
of the project as-
pects
Insignificant
= 1
RE=Pro.*Mag.
RE= 0.75 * 1
= 0.75
Total Risk Estimation Value (TREV) Equation
In addition to the RE value, the TREV equation (equation 4.1) includes the WDF
as a part of the question. A special matrix is designed to estimate the total WDF
(see Table 4.11). The WDF estimation matrix is described below.
TREV = RE ∗WDF (4.1)
Where,
RE is the Risk Exposure and
WDF is the WD Factor
WDF Estimation Matrix
The WDF Estimation matrix (Table 4.11 is an example of the matrix) estimates three
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WD factors (Sites Dependency, Sites Distribution and Communication Availability),
which could have considerable and changeable effects on risks exposure. For instance,
the importance of a risk could be changed in consideration of the dependency level
on other sites or risks, even if its RE value is low. Using the estimation matrix, the
total WDF value can be estimated using equation (equation 4.2).
WDF =
3∑
n=1
(ColT icksNo ∗ FactorLeveln) (4.2)
Where,
n is the number of WD factors
ColTicksNo is the number of ticks in each column
FcatorLevel is the factor rank during the estimation time
The WD factors and ranking system used in the matrix are described below:
I) Sites Dependency Level
In distributed development, the progress of one site could depend on that of another.
This means any delay (due to a risk) in that site will affect the other dependent site.
This will have the worst effect when there is a large number of sites which depend
on each other or there is a cross-dependency between them. Usually, the dependency
is not considered in the probability or the magnitude estimations of the risks as the
developers do not see the big picture in terms of the relationships between the sites
and just deal with the risks individually.
II) Sites Distribution
The number and distribution of the development sites has specific influence on the
risks in terms of type, number and significance. Multisite projects which have sites in
different countries are much more vulnerable to distribution risks (e.g. time zone and
cultural differences) than those which are multisite but in one country. Meanwhile,
the importance or the impact of a desired risk could differ if there is a high level of
sites distribution in terms of number and distance.
III) Communication Availability
Communication plays vital role in WD development. Occasionally, availability of
communication is unreliable and differs from one situation to another and from one
time to another. Therefore, the effect of communication availability on risk impor-
tance needs to be considered as a part of risk estimation.
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The above three WD factors have resulted from a review of the challenges and
risks associated with WD development (see Tables 3.4 and 3.5). These factors are
selected and considered due to the following reasons:
• The consideration of these factors could change the importance of risk priority.
• These factors are changeable from risk to risk, from situation to situation and
from time to time.
• Developers/Managers should not just deal with the WD development risks in-
dividually; they should see the big picture for their relationships and dependen-
cies.
Matrix Ranking Technique
As can be seen in the WDF estimation matrix (Table 4.11), based on the degree of
effect, the factors’ levels are ranked from 1 to 5. The value 1 means the factor has a
negligible effect on the risk and 5 means it has the worst effect on the risk. In order
to estimate the WDF, one ranking value (1 to 5) is assigned to each WD factor. If
the factor is not applicable, a default value of 1 is assigned. In the end, the total of
the assigned values are added to each other to obtain the total WDF for the desired
risk matrix (see Table 4.11).
Table 4.12 is an example of estimating WD development risk. As can be seen in
the table, the previous estimated value of RE in Table 4.10 and the WDF estimated
value in Table 4.11 are used to estimate the TREV value.
Table 4.12: Example of WD Risk Estimation Example
Risk
ID
Prob.
Value
Mag. Value Risk Exposure WDF TREV
R32 High= 0.75 Insignificant=
1
RE= 0.75 WDF= 2 +6
=8
TREV=
RE * WDF
0.75*8=6
Evaluation Module
The evaluation module aims to evaluate the estimated risks in order to control them.
The evaluation could be based on RE or TREV values. Since there are two types
of RM (Plain and Deep), the estimated risks could be mixed (RE and TREV) in
the same RM cycle. Therefore, the evaluation module evaluates the risks separately
based on the type of RM and estimate equation used. The separation is due to the
following considerations:
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• The types of RM are different (e.g. if it is Plain type, it means the time could
be critical).
• RE and TREV values cannot be mixed as the calculation methods are different;
otherwise, the TREV values will be always higher.
The evaluation module as it is exhibited in Figure 4.9 receives the estimated RE
or TREV values for the current RM cycle risks with their RM type as input. Atypical
Risks (if any) are also input to this module. Then, it prioritizes the risks based on
RE and TREV values separately. Finally, and before updating the project card, the
module issues an updated statement with current most critical risks which include:
 
Input: Estimated RE or TREV for the current RM cycle risks with their RM type and Atypical 
Risks (if any) 
RM  Type  
Plain or 
Deep? 
Deep Plain 
Prioritize the risks 
based on RE values  
 
Prioritize the risks 
based on TREV values  
Most Critical Risks are: 
List of risks with the top RE values  
List of risks with the top TREV value  
Atypical risks (if any) 
 
Update Project Card 
Figure 4.9: Evaluation Module
• List of risks with the top RE values
• List of risks with the top TREV values
• Atypical risks (if any)
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The atypical risks are always included with the most critical risks and they should
be treated as top risks, because usually there is not enough time or information to
estimate their RE or TREV and thus they might have higher priorities than others.
The remaining identified risks can be accessed through the project card when it is
needed, and updated with the evaluation module output. Focusing on the manage-
ment of the top risks first is intended to save developers/managers time and effort,
especially when the resources are limited.
Table 4.13: Example of All Estimated Risks
RM
Cycle
Risk
ID
Estimation
Equation
Estimated
Value
W1-C1 R7 RE 2.25
R32 RE 0.5
R18 TREV 6.25
R5 RE l
R21 TREV 16.5
R9 TREV 20.25
R2 RE 1.5
There are no atypical risks
Table 4.14: Example of Prioritized Estimated Risks
Prioritized based on RE Prioritized based on TREV
RM
Cycle
Risk ID RE Risk
ID
TREV
W1-C1 R7 2.25 R9 20.25
R2 1.5 R21 16.5
R5 1 R18 6.25
R32 0.5
There are no atypical risks
The examples in Tables 4.13 and 4.14 demonstrate how a number of identified risks
are evaluated in this module. The first table (Table 4.13) shows all the estimated risks
before the evaluation. In this table, all estimated risks are listed randomly without
any sorting (mixed from RE and TREV). In the second table (Table 4.14), the risks
are prioritized and grouped based on the evaluation equation (RE and TREV).
Atypical Risks Module
An atypical risk (see its definition in Section 1.1) is a risk that cannot be predicted,
new, happens suddenly, and of which no-one has any previous experience. Existing
risk management approaches are ready to deal with ordinary known risks (those for
which estimates of probability and magnitude can be made), but they are unable to
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act against atypical risks. The nature of an atypical risk is different from an ordinary
risk in terms of the fact that:
• it is totally new to the field and no one can expect it;
• it suddenly appears without any indication and could suspend work progress
partially or totally.
Any risk, when it happens for the first time and has never happened or been iden-
tified by anyone before, is considered an atypical risk; however, thereafter it becomes
known and an ordinary risk. Thus, the effect of an atypical risk could be harmful,
either because of its high impact or, more commonly, because of the lack of experience
of such types of risk. Because of the nature of WD development and its rapid devel-
opment environment and technologies, it is vulnerable to this type of risk (atypical
risk). In this research, existing software risk management approaches were reviewed
and this led to the realization that there is a lack of ability to deal with atypical risks.
Therefore, the developers/managers either do nothing or might act unsystematically
when faced with this type of risk. In this research, the acts were formalized in order
to design a module to absorb atypical risks. The introduced module is ready for
activation when any atypical risk is faced. As Figure 4.10 illustrates, the atypical risk
module has four stages to deal with atypical risks, which are:
• Activating Emergency Plan
• Assessment (quick estimation and evaluation)
• Taking actions based on situation criticality
• Back to normal RM cycle to issue a risk card and consider the atypical risk as
an ordinary risk in future risk management cycles
Planning and Controlling Module
Any identified and evaluated risks need to be managed before they become a threat
to the development progress (e.g. schedule overrun, low quality or extra cost). The
WeDRisk approach provides a planning and control module to manage the identified
risks. To maintain the flexibility of the WeDRisk modules, the planning or control
sections can be activated individually based on need (see Figure 4.11). For instance,
the planning section can be activated early simultaneously with the building of risk
cards to include the plans as a part of the risk cards.
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Atypical Risk 
Emergency Plan 
Activate Atypical Risk Alert 
Emergency meeting (Available experts) 
Quarantine the risk and increase working hours 
 
List associated problems and gather/share 
ideas to deal with them.  
 
Quick Estimation and Evaluation 
>Potential affects / losses  
>Situation Criticality 
> Recommended actions 
> Required recourses  
> Assigned roles and responsibilities  
 
Critical Situation 
>Emergency board meeting 
>Deep Evaluation   
>Suggest and implement side 
effect absorbing actions  
 
Simple Situation  
> Implement recommended 
actions 
Back to Normal RM Cycle 
>Re-estimate & re-evaluate  
>Keep Control  
>Extract lessons learned 
>Document all related data 
 
Figure 4.10: Atypical Module
As can be seen in Figure 4.11, the planning section involves two types of plans: pre-
cautions and reduction. Precaution plans are simple and could be valid for more than
one risk when there are similarities between them. They involve some precautionary
measures that are usually taken before the risk has occurred. These precautions are
intended to avoid the occurrence of risks before they attack the development perspec-
tives. These precautions should be simple, not costly and be carried out at any time.
It is advisable that they are designed early and become available for use quickly. The
history of similar risks and development is helpful for the preparation of precautions.
The second type of risk management plan is the reduction plan, which is intended
to be used when the risk has already occurred. The reduction plans are designed
carefully to control the risks and reduce their impact. These reduction plans consist
of a number of steps that are performed systematically when a risk has occurred and
tells the user what to do, how to do it, and which resources are required. Experience,
brain storming, historical data and learned lessons help to design these plans.
The control section (see Figure 4.11) in the planning and control module is respon-
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Input: Risk card, project card, stakeholders cards 
Controlling Planning 
Prepare/Update Precaution or Reduction Plans 
Risk, Plan No., Plan Steps, Required 
Resources, Implementation Responsibilities  
Update Risk Card 
Implement 
Precaution Plan 
Implement 
Reduction Plan  
 
Before / After 
Risk Occurring 
             ? 
Before 
After 
Re-estimate and Revaluate the 
risk and update project card 
Figure 4.11: Planning and Controlling Module
sible for the implementation of the risk management plans. The precaution plans are
implemented before the risks have occurred, but the reduction plans are performed
when the risks have already occurred. The control strategy in the WeDRisk approach
focuses on the most critical risks first (at the top of the RE, TREV and atypical risk
list). The selection of the most critical first is because of their expected higher impact
on the project compared with others. This does not mean ignoring the other risks.
In fact, all the identified risks must be controlled, but because of the resource avail-
ability and limitations, the most critical risk should be controlled first. At the end
of any controlling operation, the risks need to be re-assessed and then re-evaluated,
and the project card should be updated with the newer results and learned lessons
could be extracted as well. Controlling the risks does not mean the end of the risk
management process. RM is a continuous operation and new risk management cycles
will be conducted until the risk management project is closed.
4.2.3 Evaluation and Evolution Phase
As Table 4.15 demonstrates, the RM Evaluation Auditing phase consists of two mod-
ules: the RM Evaluation and Auditing Module and RM Evolving Regulator Module.
The aim of RM Evaluation and Auditing Module is to monitor the performance of the
RM process and to monitor the risks of any desired risk management cycle. Monitor-
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ing the risks gives information about the risk threat levels during the RM cycle. This
ensures that all the risks are always monitored before and after controlling them.
Monitoring of RM processes performance gives information about the efficiency of
the RM process in general. The RM Evolving Regulator Module is responsible for
making any required improvements or modifications to the WeDRisk approach.
Table 4.15: Evaluation and Evolution Phase
Module Description Inputs Outputs
RM Evaluation
and Auditing
Module
A module to evaluate the
progress of the risk manage-
ment process which is used
for monitoring purposes and
taking necessary corrective
actions if necessary
Project card, any
gathered comments
or suggestions
Performance re-
port
RM Evolv-
ing Regulator
Module
Evolving module is responsi-
ble for making any required
improvements or modifica-
tions to the WeDRisk ap-
proach
Performance report Evolution Plan
Evaluation and Auditing Module
The Evaluation and Auditing module gathers data during the RM cycle via the input
component (see Figure 4.12). The input data include project card, auditing evaluation
and developers’/managers’ comments and suggestions.
 
 Input: Project card, Auditing evaluation 
comments and suggestions 
Process  
Issuing RM performance and monitoring Report which includes: 
 
Project 
No. 
RM 
cycle 
No. 
Risk 
No. 
RE/TREV 
Before 
controlling 
RE/TREV 
After 
controlling 
Risk 
Mag. 
Before 
Risk 
Mag. 
Before 
RM 
cost 
Difficulties, suggestions, required corrective actions, learned lessons 
 
 
 
Inform: Developers, manager, stakeholders based 
on privileges for any corrective actions or 
modifications 
Figure 4.12: Evaluation and Auditing Module
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The comments and suggestions reflect problems and difficulties that are faced
during the RM process and any improvement ideas to enhance the approach or RM
process. After inputting the related data, the next step is the processing of the
collected data, which leads to producing a RM Performance and Monitoring Report.
This report, as shown in Figure 4.12, contains important information about the RM
performance, risk situations before and after being controlled, and any suggestions
or comments. All of this information is linked with the project, RM cycle and risk
numbers. In fact, the report is intended to monitor RM efficiency and also helps to
effect any necessary change (corrective actions) to the WeDRisk approach. Finally,
the developers, managers and stakeholders involved in the desired RM cycle receive
a report based on their privileges, so that they can decide to take any corrective
actions or even suggest some modifications and evolvement to improve the WeDRisk
approach, to improve the RM process or tackle any weaknesses. Any suggestions in
this regard are passed to the RM evolving phase.
RM Evolving Regulator Module
The WeDRisk approach is designed to be ready for any necessary future modification
or improvement. It has a special module to handle such modifications, called the RM
Evolving Regulator module. As Table 4.15 established, the evolving module is in-
tended to receive improvement and modification needs and suggestions and make the
decision to evolve the RM process and WeDRisk approach. The RM Evolving Reg-
ulator Module (see Figure 4.13) is responsible for regulating all evolving operations
on the WeDRisk.
As input, the module collects all evolution needs and suggestions in a repository
called the “Evolution Box”. All of the evolution box contents, including the perfor-
mance report, are discussed by an evolution approval board. Periodically, this board
has scheduled meetings to analyze the contents of the evolution box and decide what
sort of evolutions need to be made to the RM process. The evolutions occur as new or
modified steps, components and techniques. The board issues an evolution plan (see
26 in Scenario B in the following section) which indicates the implementation priori-
ties, required cost, required resources, affected layer/components, necessary training,
responsibilities and implementation schedule. The next step in this module is the
implementation and evaluation of the evolution plan, which is carried out by the
manager/developer who uses the WeDRisk approach.
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Evolution Box Inputs: Performance 
Report (suggestions opinion, difficulties)  
 
Evolution Approving Board 
>Analyze Evolution Box Contents  
>Decide the improvements or modifications  
>Allocate the resources  
> Specify the affected modules 
>Approve the Evolutions  
Evolution Plan 
Priorities, steps, new components, 
new tecchniques, improvements, 
cost, required resources, affected 
modules, roles and responsibilities 
and implementation schedule. 
 
Evolution Plan Implementation 
>Implement 
>Evaluate  
 
Figure 4.13: Evolution Module
4.2.4 Communication Channel
RM in WD development depends more on communications than RM in collocated
software development. This is due to the nature of WD development, where communi-
cation plays a vital role in all phases and perspectives of the development. Therefore,
the WeDRisk approach supports RM communication via a special channel called the
communication channel (see Figure 4.2). The purpose of the channel is to ensure
internal and external RM communication and data exchanges during the RM cycle.
The communication could be internal communication between the phases or mod-
ules, or it could be external communication with the other related approaches or
sites. For this purpose, all electronic media can be used. Furthermore, all exchanged
data must be documented and controlled based on privileges and permissions. The
communication channel provides this support continuously during all RM stages with
consideration to security restriction issues.
In the following section, a simple case study is presented to demonstrate how the
WeDRisk approach works and deals with the WD risks.
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4.3 WeDRisk Running Case study
The same “Security System Case Study” which was used in Section 3.6 is used again
in this chapter as a running Case study to illustrate how the WeDRisk approach
phases and modules work and integrate to deal with risks. In fact, the “Security
System Case Study” is used, because a suitable set of data could not be found in the
available literature or historical risk data to fit and run all of the WeDRisk approach
modules and features (i.e. most of the available risk data are collocated development
risk data). Generally, this case study depends on a simplified WD risk situation,
which is used in this research to demonstrate how the WeDRisk approach modules
run.
As is illustrated in the case study in Section 3.6, time is a critical issue; therefore,
in order to maintain the required quality and development timetable, the software
company decided to use the WeDRisk approach to manage any involved risks that
might affect the project. The selection of the WeDRisk approach is due to a time
criticality issue, the nature of the distributed development environment, the fact that
the system is web based, the flexibility that WeDRisk offers, and its ability to consider
WD factors.
Case name: Security System Case Study
Case actors: Risk manager; WeDRisk RM Establishment Phase (its modules);
WeDRisk RM Implementation Phase (its modules) and RM Evaluation and Evolution
Phase (its modules)
The risk manager has implemented the WeDRisk approach to manage the risks
involved in the project. Hereafter is the implementation flow (case flow):
1- The manager decided to start the RM cycle (triggered the first WeDRisk phase)
“RM Establishment Phase” and ordered the building of a project card.
2- The WeDRisk Project Module built the project card (see the first section in Ta-
ble 4.16).
3- The manager ordered the Stakeholder Module to build stakeholders’ cards.
4- The WeDRisk Stakeholder Module built the stakeholder card (see Table 4.17).
5- The manager decided to specify a suitable type of RM for the current RM cycle.
Thus, he triggered the Customization Module for this purpose.
6- The WeDRisk Customization Module activated the RM customization Matrix.
7- The manager applied the matrix to the current situation and ticked the matrix
options.
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8- The matrix result suggested using the deep RM type (see Table 4.18).
9- The manager accepted the suggested deep RM type and decided to apply it to the
current RM cycle.
10- The manager decided to continue with the second WeDRisk phase, the “Imple-
mentation phase” by triggering the Risks Repository Module.
11- The WeDRisk Risk Repository Module listed the WD potential risks for the
current ”project” perspective (see Table 4.19).
Here two scenarios are given as examples for the running of the WeDRisk approach
which are:
Scenario A: The risk happened for the first time and was then considered an
atypical risk. In the “Security System Case Study” it happened suddenly, was not
expected and was totally new. The manager named this risk “suddenly losing all
highly qualified development staff and then an essential development site becoming
out of work”. For managing this atypical risk, the manager triggered the Atypical
Module and followed its instructions to deal with the risk:
• Emergency plan: (atypical risk alert, held a quick emergency meeting, identified
associated problems and extracted some ideas to deal with the situation). As a
result, all the sites’ developers became aware of the situation and the problem
size was identified.
• Quick estimation and evaluation: As a result, it was confirmed that the situation
was very critical and affected all the development sites; the losses would be too
high if there were a delay of more than one day.
• Critical Action: The company emergency board was called for a meeting and,
as a result, it was decided to seek help from some other companies, contact
the customers to ask for some extra time, and activate the insurance agreement
immediately. Then, the manager resumed the ordinary implementation of the
WeDRisk after this risk was resolved and its effects absorbed.
Scenario B: When the manager identified a new risk, the risk was new to the
current project and it was an ordinary risk, as it had been identified by others before.
In this case, the manger implemented the WeDRisk approach as follows:
12- The manager read the listed risks; however, a new risk was identified and was
not listed among the potential risks; therefore, he ordered the Clustering Module to
cluster the identified risk.
13- According to the clustering criteria the Clustering Module suggested to add it to
the “project” perspective risks list.
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14- The manager ordered the Risk Repository Module to build a card for the new
identified risk and include it under “project” perspective risks.
15- The Risk Repository Module created a card for the identified risk (see Table 4.20)
and then added it to the Risk Repository.
16- The manager decided to estimate the new identified risk, so he triggered the Es-
timation Module (input data: risk card, RM type).
17- The WeDRisk Estimation Module estimated: Risk Probability, Magnitude, Risk
Exposure, WDF and TREV values for the desired risk. This was done by using the
estimation line for risk probability and magnitude, RE equation for Risk Exposure,
the WDF estimation matrix to estimate the total WDF value, and TREV equation
to estimate the TREV value. (see Tables 4.21 and 4.22).
18- After estimation, the manager triggered the Evaluation Module to evaluate the
estimated risks. Only two risks were estimated in the current RM cycle. (see Ta-
ble 4.23).
19- The manager triggered the Planning and Control Module to prepare a manage-
ment plan and to control the identified risks. Firstly, the management plan was
produced (Note: the plan section could be also triggered in conjunction with the
building of the risk card and could be updated by or used for other RM cycles).
20- The manager ordered the Controlling section to implement the risk control plan.
21- After each implemented step the project card was updated with the identified risk
data. If the risk is still in the management process, it is considered as a current risk,
but if it is already controlled it goes into the history list (previously identified risks
list).
22- Steps 10 to 21 were continuously repeated till the end of the RM cycle (Note:
based on RM customization decisions, the manager might switch between deep or
plain risk management types).
23- Now, the manager decided to switch into the third WeDRisk phase, the “Eval-
uation and Evolution Phase” to get a report about the RM cycle performance
and to take any corrective actions on the RM processes if necessary.
24- The Evaluation and Auditing Module used the collected data during the RM cycle
as input and produced the RM performance evaluation report (see Table 4.24).
25- The manger read the RM performance report and found that the progress of the
RM cycle was fine, though some of RM plans needed to be updated to accommodate
changes in WD development.
26- The manager triggered the Evolution Module. The required changes were ap-
proved by the evolution board and will be ready for use in the next RM cycles.
27- Finally, the software project was submitted two days before the deadline and met
the required quality.
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Table 4.16: Project Card - Case Study Example
Finally, Figure 4.14 illustrates the running scenario of the WeDRisk approach
phases in general.
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Table 4.17: Stakeholder Card - Case Study Example
Project ID LlP-12-04-002
RM Cycle LiP-RM-Cy01
Stakeholder ID LlP-Stk-12-04-002
Stakeholder Name SkyerFlyer Airlines company stakeholders
Stakeholder Type Company Owners
Stakeholder Role Providing necessary support for RM
Stakeholder Privileges RM Performance Monitorig
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Table 4.19: WD Potential Project Perspective Risks - Case Study Example
Project Perspective Potential Risks
Communication Failures
Cross-cultural differences / influence
Lack of face-to-face meetings
Poor sites management control
Weak or inadequate contracts
Lack of top management commitment
Constraints due to time zone differences
Instability in other project sites
Unfamiliarity with international and foreign contract law
Failure to manage user expectations
Lack of Management availability and efficiency
Inadequate customer requirement (see and change strategy)
Insufficient project stakeholder involvement
Table 4.20: Risk Card - Case Study Example
Risk ID R311
Risk Name Suddenly losing all highly qualified development staff
and then an essential development site becoming out
of work
Aspect Management
Perspective(s) Project and Process
Risk Description Losing all key people (e.g. programmers) and there
is a high dependency on the affected site
Risk Factors The time is too short and critical
There is a high dependency between the sites
Not enough experience
Potential Impact Some days delay and extra costs
Potential Affected Areas The whole project
Dependency All dependable sites will be affected
RM Plan Plan Ref. No.: P311
Summary: Allocate some funds for hiring an expert
, provide the data sheet
Primary Precautions Try to build alternative skills early and prepare
enough documentation
Controlling Steps Implement the RM plan
Card Issue Date 01/05/2012
Risks Combination Conse-
quence
There is no other risk that has a combined effect with
this risk
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Table 4.21: Prob. and Mag. Estimation Line and Risk Exposure - Case Study
Example
Risk
ID
Probability of the
risk
Prob.
Value
Magnitude of the
risk
Mag. Value Risk Expo-
sure
R311 There is a good
chance of the risk
occurring but it is
not certain
High
= 0.75
Would threaten an
element of the func-
tion
Minor = 2 RE=Pro.*Mag.
RE= 0.75 * 2
= 1.5
 
Issue/Update Project Card 
Issue/Update Stakeholders' Cards 
RM Customization 
Start 
Deep RM 
 
Plain RM  
RM Establishment 
Phase 
Potential 
Risks 
Deep RM Plain RM 
Issue/Update Risk s Card 
 
Triggering all RM steps  Triggering essential RM steps 
Gather progress data for Evaluation & Auditing 
 
Produces Performance Report 
Atypical Risks (run the 
emergency and absorbing 
steps)  
RM Implementation 
Phase 
RM Evaluation & 
Evolution Phase 
A 
A 
Evolution if it is needed 
Figure 4.14: WeDRisk Running Phases
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Table 4.23: Example of Prioritized Estimated Risks - Case Study Example
Prioritized based on RE Prioritized based on TREV
RM Cycle Risk ID RE Risk
ID
TREV
LiP-RM-
Cy01
- - R311 15
- - R213 13.5
Atypical risk: Suddenly losing all highly qualified development staff all
together and then an essential development site becoming out of work
Table 4.24: RM Performance Evaluation Report- Case Study Example
Project
No.
RM Cy-
cle No.
Risk
No.
RE/TREV
Before
control-
ling
RE/TREV
After
Control-
ling
Expected
R. Mag.
before
RM
R. Mag.
after RM
RM
Cost
– – – – – – – –
LlP-
12-04-
002
LiP-RM-
Cy01
R113 13.5 0.5 3 1 One
hour
work
– – – – – – – –
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, a new approach called WeDRisk to manage WD development risks is
introduced. Many of the specified requirements for the risk management for WD de-
velopment are addressed by the WeDRisk approach, which is designed to be evolvable,
flexible, simple to use and which considers WD development factors. Simple notations
were designed and used to represent modules, phases, control flow and components
of the WeDRisk approach and to make them simple and self-descriptive. The modu-
lar design of the WeDRisk approach allows the approach to produce quicker results,
since a minimum number of steps are triggered for each process and they can work
semi individually. The WeDRisk approach can easily accommodate any necessary
improvements as it is an evolvable approach and has a special module to handle the
evolution requests. The approach is provided with a risk repository, which is initiated
with the preliminary list of the potential WD development risk cards. WeDRisk uses
an improved risk estimation equation to consider the WD development factors that
could have a significant effect on the risks. The risk management in the WeDRisk ap-
proach is a customisable process as the approach offers two management types (Plain
and Deep). This is to encourage the developer/manager to practise risk management
under all conditions (i.e. even with time or resource limitations). WeDRisk is ready
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to deal with atypical risk types. It is supported with a special module to absorb
the atypical risks. For more flexibility, the WeDRisk approach is designed to use the
minimum available information during the RM customization and RM estimation.
The approach considers and clusters the risks from the three perspectives (project,
process and product) and is supported with clustering criteria for this purpose, which
aims to save developers time and effort by focusing on particular perspective risks in
each management cycle. The auditing end evaluation module in the approach is to
evaluate the efficiency of RM operations and monitor the risk situations and suggest
the necessary corrective actions. Finally, the WeDRisk approach version which is
presented in this chapter came after conducting the evaluation cycles on the approach.
In the forthcoming chapters, a description and report on how the novel aspects of
the WeDRisk approach are evaluated is given. Different evaluation methods were
used, including peer review, two controlled experiments, expert evaluation and a case
study.
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Chapter 5
Evaluation
5.1 Introduction
This chapter is an introduction to a number of empirical evaluation methods that were
used to evaluate the novel contributions of the WeDRisk approach. This chapter
describes evaluation through Peer Review; subsequent chapters report in detail on
the other evaluation methods (two controlled experiments, expert evaluation and
case study). The evaluation results are linked to the research questions and discussed
in the discussion and conclusion chapter. Evaluation dimensions include usability,
effectiveness, ease of use, coverage of WD factors and simplicity of the approach.
5.2 Evaluation Strategy
Generally, the evaluation of the WeDRisk approach aims to answer the following two
questions:
Q1: Is the WeDRisk approach able to satisfy the research aim (see Section 1.3)?
Q2: What sort of improvements can be made to the WeDRisk approach?
In fact, it is difficult to find one evaluation method that fits all the evaluation needs
without constraints or limitations. This is due to many factors such as cost, result
generalization, availability of participants and time limitation. Therefore, a number
of evaluation methods were involved in the evaluation of the WeDRisk approach, as
mentioned previously. These evaluation methods were conducted based on suitability
to evaluation needs (e.g. at an early stage, peer review was used), and availability of
related resources. Hereafter, the methods used are described briefly.
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5.2.1 Peer Review
The Peer Review [99] method was used in the early stages of building the WeDRisk
approach to collect suggestions and ideas to improve the design of the approach,
and to explore the sorts of modifications that could be made to the approach. This
method was used because it is easy to conduct, not costly and gives direct and quick
results. However, its result is subject to participants’ knowledge limitations and it is
also difficult to find the relevant people to participate in the evaluation cycles. The
idea behind this method is simple and depends on presenting the WeDRisk approach
to the participants and then having an open discussion to collect their feedback and
suggestions. This is done in the shape of informal interviews with the participants.
Most of the peer reviews were conducted in the early stages of building the WedRisk
approach. This was helpful for the incremental improvement strategy, which was used
for developing and improving the WeDRisk approach.
All of the peer review participants had knowledge or experience in software devel-
opment, software risk management or software engineering. The peer review cycles
were arranged at one-to-one meetings, university presentations, and research com-
mittee presentations or international software conference presentations. Table 5.1
summarizes the contributions of the cycles of peer review in evaluating the WeDRisk
approach and its modules.
Table 5.1: Peer Review Cycle Summary
Peer Review Cycle Contribution to WeDRisk approach
Informal interview and
discussion with re-
searchers and colleagues
in the school
Revising and discussing the identified challenges and risks
of WD development; refining the initial ideas of developing
and evaluating the WeDRisk approach.
Presentation at ICIMP
2010 conferences
Discussing the identified weaknesses of the existing risk
management approaches; extracting ideas to build the
WeDRisk approach.
Presentation of the work
at SRG group meeting in
the school
Revising the initial structure of the WeDRisk approach.
Presentation for Software
Dependability Group at
the best paper ceremony
Reviewing the WeDRisk approach, specifically the struc-
ture of the WeDRisk approach (e.g. suggestions regarding
the unsuitability of using the word “Layer” and using other
names to group the modules of WeDRisk.
Presentation at ICIMP
2011 conferences
Presenting and discussing the result of the first evaluation
experiment.
Presentations for the the-
sis committee
Updating the thesis committee members about the research
progress in general and WeDRisk modules in particular and
getting comments and suggestions.
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5.2.2 Experiment One
The aim of this experiment was to evaluate the significance of a list of potential WD
development risks and the usefulness of clustering them from the 3P perspectives.
The experiment was also used to examine the vulnerability of WD development to
atypical risks type and the usefulness of atypical risk absorbing mechanisms. The
experiment was designed to test four hypotheses (H1-H4). H1 evaluates the impor-
tance of potential risks to WD development. H2, and H3 evaluate the consideration
and clustering of the 3P perspectives, and H4 evaluates the atypical risk absorb-
ing strategy. Questions, hypotheses, design, result and other related aspects of this
experiment are reported in Chapter 6.
5.2.3 Expert evaluation
This evaluation method aims to evaluate the WeDRisk approach using a number
of experts in software development from both academia and industry. This evalua-
tion was conducted during the Sixth International Conference on Internet Monitoring
and Protection (ICIMP 2011) at St. Maarten in 2011, where a number of software
scientists, experts and researchers gathered from around the world to attend the con-
ference. About 10 of them were selected to participate in the evaluation (i.e. their
experience and related knowledge met the evaluation aim which is explained to them
during the conference time in informal interviews). Seven of them accepted the invi-
tation and participated in this evaluation. The experts evaluated the modules of the
WeDRisk individually first and then evaluated WeDRisk overall. The evaluation di-
mensions included aspects like how WeDRisk is useful, understandable, flexible, easy
to use, and how it considers WD development risk factors. The questions, results,
findings and related aspects of this evaluation are presented in Chapter 7.
5.2.4 Experiment Two
This experiment aimed to evaluate some aspects of the WeDRisk approach, mainly
consideration and estimation of WD factors, risk management customization and the
atypical risk concept, and the atypical absorbing mechanism. The idea behind this
experiment was to present some risky distribution and none distribution situations
and then ask the subjects to deal with these situations using the evaluated modules.
At some stages of the experiment, and based on the need and nature of the test,
the subjects were divided into control and experimental groups. Five hypotheses
(H1-H5) were tested in this experiment. The hypotheses were distributed between
the modules (i.e. H1, H2, H3 to evaluate the Estimation module, H4 to evaluate
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the Customization module and H5 to evaluate the Atypical module). Questions,
hypotheses, design, results and other related aspects of this experiment are reported
in Chapter 8.
5.2.5 Case Study
Three software development distributed projects were involved in this case study. The
case study aimed to evaluate the WeDRisk initiated potential WD risk list and the
significance of risks, and to identify what sort of improvements could be made to the
WeDRisk approach.
WeD-RM is a prototype tool that was built based on the WeDRisk approach and
used by one of the developers who participated in the case study. WeD- RM supports
some major components in estimation, RM customization and risk repository mod-
ules. The case study design and its result, as well as a description of the WeD-RM
prototype are presented in Chapter 9.
5.3 Evaluation Limitation
Different empirical evaluation methods were involved in the evaluation of the WeDRisk
approach. This is due to suitability/unsuitability or limitations of the evaluation
methods used in covering some evaluation aspects. However, there are still some
limitations with these methods such as:
• Participants’ knowledge and background differences, which required extra train-
ing in order for them to be equal in terms of the required level of knowledge to
evaluate the WeDRisk approach.
• The amount of preparation required to avoid biases and to validate the results.
• Limitation related to the cost and research time.
• The fact that none of the evaluation cycles was able alone to evaluate all the
aspects.
• The lack of availability of WD development RM historical data that match the
evaluation requirements; thus, extra effort was required in order to emulate
them.
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5.4 Summary
This chapter is an introduction to evaluation studies that were conducted to evaluate
the WeDRisk approach. Five evaluation methods were introduced in this chapter
(peer review, two controlled experiments, expert evaluation and a case study). The
evaluation methods are reported in detail in separate chapters following this one. Gen-
erally, the evaluated aspects of WeDRisk have gained significant support in the em-
pirical evaluation studies. Nevertheless, some weaknesses have been addressed in the
approach, which have resulted in improvements to the WeDRisk approach or recom-
mendations for future work. In fact, the WeDRisk approach showed a unique ability
to manage atypical risks and consider WD factors and risk management customiza-
tion. All the evaluation results, which are presented in the forthcoming chapters, are
discussed and linked to the research aims, research questions and RM requirements
for WD development in the discussion and conclusion chapter.
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Chapter 6
Experiment One
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the first controlled experiment used to evaluate some aspects of
the WeDRisk approach is reported. In this experiment, the importance of a list of
WD development potential risks, the usefulness of clustering of WD risks from 3P
perspectives, the vulnerability of WD development to atypical risks and the atypical
risk absorbing concept are evaluated. The choice of the controlled experiment to
evaluate these aspects was due to:
• Suitability and flexibility of the controlled experiment to evaluate the specified
evaluation aspects.
• Ability to emulate some conditions and observe some parameters such as the
time used.
• Ability to avoid any outside influence on the subjects which could lead to bias.
• Ability to ensure that any clarifications are provided to the participants equally.
• Ability to ensure the exact task implementation sequence during all experiment
stages and observe their implementation.
The experiment design, results and analysis, findings and conclusion and limita-
tions are presented in this chapter and an early version of them was published in
[23].
6.2 Experiment Scope
This experiment covers the evaluation of the WeDRisk approach, specifically the
clustering of risks from the 3P perspectives, the importance of some risks to WD
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development, and the atypical risks concept.
6.3 Questions and Hypotheses
The experiment aims to answer five questions, which help to evaluate the WeDRisk
approach. The questions (Q1-Q5) are:
Question Q1: What sort of risks should WD developers focus on?
Question Q2: Does clustering of risks from 3P perspectives save time and effort in
WD risk identification?
Question Q3: Do the proposed clustering criteria help developers to cluster the risks
with less time and effort?
Question Q4: To what extent are WD developments vulnerable to atypical risks?
Question Q5: How feasible is the atypical absorbing mechanism?
Four hypotheses (H1-H4) are designed and tested in this experiment in order to
answer these questions. Hypothesis H1 evaluates the importance of potential risks
to WD development. Hypotheses H2, and H3 evaluate the consideration of the 3P
perspectives and the last hypothesis H4 evaluates the atypical risk absorbing strategy.
These hypotheses (H1-H4) are listed below:
Hypothesis H1: All of the proposed risks are important to WD development and
have the same level of importance.
Hypothesis H2: If developers use the proposed clustering criteria, then the cluster-
ing time of WD risks from the 3P perspectives will be shorter than without the criteria
and effort will be saved.
Hypothesis H3: Clustering the risks from the 3P perspectives saves time and effort.
Hypothesis H4: WD development is highly vulnerable to atypical risks, and absorb-
ing their effects is an effective way to deal with them.
6.4 Method
The experiment design was inspired by works in [100; 101; 102], especially in terms
of the structure of the experiment, preparation of the hypotheses, avoidance of bias,
collection, analysis of the data, discussion of the result and description of the exper-
iment. Before conducting the experiment, the design was discussed with an expert
from Carnegie Mellon University and other researchers at Newcastle University who
provided valuable comments on how to improve the experiment design.
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In order to gather more information to improve the design of the experiment,
a pilot study was conducted. Three PhD students from the School of Computing
Science/Newcastle University participated in this study. The pilot study emulated
a similar environment, conditions and measures of the planned experiment and its
running scenario, and gathered related information in the shape of errors, problems,
comments, observations, suggestions, required time and task implementation flow.
Based on this information, modifications and improvements were made to the ex-
periment design and the support material. The modifications included changing the
method of recording the time during the experiment, and giving more freedom to
subjects in order to reduce the time pressure on them. Other modifications were
related to the arrangement and sequence of handling the experiment material and
tasks. The pilot study also helped in estimating the required time for each subject
to perform the experiment: 30-35 minutes was found to be suitable. The required
improvements to the experiment material and measurement were made and then the
real experiment was started.
It is made clear to the subjects that the data collected in the experiment are
strictly confidential to the experimenter and his supervisor. They are only used for
research purposes and not for any other intention. The subjects’ contact details were
only used for providing free Amazon vouchers as compensation for the subjects’ time
through the school administration and were discarded afterwards.
6.4.1 Apparatus
The apparatus used in the experiment include computer for data entry, ordinary office
environment, normal stationery, hard copies of the experiment material, forms (see
Appendix A), and a stopwatch.
6.4.2 Subjects
30 subjects (male and female) were recruited for this experiment. They were PhD
students, researchers and MSc students at the School of Computing Science, New-
castle University-UK. The majority were PhD students or researchers. The subjects
were recruited by email; emails were sent to all MSc students, PhD students and
researchers at the school and this returned a positive response from about 35 sub-
jects, of whom 30 were chosen. This set of subjects was selected as it was expected
that they had enough knowledge or experience with software development and that
many of them had participated in software development projects at least as part of
their courses. The subjects who performed the experiment were compensated with
£10 Amazon vouchers for their time. Instead of using the participants’ real names
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or numbers, a special reference number was assigned to each so that it could be used
anonymously for future research after this experiment.
6.4.3 Variables
In this experiment, the dependent variable was the potential risks, whereas the inde-
pendent variable was the subjects’ clustering/searching.
6.4.4 Measurement Units
Table 6.1 defines the measurement units (e.g. used time, effort), which are used in
this experiment.
Table 6.1: Experiment One Measurement Units
The Unit Definition How it is measured
Used Time The duration of time that is spent
to implement a specific task
Difference between starting time
and ending time of the task imple-
mentation
Effort The exertion spent to implement a
specific task or achieve the goal
Observations, used time compari-
son, asking questions and number of
tries to implement the task
6.4.5 Generalization and Threats Validity
Generalization
A number of measures were taken in order to make the sample reflect the real pop-
ulation of real WD development. Mainly, the selected sample was concentrated on a
set of subjects who work or have worked in the field of software development, or have
attended software engineering courses. The selected sample of subjects is intended to
reflect real software projects. However, it would be costly (and impossible) to cover
all software development populations in this experiment. Different evaluation tech-
niques were used to evaluate the WeDRisk approach, including case studies, other
experiments and expert evaluations in order generalize as much as possible.
Validation
The experiment validity is an important issue to ensure the quality and generalization
of findings. Two types of validity are involved in this experiment: internal validity,
which is concerned with how the study supports to the findings; and the external,
which is concerned with generalization of the results [103; 104]. The threats to internal
and external validity are addressed and taken into account as follows:
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Internal Validity
Selection: The subjects were randomly assigned to the control and experimental
groups.
History: The subjects were selected from the same place; therefore, in order to reduce
the influence effect, they were recruited and contacted individually and performed
the tasks individually at different times. Moreover, it is difficult to memorise the
experiment data.
Motivation: Since the subjects were volunteers and the performed tasks did not
take a long time, there was not much concern about boredom or loss of enthusiasm
during the experiment.
Time: The time required for the experiment was estimated after conducting a pilot
study and the subjects were informed of this when they were recruited. During the
experiment, they were told to take enough time to perform the tasks and that they
could stop if they were not willing to continue.
Training: A brief description was given to all of the subjects and the necessary
clarification and training was provided before each task. Moreover, the subjects were
told that they had the right to ask any questions.
External Validity
Subjects: The difficulties of generalizing from students to professionals was taken
into account. Therefore, the subjects who work in software projects were mixed (stu-
dents and researchers). Indeed, the use of students as subjects in this experiment may
not threaten the validity of the research since most of the students were PhD students
who had experience with software projects and had some professional abilities.
6.4.6 Subjects and Experimenter Tasks
Subjects Tasks
In the experiment, the subjects’ tasks (see Appendix A) were numbered (from T1
to T11) to make it easy to refer to them during implementation, data analysis and
results discussion. All the tasks are described in conjunction with the results in the
result and analysis section. The subjects’ tasks can be summarized as follows:
• Understanding and performing the assigned roles.
• Specifying the importance of a list of potential WD development risks.
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• Clustering the WD risks from the 3P perspectives. For this task, the subjects
were divided into control and experimental groups. Control group members
perform the clustering operation based on their own knowledge and experience,
whereas the experimental group used the WeDRisk clustering criteria to cluster
the risks from the 3P perspectives.
• Searching twice for certain perspective risks before and after the clustering.
• Evaluating the vulnerability of WD development to atypical risks and the pro-
posed absorbing concept.
All the subjects were told that they had the right to ask for clarification during
the experiment and that they could stop at any stage of the experiment.
Experimenter Tasks
The experimenter tasks can be summarized as follows:
• Distributing the subjects into control and experimental groups (on a random
basis).
• Providing the necessary training, experiment related material and required sup-
port to all subjects.
• Managing the tasks’ sequence during the experiment.
• Collecting the data, observing experiment progress, assigning the tasks and
recording used time.
6.4.7 Avoiding Bias and Control Measures
Experiments are very sensitive to errors. Many errors could arise due to bias in the
experiment. The following measures were taken to avoid and reduce any bias in this
experiment:
• Hard copies of the experiment material, essential information, instructions,
training and support were provided for all subjects equally.
• The subjects were randomly divided into control and experimental groups.
• On all the data documents, only the subjects’ reference numbers were used,
rather than the names. This anonymity makes the data analysis more reliable
and maintains the subjects’ privacy.
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• Bias was also avoided in the result analysis. This was achieved by participation
of a third party in the data analysis without giving him any information about
the subjects.
• The environment was controlled to record time consumption individually, avoid
the subjects affecting each other or any other meaning, provide the same level
of support, observe subjects’ progress during the task implementation, and give
the same amount of time and support.
• The sequence of tasks was maintained by the experimenter during the exper-
iment, but if any subject refused to continue at any stage of the experiment
then there would not be any effect on other stages, and the data from that
implemented stage could be used as part of the experiment result.
6.4.8 Procedure
The experiment was begun with a brief description about the experiment aim, phases
and the assigned tasks to make the subjects ready for the task implementation. Hard
copies of the experiment material were also provided for the subjects’ use to avoid
bias and conflict and to reduce the need for support during the experiment. Before
the subjects started the experiment, they were asked to read and sign the consent
form and they were told that they had the right to stop at any time. The sub-
jects were asked to be as accurate as they could during the task implementation
with less time pressure. The subjects participated in the experiment individually so
that support could be provided easily, parameters monitored individually, and any
influence between the subjects during the experiment avoided; therefore, the exper-
iment procedure was repeated according to the number of subjects. In some stages
of the experiment and tasks, the subjects were divided randomly into control and
experimental groups.
In this experiment, the subjects clustered 36 potential WD risks from the 3P
perspectives (with and without using the clustering criteria provided), specified risk
perspectives before and after the clustering, and provided feedback about the atyp-
ical risk concept and its absorbing mechanism. How these tasks and others were
implemented is described in combination with related hypotheses in the results and
analysis section (based on the tested hypotheses order). This is to avoid unnecessary
repetition.
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6.5 Results and Analysis
The data collected from the experiment were in the form of tables and answers to
questions. Several tasks (see Appendix A) were designed to test each hypothesis.
For this reason, the results and analysis of the data are arranged in order of the
hypotheses. In this section, each hypothesis is stated and followed by its related
result and analysis.
Hypothesis H1: All of the proposed risks are important to WD development and
have the same level of importance.
Task T1 in the experiment was designed to test hypothesis H1. In this task, the
subjects were asked to evaluate and specify the importance of a list of 36 potential
risks to WD development. For this purpose, the Likert scale [105] was used and was
scaled from one to five as shown below.
1 2 3 4 5
Not Somewhat Important(I) Very Extremely
Important (NI) Important(SI) Important(VI) Important(EI)
This scale was used because it easy to use and helps to assign weights to the ranks
on the scale and then make it easy to calculate the points for each risk.
At the beginning of the experiment, the experimenter explained the task and gave
the instructions on how to perform the task. Then, the subjects were asked to specify
the importance of each listed risk to WD development, using the Likert scale. The
experimenter also answered all related questions raised by the subjects during the
task implementation. The subjects voted for the importance of each risk based on
their knowledge and experience.
A weighting technique was used to analyze the data. Based on this technique, all
the categories (NI, SI, I, VI, EI) were given weights from 1 to 5 respectively. Then,
for each risk, the number of votes under each category was multiplied by its matched
weight. This gave the number of points for each risk. An example is shown in
Table 6.3, where risk number 1 (Unfamiliarity with international and foreign contract
law) has 110 points, calculated as follows:
*1 *2 *3 *4 *5
∑
Points
0 4*2 7*3 14*4 5*5 = 110
As shown in Table 6.2, the minimum number of points could be zero if the number
of votes in all the categories is zero. On the other hand, the maximum number of
points could be 150 if all 30 subjects placed the risk in the EI category (see Table 6.2).
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Table 6.2: Categories Maximum Weights
Category NI SI I VI EI
Weights *1 *2 *3 *4 *5
Maximum No of points 30 60 90 120 150
Minimum No of points 0 0 0 0 0
Table 6.3: Risks Weights and Total of Points
Risk
No.
Risk Name NI
1*
SI
2*
I
3*
VI
4*
EI
5*
∑
Points
1 Unfamiliarity with international and foreign con-
tract law
0 4 7 14 5 110
2 Inadequate customer requirement (see and
change strategy)
0 2 7 9 12 121
3 Poor documentation 0 3 12 8 7 109
4 Low visibility of project process 0 7 13 8 2 95
5 Inadequate process development 0 4 13 8 5 104
6 Insufficient measurement and estimations 1 7 8 8 6 101
7 Lack of security precautions 0 1 7 8 14 125
8 Weaknesses in protection procedures for Intellec-
tual Property rights
2 2 12 7 6 100
9 Vendor feasibility 2 6 14 5 3 91
10 Insufficient competence 1 3 6 14 6 111
11 Communication failures 0 1 7 8 14 125
12 Poor sites management control 0 3 10 10 7 111
13 Failure to manage user expectations 0 4 5 10 10 113
14 Insufficient project stakeholder involvement 2 11 4 6 6 90
15 Process instability 1 4 12 10 2 95
16 Poor performance 0 5 7 9 9 112
17 Poor UI 1 6 7 7 9 107
18 Insecure communication channels 3 2 6 8 11 112
19 Lack of requirement specification 0 1 4 10 15 129
20 Inadequate user involvement 0 4 16 8 2 98
21 Difficulties in ongoing support and maintenance 0 3 9 12 6 111
22 Unrealistic estimation of the number of users 1 2 8 13 6 111
23 Differences in the development methodologies
and processes
2 11 6 9 2 88
24 Weak or inadequate contracts 0 7 12 6 5 99
25 Complicated development dependencies between
project sites
1 7 8 6 7 98
26 Cross-cultural differences / influence 1 13 11 3 1 77
27 Poor product functionality 1 4 4 11 10 107
28 Market fluctuations 2 9 11 3 4 85
29 Scalability limitations 1 1 12 9 7 110
30 Poor availability 0 2 4 10 14 126
31 Lack of top management commitment 0 7 5 10 8 109
32 Instability in other project sites 1 7 15 5 2 90
33 Lack of face-to-face meetings 6 9 10 5 0 74
34 Lack of Management availability and efficiency 0 4 14 7 5 103
35 Unfamiliarity with customer type 0 9 5 9 7 104
36 Constraints due to time zone differences 8 9 8 4 1 71
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The above technique is applied to calculate the number of points for all 36 risks.
Table 6.3 illustrates the number of votes in each category, along with the total points
for each risk.
Generally, Figure 6.1 demonstrates the risks votes distribution for all categories.
As can be seen in the figure, most of the votes fall into Important, Very Impor-
tant or Extremely Important categories. This distribution gives an indication of the
importance of risks to WD development in general.
Figure 6.1: Risks Importance to WD - Votes Distribution
The results in Table 6.3 can be read and interpreted form different perspectives
(e.g. the most important risks, and the degree of importance). In the risk world, if
there is any potential for a risk it means there is a risk and it should be taken into
account. Thus, the only risks that could be ignored are those which have 30 points
in the Not Important category. The judgement of risk importance is very sensitive
as there is no clear border between important or not important. Therefore, rather
than saying this risk is important or not important, it is better to rate its level of
importance to WD development (using the above weighting and points technique).
Table 6.3 illustrates the number of points for each risk. As can be understood
from the table, the majority of risks had a high number of points when they were
tested against the importance to WD development (see also Figure 6.2).
Returning to hypothesis H1, it can be seen that the result of this experiment
shows that the list of potential risks is important to WD development, but with a
different degree of importance for each risk (e.g. Risk number 19 has the highest
number of points which is 129 points, whereas risk number 36 has the lowest points,
at 71 points).
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Figure 6.2: Risk Importance Points (Risk Numbers refer to risk names in Table 2.2)
Hypothesis H2: If developers use the proposed clustering criteria, then the cluster-
ing time of WD risks from the 3P perspectives will be shorter than without the criteria
and effort will be saved.
In order to test hypothesis H2, the subjects were randomly divided into “control”
and “experimental” groups (15 in each). The subjects of both control and experi-
mental groups were asked to cluster the potential WD risks (Please see Table 2.2 for
the potential WD risk list) from the 3P perspectives. The control group completed
their task without any clustering criteria, whereas the experimental group used the
WeDRisk 3P clustering criteria (see Figure 4.6). During the implementation of this
task, the experimenter recorded the time used. The experiment result showed that
there was a significant difference between the time taken by the two groups, shown
by the Mann-Whitney U statistical test at (p-value = 0.0079, U = 168.0). This
test was used, because it is suitable for small samples [106]. The total time used by
control group subjects for the clustering (56 minutes) of the risks was less than that
used by the experimental group (108 minutes).
Hypothesis H3: Clustering the risks from the 3P perspectives saves time and effort.
The difference in time and effort used between the groups using clustered and
non-clustered risks was used to test this hypothesis. The data were collected during
different tasks (T2, T3, T7, T8, T3, T4 and T9), which are described below. The
used time data were obtained from tasks T2, T3, T7 and T8, whereas answers to some
questions in task T4 (Q2 and Q3) and task T9 (Q1) were used to evaluate the effort.
In order to avoid any bias influence, tasks T7 and T8 were performed separately (in
both time and sequence) from tasks T2 and T3. The following sections describe how
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the data on time and effort used were obtained and evaluated:
I) Used Time: Used time is a preliminary indication of whether the task is easy,
difficult or complicated. Task T2 and task T7 were the same, except that task T2
was on non-clustered risks and task T7 was on pre-clustered risks. In these two tasks,
the subjects were asked to specify two risks for each of the three perspectives.
Task T3 and task T8 were also the same but task T3 was on non-clustered risks
and task T8 was on pre-clustered risks. In these two tasks, the subjects were asked
to specify the perspectives for three pre-ticked risks by the experimenter.
While the subject was implementing the tasks (T2, T3, T7 and T8) they were moni-
tored, and the time taken was recorded. Table 6.4 shows the total used time during
tasks T2, T3, T7 and T8. The illustrated values in Table 6.4 are for the time that
was used by the subjects for both non-clustered and pre-clustered risks. As shown in
Table 6.4, the subjects spent less time with the pre-clustered risks compared with non-
clustered risks for the above tasks, suggesting that clustering from three perspectives
reduces the required time for dealing with the risks.
Table 6.4: Total Used Time for Tasks T2,T3,T7 and T8
Non Clustered Risks Pre-Clustered Risks
Task No.
∑
UsedT ime Task No.
∑
UsedT ime
T 2 129.32m T 7 42.13m
T 3 27.16m T 8 8.29m
II) Effort: It is not easy to evaluate effort; therefore, a set of questions was used
which was designed and distributed among the tasks in a specific order to collect the
subjects’ feedback. This included opinions about the usefulness of clustering the risks
from the three perspectives.
For this purpose, and after performing tasks T2 and T3 on non-clustered risks, the
subjects were asked “Was it easy for you to specify the risks or perspectives?”
This question was answered by 29 participants. 16 of them, which is more than
(55%), answered No to this question and 13 answered Yes (44.8 %).
The subjects were asked another question after performing these two tasks, “Do
you agree with the idea that the above tasks would be much easier and
that time and effort could be saved if risks were clustered from the three
perspectives?” with 5 options (Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree and
Strongly Disagree) to select from them. As shown in Figure 6.3, the number of
subjects who voted Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree and Strongly
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Disagree was 4, 22, 3, 0, 0 respectively. This means that the majority of the
subjects were in agreement (or strong agreement) in their answers to this question.
Figure 6.3: Voting for Used Effort (Clustered and Non-Clustered)
On the other hand, after performing tasks T7 and T8, the subjects were asked
the same questions, but in a different way: “To what extent do you agree with
the idea statement that concentrating only on the risks of the appointed
perspective saves time and effort?” with the same options to answer this question
(Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree and Strongly Disagree). Only
two subjects disagreed. The rest of subjects agreed (including those who strongly
agreed), (see Figure 6.4).
As shown in the figure, the number of answers on the “agree” side (Strongly
Agree and Agree = 20) is higher than the “disagree” side (Disagree and Strongly
Disagree = 2), with 6 subjects answering Neutral. This means that the idea of
“concentrating only on the risks of the appointed perspective to save time and effort”
has strong support from the subjects in the experiment.
Support for the Pre-Clustered list:
As a part of the experiment, the pre-clustered list of the WD development potential
risks was compared with the clustering of the two groups (control and experimental).
The results, which are summarized in Table 6.5, will be used to improve the pre-
clustered risks. It was found that some had categorized some risks into more than
one perspective.
As can be seen in Table 6.5, the clustering of risks has higher support from both
the control and experimental groups. In total, 66.6% of the clustering of risks from
the 3P perspectives were supported, and only 27.7% were not supported. This is
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Figure 6.4: Concentrating on appointed perspective risks saves time and effort
Table 6.5: Support to Pre-Clustered risks list
Supported by
Risk perspective Both Groups Control
Group only
Experimental
Group only
No One
Project 10/13 - 1/13 2/13
Process 4/9 - 1/9 4/9
Product 10/14 - 0/14 4/14
Totals 24/36 0 2/36 10/36
understandable from the numbers shown in Table 6.5. The clustering for the project
and product risks has stronger support from the groups. For the clustering project
risks, only 2 risks out of 36 were not supported by the groups. The pre-clustered list
for the product risks was also strongly supported by the groups as only the clustering
of 4 risks out 14 was not supported. By contrast, the support of process risks was
medium as the clustering of 4 risks out of 9 was not supported.
Hypothesis H4: WD development is highly vulnerable to atypical risks, and ab-
sorbing their effects is an effective way to deal with them.
Firstly, the experimenter briefly described the atypical risks’ nature and clarified
it with some examples; then the subjects were asked to implement tasks T10 and
T11, which are designed to test hypothesis H4. In task T10 (below), the subjects
were asked to rate the vulnerability of WD development to atypical types of risk.
The subjects implemented the task based on their experience with WD development
and understanding of the atypical risk concept.
Task T10: Atypical risks are new risks and can not be predicted or imagined
before they occur. To what extent do you agree that WD development is vulnerable to
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such types of risk?
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree StronglyDisagree
1 2 3 4 5
The subjects rated the vulnerability of WD development to atypical risks. As can
be understood from Figure 6.5, the majority of subjects chose either Strongly Agree
33.3% (10/30) or Agree 43.3% (13/30) in answer to this question. In contrast, very
few subjects chose Neutral 6.6% (2/30) or Disagree 10% (3/30).
Figure 6.5: Vulnerability to Atypical Risks in WD Development
In task T11, the experimenter introduced the concept and components of the
WeDRisk module to absorb the atypical risks, and then the subjects were asked to
rate the usefulness of the absorbing strategy to deal with the effects of atypical risks.
Task T11: Due to the lack of information, it is difficult to expect atypical risks
or even to be ready for them. Therefore, the WeDRisk approach attempts to absorb
their effects and then consider them in future risk management cycles. How do you
rate the usefulness of this strategy?
Not Useful Somewhat Useful Useful Very Useful Strongly Useful
1 2 3 4 5
Do you suggest any other useful strategies to deal with atypical risk types? Please give
details: ——————————————————————–
Figure 6.6 illustrates the results of task T11. As can be seen in the figure, only
3.3% (1/30) of the subjects selected Not Useful, and 10% (3/30) chose Somewhat
Useful, whereas the remaining subjects voted them Useful 36.6% (11/30), Very
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Useful 33.3% (10/30) or Strongly Useful 13.3% (4/30). This means the concept
of absorbing atypical risks received strong support from the majority of the subjects.
Regarding the second part of the question, there were no significant suggestions to
deal with atypical risks other than absorbing their effects.
Figure 6.6: Usefulness Of Absorbing Strategy With Atypical Risks
From the experiment results, it can be understood that WD development is vul-
nerable to atypical types of risk and that the absorbing mechanism could be a useful
strategy to deal with them, which supports hypothesis H4.
6.6 Study Limitation
It would have been preferred if the experiment had been undertaken at one of the
software development houses, but this was not feasible as most software companies
have restrictions concerning data security. Indeed, several local web development
companies were contacted, but were unable to participate.
6.7 Discussion
For simplicity and consistency purposes, the hypotheses are discussed one by one
hereafter, in the same order that they were introduced in the previous sections.
Hypothesis H1: All of the proposed risks are important to WD development and
have the same level of importance.
The Likert scale was used to evaluate the importance of 36 risks (see Table 2.2)
to WD development. The subjects specified the importance of each risk to WD
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development, ranging from Not Important to Extremely Important. A weighting
technique was used to categorize and analyze the resulting data. The number of points
for each risk relates to the importance of all of the listed risks for WD development,
supporting the first part of hypothesis H1; however, the hypothesis assumption that
each risk has the same degree of importance to WD development is not supported.
This means that none of the risks can be ignored, but more attention could be given to
some of them based on development perspectives and surrounding conditions (i.e. the
importance of risks could change from one situation to another).
Hypothesis H2: If developers use the proposed clustering criteria, then the cluster-
ing time of WD risks from the 3P perspectives will be shorter than without the criteria
and effort will be saved.
The result of the experiment does not support hypothesis H2. This is clear since
the time used by the experimental group was higher than that of the control group.
This could be due to the following reasons:
• Actual time for reading the criteria (it is zero in the case of the control group).
• Poor criteria design or difficulty in understanding the criteria.
• Lack of standard criteria, meaning questions could be raised about the control
group clustering and answers are subject to the participants’ knowledge and
experience.
More training and improvement to the criteria will make them much easier to
understand and use.
Hypothesis H3: Clustering the risks from the 3P perspectives saves time and effort.
Trying to manage all perspectives’ risks together wastes developers’ time and
effort or could lead them to locate more resources for one perspective’s risks and
ignore others. The WeDRisk concept considers the risks from the 3P perspectives
and clusters them from the 3P perspectives to focus on the risks of a particular
perspective each time to save time and effort. Therefore, proposed clustering criteria
to cluster the risks from the 3P perspective are evaluated in terms of their ability to
save time and effort. The results support the concept of managing the WD risks from
the 3P perspectives since they overlap more in WD development. The experiment
results show that the clustering has a significant impact by reducing the search time
and effort. This results in the difference of time as the subjects have spent less time
and effort with the pre-clustered risks compared with non-clustered risks.
As a by-product of this experiment, the pre-clustered risks list, which is clustered
using the proposed criteria and used in this experiment, was tested for precision. The
test results demonstrated that the list gained significant support from the control
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and experimental groups in general. However, the clustering of some risks was not
supported by the groups and some subjects argued that some risks could affect more
than one perspective (shared risks).
Hypothesis H4: WD development is highly vulnerable to atypical risks, and ab-
sorbing their effects is an effective way to deal with them.
In order to test this hypothesis, the experimenter firstly introduced the atypical
risk concept and its nature and provided some examples; then, the subjects expressed
their level of agreement (from Strongly Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree and Strongly
Disagree ) with the statement that WD development is vulnerable to atypical risks.
The resulting data demonstrate that most of the subjects chose either Strongly Agree
or Agree for this statement. This reflects how WD development is vulnerable to
atypical risks and implies support for hypothesis H4.
6.8 Summary
In this chapter, the first controlled experiment to evaluate some WeDRisk aspects
was described and reported. It was designed to evaluate the importance of a list of
potential WD development risks and their degree of importance, as well as to consider
the risks from the 3P perspectives (i.e. proposed 3P perspective clustering criteria).
The experiment was also used to evaluate the vulnerability of WD development to
atypical risk types and the proposed absorbing concept. This experiment was under-
taken at the School of Computing Science/Newcastle University, UK. There were 30
recruited subjects (MSc, PhD and Post-doctoral researchers) who either had experi-
ence and had worked in software development projects, or at least had an appropriate
knowledge of software engineering and software development. During some stages, the
subjects were divided into experimental and control groups (based on the evaluation
needs). The results of the experiment highlighted the following points:
• The listed risks to WD development are all important to varying degrees.
• The clustering of risks from the 3P perspectives gained a high degree of support
from the subjects. It was effective in saving time and effort, since the subjects
spent less time and effort searching in the pre-clustered risks compared with
non-clustered risks.
• It seems that using the proposed 3P perspectives clustering criteria takes more
time than clustering without the criteria. This could be due to the time taken
to read and understand them. Nevertheless using the clustering criteria could
be more useful because:
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- they help to avoid subjective and uncertain decisions;
- in the long run, using the criteria is expected to take a shorter time as the
developers become more familiar with them; and
- clustering without the criteria needs enough experience and it is not expected
that all the developers have that.
• The subjects were in agreement with the vulnerability of WD development to
atypical risk types.
Generally, the results of the experiment confirmed the importance of the list of
potential WD risks, but with different degrees of importance. Thus, all the potential
risks should be monitored. The result also confirmed the importance and usefulness of
the clustering and considered the risks from the 3P perspectives as a way to save time
and effort, thus increasing the efficiency of risk management. However, it highlighted
the need for updating and improving our proposed 3P perspectives clustering criteria
to make them more understandable and less time-consuming (more training on the
criteria could also help to reduce time consumption). On other hand, the experiment
result was used to revise and rectify the pre-clustered risks list, since the result illus-
trated that some risks could affect more than one perspective. The subjects were in
agreement with the vulnerability of WD development to the atypical risk types and
the importance of the absorbing concept in dealing with them. Finally, the experi-
ment was designed to be ready for replication in the future if necessary. The collected
results help to improve different aspects of WeDRisk, which were implemented and
re-evaluated in other empirical studies and are reported in the following chapters.
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Expert Evaluation
7.1 Introduction
This chapter reports the expert evaluation [107], which is used to evaluate the main
modules of the WeDRisk approach and the approach overall. This evaluation was
conducted after making the improvements which resulted from the first controlled
experiment. This expert evaluation for the WeDRisk approach took place on the
sidelines of the Sixth International Conference on Internet Monitoring and Protec-
tion (ICIMP2011) at St. Maarten 2011. The researcher presented a paper and at-
tended the conference; therefore, this chance was exploited to evaluate the WeDRisk
approach. Seven international experts from academia and industry were involved in
this evaluation. In addition to the evaluation of the WeDRisk modules, the evaluation
aimed to assess different aspects such as the usefulness of the approach in managing
WD development risks. It was also used to discover what sort of improvements could
be made to the approach before moving to the next development stages. The results
of this evaluation are important, because they reflect academic and industrial expe-
rience, the time this evaluation was conducted which was in the middle of building
the WeDRisk approach and the type of experts involved.
7.2 Evaluation Aim
This expert evaluation for the WeDRisk approach aims to criticize the approach based
on real experience in order to detect strengths and weaknesses of the approach, and
to extract some suggestions and ideas to improve its design.
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7.3 Evaluation Aspects
Because of the expert and conference time limitations, the period of this evalua-
tion was short; therefore, the researcher tried to identify the main weaknesses of the
WeDRisk approach and its main modules. The evaluation concentrates on under-
standing, usefulness and helpfulness of the approach and its coverage of WD devel-
opment risk management aspects.
7.4 Evaluation Question
This evaluation section aims to answer the following question:
Question Q1: What sort of improvements need to be made to the WeDRisk approach
modules?
7.5 The Methodology
The methodology used in this evaluation can be summarized as follows:
• Recruiting suitable experts and signing the consent form
• Presenting the WeDRisk approach modules followed by their related specific
questions (one by one) and asking the expert to evaluate the modules and give
feedback and suggestions
• Asking the expert to evaluate WeDRisk overall
• Discussing with the researcher the improvement issues of the WeDRisk approach
at the end of the evaluation, and investigating whether there are any other
aspects of WD development that need to be considered.
7.6 Questionnaire Design
In order to save experts’ time, it was decided to collect the evaluation data via a
questionnaire (see Appendix B). Although most of the questions are guided questions,
this does not prevent the expert from writing any comments, criticisms or suggestions,
or even from using other ways to give an evaluation. Furthermore, almost all of the
questions have free space for writing opinions and ideas. The questions were divided
into two groups; module specific questions and approach overall evaluation questions.
The module specific questions are those which are asked immediately after presenting
each module and these aim to explore the weaknesses and strengths of the desired
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module, as well as to get comments and suggestions that could be used to improve
the module. On the other hand, the second group of questions (overall questions)
are those which are about the WeDRisk approach in general and these were asked
after completion of all modules evaluations. The questions were designed carefully
and were revised and tested with some colleagues before the real use; they cover
evaluation aspects like usefulness and intelligibility (understandability) levels of the
approach.
7.7 Experts Selection
Although participation in this evaluation was voluntary, in order to satisfy the eval-
uation aim, the following criteria were used to select the experts [107; 108]:
• The expert should have enough experience in related aspects (i.e. work experi-
ence in more than one project, two years or more experience in WD develop-
ment, or has a number of publications in related software development).
• It is preferable if the expert has a background in industry; nevertheless, an
academic background is also acceptable.
• Experience in WD development is preferred.
This evaluation was conducted during the Sixth International Conference on In-
ternet Monitoring and Protection (ICIMP2011) at St. Maarten from 20- 25/3/2011.
Factors that helped to conduct the evaluation at the ICIMP2011 conference are:
• A number of software scientists from both academia and industry had gathered
from around the world with different experiences and backgrounds.
• The conference covered the research scope (e.g. web development and risk as-
sessment).
• Arranging this evaluation cycle was not a complicated task since the experts
and the researcher participated in the same conference.
• The timing of the conference was opportune as it coincided with the middle of
the research period.
• It was expected that there would be little or no bias, because the experts were
not previously known to the researcher and the evaluation was a voluntary
process.
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• The experts’ explicit criticism was needed as it reflects their real experiences in
software development and management.
The researcher contacted and interviewed a number of experts who participated
in the ICIMP2011 conference in order to explore their experiences and backgrounds
and the extent to which they were willing to participate. The researcher briefly
described the WeDRisk approach, evaluation aim, evaluation scope, estimated time
required and evaluation procedure to them. Of the experts contacted, seven met the
evaluation criteria and accepted the invitation. However, due to their interests or time
limitations some agreed to participate in some aspects only. Six of the experts have
10 years’ experience in software development. Only one expert has a small amount of
experience, but he has a relevant background and knowledge. Their experience ranged
from software engineering, project and IT managers, reader and IT and software
development. The selected experts have worked in universities, polytechnic institutes
or software development companies.
7.8 The procedure
The evaluation sessions were performed individually. This is due to three reasons:
the expert time constraints, and researcher availability, due to the need to provide
clarification for the experts and also to avoid any influence or bias. At the beginning
of each evaluation session, the researcher briefed the expert involved with general
information (e.g. evaluation aim, aspects, procedure and approach description) and
then presented the modules (one at a time) followed by a related evaluation ques-
tionnaire to collect the expert evaluation feedback, comments and suggestions. There
were no constraints on the experts’ answers. For instance, he/she might not have
followed the questionnaire style and just criticized, discussed or given comments and
feedback in different ways. The expert could refuse to continue or skip some sections
at any time. Once the modules evaluation was completed, the experts started the
overall evaluation of the WeDRisk approach as a complete idea about the approach
was formed. Finally, the researcher and the expert could have an open discussion
about WeDRisk and WD development risk management challenges in general, which
could lead to making some improvements to the WeDRisk approach.
7.9 Result
The result of this evaluation is summarized in two tables; Table 7.1 summarizes the
experts’ evaluation for the WeDRisk modules’ specific evaluation, and Table 7.2 sum-
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marizes the evaluation for the overall WeDRisk approach. The results are discussed
in the analysis and discussion section.
7.10 Analysis and Discussion
This evaluation was on two levels: module specific evaluation and WeDRisk overall
evaluation. The experts were asked to explicitly reflect their experience without
any restrictions. Thus, they expressed their criticism of the WeDRisk approach in
different ways, including answering the questionnaires, and providing comments and
open discussions.
7.10.1 Individual Evaluation
The evaluation results, which are summarized in Table 7.1, can be discussed as follows:
Project Card
Most of the experts rated the usefulness of the project card concept as Very or Strongly
Useful and asserted that it covered the most needed aspects. Some experts suggested
including other aspects (e.g. quality, budget, time, stakeholder data and objectives).
Some of these suggestions were accepted and included in the card (e.g. budget
and using the term Actual Time instead of Current Time), because they are useful
somehow to the risk management process and enhance the card. However, some other
suggestions were rejected and they were not included in the card for different reasons
(e.g. the quality management issue is rejected because this project card focuses only
on risk management issues not general project management issues; including the
stakeholder data was rejected because WeDRisk has a special module to handle this).
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Table 7.2: Experts - WeDRisk Overall Evaluation Result Summary
Evaluate how simple, understandable or complicated the WeDRisk architecture is
Understandable Simple and easy to follow Complicated Comments
4 3 0
Evaluate the WeDRisk coverage of RM aspects of WD development
They cover all aspects of managing WD risks Not enough coverage due to the following
5 Due the managerial aspects (a real case can
help)
Rate the expected usefulness of the WeDRisk approach for managing WD Risks
Not useful Useful Very useful Comments
0 3 3 Automate the filling process
Rate the understandability level of WeDRisk Modules in general
Very Low Low Medium High Very High
0 0 2 3 1
There are no comments
RM Customization
The experts advised making some improvements to the RM customization matrix
before it became ready for use. They suggested treating the situations individually,
considering the budget factor and using mathematic equations for making the RM
type decisions. In fact, treating the situations individually and considering the bud-
get factor are accepted issues and they are already considered in the following version
of WeDRisk. However, using mathematical equations for making the decisions was
avoided because the WeDRisk approach is designed to be available for use by devel-
opers from different backgrounds and managers who usually prefer simple procedures
rather than using mathematical equations. Regarding the extra time consumption
issue, it is expected that experience of using the customization process will decrease
the time needed. Furthermore, the overall time used for the customized RM will be
shorter than that wasted on the wrong RM type.
3P Perspective Consideration and Clustering
The concept of consideration and clustering of risks from the 3P perspectives re-
ceived great support from the experts and they rated it as Helpful or Very Helpful,
emphasizing the importance of the consideration and clustering concept. The evalu-
ation results illustrate that the most of the pre-clustered risks are clustered correctly,
which indirectly supports the WeDRisk clustering criteria which were used to cluster
the risks. One expert suggested deeper classification of risks from the 3P perspectives.
In this regard, it is expected that deeper means more complicated.
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Atypical Risks and Absorbing Concept
Almost all of the experts strongly agreed that WD development is vulnerable to atyp-
ical risks. This reflects the fact that atypical risks should be considered and prepara-
tion is an important issue. Experts also agreed with the effectiveness of the absorbing
mechanism to deal with atypical risks, but they recommended further evaluation.
Estimation
Regarding the WDF estimation matrix, the experts made an important suggestion,
which was not to use only three levels (Low, Medium and High) to rank the factors,
but to elaborate more. This is excellent advice to improve the matrix as it clarifies it
more without adding too much options and information. This was considered in the
following version of WeDRisk.
Finally, the evolution concept has been supported by the experts.
7.10.2 Overall Evaluation
The overall evaluation of the WeDRisk approach was done after the module spe-
cific evaluation was completed. The overall evaluation aspects include: the WeDRisk
architecture, understandability, usefulness and coverage of WD risk management as-
pects. According to the results (see Table 7.2), it is obvious that WeDRisk in general
has successfully recorded acceptable levels in these evaluated aspects. However, the
experts recommended conducting more evaluation studies, as well as making some
necessary improvements to the approach, which resulted from suggestions, comments
and ideas which arose from discussions.
7.10.3 Findings
The expert evaluation results for the WeDRisk approach showed that the approach
is understandable, useful, and helpful and covers important risk management needs
for WD development. In fact, the result of this evaluation cycle has helped to make
many improvements to the WeDRisk approach, which are outlined below:
• The main architecture of the WeDRisk approach, including the process flow and
notations, were redesigned and improved.
• The project card was modified (e.g. Current Date became Actual Date).
• The WDF estimation matrix factor levels were changed from Low Medium and
High into more detailed levels.
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• The customization matrix became more detailed, self explanation and also new
factors like RM budget were added.
• More evaluation studies are planned including another experiment and a case
study.
• Clustering criteria factors have been revised.
Thus, the evaluation question (Question Q1 ) is answered and a set of possible
improvements to the approach have been extracted.
7.11 Summary
The experts’ evaluation was very important to this research as it was conducted during
the middle stage and was a reflection of the experience and knowledge of a number
of international experts who work in related fields. Indeed, it has had a significant
impact on improving the WeDRisk approach, either via the evaluation results or open
discussions. Ultimately, according to the experts’ feedback, the WeDRisk approach
is a promising, helpful, useful and understandable approach. The experts gave some
valuable suggestions and comments, which resulted in a number of improvements to
the following version of WeDRisk. The next chapter reports another empirical study
to evaluate the WeDRisk approach.
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Experiment Two
8.1 Introduction
In this chapter the second controlled experiment in this research is reported, which
was conducted to evaluate some novel aspects of the three main modules in the
WeDRisk approach (customization, estimation and atypical module). This empirical
study was conducted after the necessary improvements that resulted from the experts’
evaluation of WeDRisk were performed.
In particular, the novel aspects of the WeDRisk approach which were evaluated,
include: consideration and estimation of WD factors, a risk management customiza-
tion matrix, and atypical risks concept and its module. This experiment was divided
into three sections and each section tested one or more hypotheses to evaluate specific
module. The idea behind this experiment was to present (inject) some “distributed”
and “non-distributed” risk situations and then ask the subjects to deal with these
situations using the evaluated modules. At some experiment stages, the subjects
were divided into control and experimental groups (based on the nature of the test).
Experimental group subjects used WeDRisk modules, but the control group subjects
had to rely on their knowledge and experience. The design of this experiment (i.e. hy-
pothesis, subject selection, data collection, avoidance of bias, validation, procedures,
tasks and instructions) was inspired by the design of some software engineering exper-
iments and empirical studies in [101; 103; 109; 110; 111]. The controlled experiment
methodology was chosen to evaluate these WeDRisk modules for the following reasons
[110; 112]:
• It is necessary to emulate the same working environment for all the subjects.
• It is not feasible to generate an atypical risk situation for evaluation purposes.
It happens randomly, but can be emulated in the experiment.
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• Many observations, measures and support works need to be done or provided
during the evaluation of the modules, and the experiment is the best option for
that.
• It is good to focus on specific variables, measures, and the relationships between
them with extra flexibility in asking questions.
• The evaluated modules were new; thus, it was not possible to find suitable data
from pervious approaches that could be used to evaluate these modules. This
was also due to the restrictions on data imposed by developers.
8.1.1 Experiment Scope
This experiment is mainly designed to evaluate three WeDRisk approach modules
(Estimation, Customization and Atypical).
8.2 Questions and Hypotheses
The experiment is mainly designed to answer the following three questions:
Q1: What is the coverage and consideration of WD factors by the WeDRisk ap-
proach?
Q2: How easy is it to understand and use the WeDRisk approach?
Q3: How usable and helpful are the evaluated modules?
In order to answer these questions, five hypotheses were tested in this experiment.
Hypotheses H1 and H2 evaluate the Estimation module; Hypotheses H3 and H4 eval-
uate the Customization module; and hypothesis H5 evaluates the Atypical module;
these hypotheses are:
Hypothesis H1: The TREV equation is an ideal option to estimate WD development
risks and to consider the WD factors compared with the RE equation.
Hypothesis H2: The WDF estimation matrix is useful, understandable and helpful
to estimate and consider WD factors.
Hypothesis H3: The Customization matrix is easy to use and it helps to specify
what type of RM (Plain or Deep) is suitable to manage the risk involved.
Hypothesis H4: Risk management customization by providing two risk management
types (Plain and Deep) is useful.
Hypothesis H5: Providing an absorbing mechanism to deal with atypical risks is a
useful tactic and helps developers to deal with such risk types with less confusion.
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8.3 Method
As with the first experiment in Chapter 6, the method design and necessary measures
were taken in order to obtain the best results and avoid bias [101; 103; 109; 110; 111].
8.3.1 Apparatus
The apparatus that were used in this experiment include normal stationery, hard
copies of the experiment material, data collection forms (see Appendix C) and a
sportwatch. A computer was used for saving data and a Minitab tool was used for
statistical analysis purposes.
8.3.2 Materials
Hard copies of all required information and forms were prepared and provided for all
the subjects to use equally.
8.3.3 Subjects
About 35 subjects were recruited by email to participate in this experiment. Of
these, the researcher selected 24 subjects to participate in this experiment as they
met the criteria for participation (experience and knowledge in software develop-
ment). The subjects were researchers, PhD students at the School of Computing Sci-
ence/Newcastle University, and some visiting students. The subjects had either been
involved in software projects or had at least attended software engineering courses.
In order to improve the design of the experiment, a pilot study was carried out
before starting the real experiment sessions. The pilot study was conducted using an-
other group of participants. A number of issues were addressed and improved for the
real experiment, including the task’s required time estimation, sequence, instructions
to subjects, data collection procedures and risk situation design.
8.3.4 Data Confidentiality
The subjects were told that all subjects’ bibliographic data and the collected data are
confidential to the experimenter and his supervisor. The data are used for research
purposes only. All subjects were given reference names and their actual data were
used only to provide them with the £10 Amazon vouchers as compensation for their
time.
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8.3.5 Variables
The dependent variable of this experiment was the presented (injected) situation,
whereas the independent variable was the subjects’ reactions.
8.3.6 Measurement Units
Table 8.1 defines the measurement units (e.g. time and effort used), which are used
in this experiment.
Table 8.1: Experiment Two Measurement Units
The Unit Definition How it is measured
Used Time The length of time spent to imple-
ment a specific task
Difference between starting time
and ending time of the task imple-
mentation
Effort The exertion made to implement a
specific task or achieve a goal
Observations, used time compari-
son, asking specific questions, feed-
back and attempts to implement the
task
8.3.7 Generalization and Threats Validity
Generalization
A number of measures have been taken in order to make the experiment sample
reflect the real population of WD development. Mainly, the selected sample was
concentrated on a set of subjects who are working or have worked in the field of
software development, or have attended software engineering courses. Indeed, all of
the recruited subjects were either software researchers who work in WD software de-
velopment projects, or PhD students who were also involved in software research and
had experience of related projects. The selected sample of subjects was intended to
reflect real software projects. However, it is costly and almost impossible to cover
all software development populations in this experiment. Different evaluation tech-
niques were used to evaluate the WeDRisk approach including case studies, other
experiments and expert evaluations in order to be able to generalize as much as pos-
sible.
Validation
The experiment validity is important to ensure the quality and generalizability of
findings. Two types of validity are involved in this experiment: internal validity,
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which concerns whether the study supports the findings; and external validity, which
is connected to the generalizability of the results [103; 104]. The threats to internal
and external validity are taken into account and addressed as follows:
Internal Validity
Selection: The assigning of the subjects to the experimental and controlled groups
was done on a random basis; in addition, the risk situations were also applied ran-
domly.
History: The subjects were selected from the same place; therefore, in order to reduce
any influence they might have had on one another, they were recruited and contacted
individually, and they performed the tasks individually at different times.
Motivation: As the performed tasks did not take a long time, there was little concern
about boredom or loss of enthusiasm during the experiment.
Time: It was expected that the subjects might perform the tasks in a hurry, due to
anxiety that there was insufficient time to perform the tasks, which could have af-
fected the decisions that were made and, consequently, the results. Thus, in the pilot
study, the required time for the experiment was estimated and the subjects informed
of the estimated time when they were recruited. Moreover, during the experiment,
they were told to take enough time to perform tasks and given the option of stopping
if they were unwilling to continue.
Training: Before performing any tasks in the experiment, a brief description was
given to the subjects and enough clarification and training was provided before each
section of the experiment; they also had the right to ask any questions.
External Validity
Subjects: The difficulties of generalizing from students to professionals were taken
into account. Therefore, the subjects were mixed (students and researchers who work
in software projects). Indeed, the use of students as subjects in this experiment may
not threaten the results, since most of the students were PhD students who had ex-
perience of software projects and some professional abilities.
Environment: The experiment environment tried to emulate a real development en-
vironment (developer, place, project and risks).
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8.3.8 Control Measures
The control measures in the experiment were taken in order to reduce any bias and
to keep everything the same except the tested variable. They were also to ensure the
experiment could be replicated. The control measures include the following aspects:
Environment: The environment was controlled in order to enable the recording of
time consumption individually, avoid the subjects’ influence upon one another or by
any other means, provide help on an equal basis, observe subjects’ progress during
the task implementation, and give the subjects the same time and support.
Injected Situations: The same injected situations were used by all of the subjects but
in random order and using reference numbers. The injection of the situations was
controlled by the experimenter to avoid any biases.
Tasks Sequence: The sequence of tasks was maintained by the experimenter during
the experiment, but if any subject refused to continue at any stage of the experiment
then there would not have been any effect on the other stages and the data from the
implemented stages could have been used as a part of the experiment result.
Provided Support: All of the essential information, support and training material was
provided on an equal basis.
Control Group: The control group was used in this experiment as a part of the control
measures and for results comparison.
8.3.9 Experimenter and Subject Tasks
At the beginning of the experiment, the experimenter gave a brief description about
the experiment and the assigned tasks, and then subjects read, filled and signed the
consent form. After that, the experimenter requested the subjects understand and
perform the assigned tasks (e.g. reading the injected risk situation and using the
provided modules) and also asked them to be as accurate as possible. The subjects
were also told that they had the right to ask any related questions and receive the
required clarification, and that they had the right to stop at any time if they were
not comfortable. At the end of each section, the subjects were asked to give their
feedback and provide any suggestions or comments that could improve the desired
module. Generally, during the experiment, the experimenter had other tasks which
included:
• Providing the training, related material and support required on an equal basis
• Injecting the risk situation on a random basis
• Managing the task sequence during the experiment implementation
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• Collecting the data, observing experiment progress, assigning the tasks and
recording the time
• Distributing the subjects into control and experimental groups (on a random
basis)
In addition to the common subject tasks (e.g. reading and signing the consent
forms), the subjects had to perform some specific tasks related to specific evaluated
modules, which included the:
Estimation Module: Specifying the suitable estimation equation (RE or TREV)
for each injected risk situation and then estimating the risk involved using that equa-
tion.
Customization Module: Based on the assigned group (control or experimental),
the subjects had to specify a suitable RM type (Plain or Deep) for each risk. For this
purpose, the experimental group subjects used the support matrix provided, whereas
the control group subjects used their experience and knowledge.
Atypical Module: According to the assigned group, the subjects had to deal with
the injected atypical risk situation. The experimental group used the atypical module,
whereas the control used their experience or knowledge.
8.3.10 Avoiding Bias
Bias is always expected in any experiment; however, the following are the measures
that were taken to avoid potential bias during this experiment:
• Randomizing the subject groupings and the risk situation injection.
• Providing the required information, material and support on an equal basis.
• Removing time pressure during task implementation in order to avoid any sub-
jective answers.
• Allowing subjects to request clarification and ask any related questions to garner
the necessary information.
• Giving reference numbers to the subjects and injected situations to maintain
the privacy.
• Allowing the subjects to freely express their comments and suggestions at the
end of each module evaluation.
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8.3.11 Injected Risk Situations
Emulating the management of WD development risks in this controlled experiment
was not an easy task. A number of risk situations were designed and injected during
the running of the experiment phases with consideration to the fact that:
• The situation should cover the evaluation aspects of the modules.
• It could be reused to evaluate more than one module.
• It could work independently (standalone).
• It should reflect real risk situations as closely as possible.
• It should be simple, self explanatory, consistent and understandable.
• It must be short to avoid boredom and wasting time.
For these purposes, the designed situations were tested many times and improved
based on the comments and notifications received, taking into the account the reading
time. Generally, the evaluation of the modules was an independent operation. Only
the injected situations were shared (to reduce the reading and understanding time)
without any considerable effect on the evaluation operation. Therefore, in order
to avoid any bias, the situations were injected randomly with a time gap between
them. The injected situations included collocated development and WD development
situations (see Appendix C) and were given reference numbers for ease of use during
the experiment.
8.4 Procedures
This section describes the experiment design and the procedures to evaluate the three
WeDRisk modules. All the tasks were implemented individually by the subjects (one
subject in each session).
8.4.1 Estimation Module
Three main tasks were performed by the subject in this stage (specifying a suitable
estimation equation, estimating using the specified equation and giving feedback).
These tasks are described in detail below:
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I) Specifying a Suitable Estimation Equation
Four prepared risk situations (see Appendix C) were randomly and individually in-
jected. The subjects were asked to specify which estimation equation (RE or TREV)
was suitable to deal with each situation. The subjects read the injected situation
and, based on their understanding and experience, indicated a suitable equation to
estimate the risks involved. Regardless of the selected equations, the subjects were
also requested to justify their decisions by writing down the reasons behind their
selection. The experimenter monitored the implementation progress of this task and
recorded the time used to make each decision. After the completion of this task, the
subjects were asked to make any comments or suggestions about the equations.
II) Estimating Using the Specified Equation
Since the estimation equation is specified for each risk, the next step is the estima-
tion of risks using the specified equation (RE or TREV). If the decision is the RE
equation, then the subject needs firstly to estimate the probability and magnitude of
the risk and then apply the ordinary RE equation to estimate the risk. If the deci-
sion is the TREV equation, then the subject estimates the RE value and the total
WDF value for the risk before using the TREV equation to estimate the risk. The im-
plementation details for the both two equations (RE and TREV) are described below:
• RE Equation: In order to estimate the RE value (see equation 2.1), the subject
reads the injected risk situation first and then uses the line estimation technique
(see Figure 4.8) to estimate the probability and magnitude of the risk. Based
on this ranking, he/she can obtain the associated values for the probability
and magnitude from the line. Subsequently, RE is obtained by multiplying the
probability and magnitude values. The minimum value of RE is zero, which
happens only when there is no chance of the risk occurring, and the maximum
is five when the risk is certain and its magnitude is severe.
• TREV Equation: Before applying the TREV equation (see equation 4.1) the
subject needs to estimate the RE value using the same technique as above and
then estimates the second part of the TREV equation, which is the
∑
WDF (see
equation 4.2) using the WDF estimation matrix (See Table 4.11). Subsequently,
the subject applies the TREV equation to get the TREV estimation for the
desired risk.
III) General Feedback
Once the subject completes the specifying and estimation tasks for the four injected
risk situations, he is requested to give his feedback about the estimation operation in
general. Four guided questions were designed for this purpose (see Table 8.4). The
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subject can also write any comments or suggestions that might help to improve the
estimation module.
8.4.2 Customization Module
The subjects involved in this stage were randomly divided into control and experimen-
tal groups. Both groups were asked to decide the suitable RM type (Plain or Deep)
for each injected situation. Control group subjects implemented the task based only
on their experience and knowledge, whereas the experimental group subjects used
the WeDRisk customization matrix provided (see Table 4.5). Regardless of group,
the subjects were provided with general information about the risk management cus-
tomization concept and the definitions of plain and deep RM types. The only extra
information and material that were provided to the experimental group subjects were
about the customization support matrix.
In order to save subjects time and avoid boredom, the same risk situations that
were used to evaluate the estimation module are re-injected to evaluate this module,
though on a random basis.
8.4.3 Atypical Module
In order to test the evaluation hypothesis for the atypical module, the subjects were
also divided into control and experimental groups. Experiment group subjects used
the atypical module (see Figure 4.10), whereas the control group subjects depended
on their experience and knowledge. At the beginning, and in order to explore the level
of knowledge about the atypical risks concept, the experimenter briefed the subjects
about the atypical risks and then asked them some questions about the atypical risk
concept, such as “What do you know about atypical risks?” “Did you face any atypical
risks?” and “How do you deal with atypical risks?”. Another purpose of asking these
questions was an attempt to extract any valuable ideas that might be used to deal
with such types of risk and to see the weaknesses in dealing with atypical risks. Sub-
sequently, the experimenter introduced the atypical risk situation and requested the
subjects to deal with it based on their assigned groups. Special forms were designed
to gather the data during the task implementation. The experimenter observed the
task progress, provided the required support and recorded the time used. At the
end, the subjects were asked to provide their comments and suggestions regarding
the module.
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8.5 Results and Analysis
For simplicity purposes, the results and analysis of the experiment are presented based
on the modules and presented along with the related hypotheses.
8.5.1 Estimation Module
Hypothesis H1: The TREV equation is an ideal option to estimate WD development
risks and to consider the WD factors compared with the RE equation.
Three tasks were implemented by the subjects to test hypothesis H1, which are:
specifying the suitable type of estimation equation (RE or TREV); and justifying their
decision and giving feedback regarding the suitability of TREV or RE equation for
WD development. As can be seen in Table 8.2, the results demonstrated that there is
a consensus in the decisions taken (e.g. for situation number 6004, 17 subjects agreed
to use the RE, while only 6 did not concur, and for situation reference number 0901,
22 subjects agreed to use TREV against only 1 for RE). Chi-square is a test used to
determine whether there is a significant difference between two or more frequencies
in one or more categories. The Chi-Square (X2) test was used in this experiment
and showed that the proportion of subjects who selected RE equations in situations
6004 and 8033 is significantly higher than those who selected the TREV equation
in the same situation with Chi-Square (X2) of 23 with p-value of 0.001 (<0.05). In
contrast, in situations 0901 and 1072, the number of subjects who selected TREV
was significantly higher than the number who selected RE. This result complies with
expectations regarding the suitability of RE or TREV equations for each situation.
Generally, the time that was used to decide which type of estimation was suitable for
the situations was slightly higher in some situations due to differences in text length.
The justifications for the subjects’ decisions (see Table 8.3) were based on the number
of sites, involvement of WD factors or complexity of the situation. They justified the
selection of RE as due to a single site, less involvement of WD factors, or simplicity
of the situation, and the opposite is correct for the TREV equation.
The subjects were asked (“To what extent do you agree that TREV is more suitable
than RE for WD risks estimation?”). As can be seen in Table 8.4, most of the
subjects Agreed or Strongly Agreed with the suitability of the TREV equation for
WD development risks. Meanwhile, the subjects are also agreed that WD factors
should be considered in the estimation of the WD development risks.
Hypothesis H2: The WDF estimation matrix is useful, understandable and helpful
to estimate and consider WD factors.
Consensus from the subjects’ feedback on the estimated WDF values regarding the
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Table 8.2: Summary of Estimation Decision (RE/TREV)
Situation No.: 6004 0901 1072 8033
RE 17 1 5 19
TREV 6 22 18 4
Avg. Used Time 22.0 27.9 32.8 28.0
Table 8.3: RE/TREV Decision Justifications Summary
Justifications for
RE
Justifications for TREV
Single site and no
distribution
Multi Sites and WD factors
are involved
No involvement of
WD factors
Complexity of the situation
and involved factors
Simple and RE is
enough
TREV gives more abilities
usefulness, helpfulness and ease of use of the matrix, any confusion or need for support
and the experimenter observation parameters were used to help test this hypothesis.
The statistical calculations for the WDF estimated values for situation number 0901
illustrated that the mean is 12.455 and the median is 12.00; the standard deviation
is 1.057 and the P-value is less than 0.05. This indicates that the data are very close
together and clustered around the mean. Meanwhile, looking at the distribution of
WDF for situation number 1072, as illustrated by the statistical graphic summary (see
Figure 8.1), it can be seen that the mean is 10.611 and the median is 10.50, indicating
that the data are very close together; in addition, the standard deviation is 1.145 and
P-value is less than 0.05, indicating that the data are clustered around the mean.
Therefore, the WDF estimation for both situations (0901 and 1072) demonstrate a
strong consensus, taking into consideration that the values of WDF in the matrix
range from 3 to 15 (minimum WDF is (1*3 = 3) when all of the selected options are
on the first level, and the maximum WDF is (3*5 = 15) when all of them are on the
fifth level).
The estimated values for WDF (sites dependency, sites distribution and commu-
nication availability) for the two situations numbered 0901 and 1072 have also shown
a strong consensus, as shown by the statistical calculations. Figure 8.2 illustrates an
example of a statistical graphic summary for the sites distribution factor estimation
for situation number 1072.
Generally, the average time used for the estimation using the TREV equation was
3.069 minutes which is acceptable and was not high compared with the average time
taken using the RE equation, which was 1.375, taking into account that in the TREV
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Figure 8.1: Statistics Graphical Summary for (WDF situation 1072)
case, the estimation includes additional WD factor estimation and calculation.
Figure 8.2: Statistics Graphical Summary for (Sites Distribution 1072)
At the end of this evaluation stage, the subjects were asked to give general feedback
about the estimation module by answering some guided questions and also to provide
their suggestions and comments to improve the module. Table 8.4 summarizes the
answers and the feedback regarding the WD factors, TREV equation and the support
matrix. The subjects were asked to rate the usefulness of the WDF estimation matrix,
and 17 subjects responded. Their answers, as shown in Table 8.4, ranged from Useful
to Very Useful with a percentage rate of 29.4% for Useful, 52.9% for Very Useful,
17.6% for Strongly Useful; the other options (Not Useful and Somewhat Useful) were
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not selected. The next question was about the ease of use of the matrix to estimate
the WDF, to which 23 subjects responded. As Table 8.4 illustrates, the answers
confirmed the ease of use of the matrix. The values, as shown in the table, were
0% for Difficult and Somewhat Easy, 13% for Moderate, 52.1% for Easy and 34.7%
for Very Easy. The subjects agreed with including the WDF in the estimation of
WD development risks with a percentage rate of 59.0% for Strongly Agree, 40.9% for
the Agree option, and 0% for the remaining options (Neutral, Disagree and Strongly
Disagree). The subjects showed their support for the factors included as they did not
criticise the three factors; however, some of them suggested including other factors,
as can be seen in Table 8.4.
8.5.2 Customization Module
Hypothesis H3: The Customization matrix is easy to use and it helps to specify
what type of RM (Plain or Deep) is suitable to manage the risk involved.
The subjects in the control and experimental groups made decisions on the suit-
ability of RM types for each injected risk situation. Table 8.5 summarizes the decisions
taken and the average time used by the control group subjects.
As can be seen in the table, there is a high degree of inconsistency in the decisions
taken and in some cases the subjects were unable to decide. The subjects justified
their “Plain” decisions thus: time is critical; few factors are involved; the situation
is simple and clear; or there is enough RM experience. In turn, they justified their
“Deep” decisions thus: there are enough resources for risk management; there is
complex interdependency; the risk is high; or there are many sites.
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Table 8.5: Summary of Customization-Control Group Decisions
Situation No.: 6004 0901 1072 8033
Plain 6 5 3 3
Deep 5 5 7 8
No Decision 0 1 1 0
Avg. Used Time 0.5 0.3 0.8 3.6
On the other hand, as can be understood form Table 8.6, there is consensus in the
experimental group decisions (e.g. 75% of the subjects selected the plain RM type for
situation number 6004; in contrast, only 25% of them selected the deep RM type for
the same situation). All of the experimental group subjects were able to decide, as
the number of people unable to decide was always zero.
Table 8.6: Summary of Customization-Experimental Group Decisions
Situation No.: 6004 0901 1072 8033
Plain 9 3 11 9
Deep 3 9 1 3
No Decision 0 0 0 0
Avg. Used Time 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.8
Table 8.7 shows the number of ticks under resources and experience options for
each injected situation in the customization matrix by the experimental group sub-
jects. In view of the results in the table and the task implementation flow, it was
found that the subjects used the matrix conditions perfectly to produce their deci-
sions. Concisely, the matrix, which was used by the experimental group, reveals the
following points:
• The time to decide was shorter compared with the control group
• There were no subjective decisions and the available information was used per-
fectly.
• There was no confusion with the use of the matrix and it was easily and correctly
used by the subjects.
The experimental group subjects were asked to rate the usefulness of the cus-
tomization matrix. 17 of them responded (see Table 8.8) and, as can be seen in the
table, 88.2% of them rated the matrix as Useful, Very Useful or Strongly Useful.
Meanwhile, 11.7% rated it as Somewhat Useful and 0% as Not Useful. The subjects
also provided some comments and suggestions as follows:
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Table 8.7: Customization-Matrix Experimental Group RM Resources Ticks
Situations
6004 0901 1072 8033
Time Limited 5 3 9 7
Enough 1 5 0 2
Staff Limited 3 0 4 1
Enough 2 0 0 0
Budget Limited 0 0 5 3
Enough 0 0 0 0
Experience Limited 0 0 1 0
Enough 6 0 0 0
Table 8.8: Usefulness of the RM Customization Decision Support Matrix
Usefulness of the Customization Support Matrix
Not
Useful
Somewhat
Useful
Useful Very
Useful
Strongly
Useful
0 2 5 8 2
• It would be better if the matrix considered the proportion of plain in deep, as
well as the cost of applying plain and deep and additional risks by using plain
risk management.
• Not all risks are equal some need more consideration than others.
Hypothesis H4: Risk management customization by providing two risk man-
agement types (Plain and Deep) is useful.
In order to test this hypothesis, the subjects were asked to evaluate the usefulness
of the RM customization concept as follows:
Evaluate the usefulness of the RM customization concept (Please tick all boxes
that apply)
• It saves time and effort
• It is needed when there is criticality of the situation
• It is not helpful
• Comments to improve it: - - - - - - - - - -
The subjects’ responses are summarized in Table 8.9. From the numbers in the
table, it can be seen that 4.3% of the subjects rated it as not helpful, whereas 73.9%
of the subjects agreed that the customization of RM saves time and effort, and 59.5%
agreed that it is needed when there is criticality of the situation. The subjects pro-
vided two important comments, which are:
• RM customization increases the implementation of risk management and helps
the developer not to ignore it, as there are more options that can fit the needs.
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• The developers and managers should know what Plain does and what deep does.
Table 8.9: Risk Management Customization Usefulness
Risk Management Customization Usefulness
Saves Time and Effort It is Needed Not Helpful
17/23 16/23 1/23
8.5.3 Atypical Module
Hypothesis H5: Providing an absorbing mechanism to deal with atypical risks is a
useful tactic and helps developers to deal with such risk types with less confusion.
The following four points test this hypothesis:
I) Level of Knowledge of Atypical Risk
When the subjects were asked what they knew about atypical risks, the answers
showed that the subjects from both groups had a very low level of awareness and
knowledge about them. Most of them 60.8% had a very limited or no idea at all
about the atypical risks, and 26% had based their ideas on what the experimenter
had told them. Only about 13% of the subjects had previous, limited knowledge
about atypical risks. Based on this knowledge, it is not expected that they can avoid
or deal with atypical risk threats.
II) Experience of Atypical Risks
From the two groups, there was only one subject who had experience of atypical
risks as a company for which he had previously worked had faced a real atypical risk.
III) Preparedness for Atypical Risks
The subjects were asked what to do if they faced an atypical risk; most of the
subjects (69.5%) answered either ’do nothing’ or ’do not know what to do’; other
subjects (30.4%) suggested different or random and unsystematic steps to deal with
atypical risks. Some of them suggested giving up and stopping the work totally or
hiring some experts, and others suggested the same risk management steps but in
a different order. Thus, it can be understood that there is no clear and standard
procedure that can be followed in the case of atypical risks.
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IV) Reactions and Time Used
Atypical risk situations were injected and dealt with by the subjects. Table 8.10
summarizes the actions taken and the average time used from the control and ex-
perimental groups against the injected atypical risk situation. As can be seen in the
table, the subjects from the control group could not manage the risk situation, or
they recommended hiring experts, whereas the subjects of the experimental group
were able to follow the mechanism provided and suggested systematic steps. How-
ever, the average time used to manage the atypical risk situation was slightly lower
in the case of the control group compared with the experimental group. This is could
be because the control group subjects had done nothing in general.
Table 8.10: Reactions Summary Against Injected Atypical Risky Situation
Group Reactions Summary and Type Used Time Avg
Control Hire Expert 3.574 m.
Do nothing
Search for info.
Experimental Following the absorbing mechanism 4.013 m.
Subjects Comments and Suggestions
- Pre-evaluation should be done before other actions, which means, it is the first step
- Feedback regarding the atypical risk and management processes should be circulated
to all people concerned (e.g. managers, developers and stakeholders)
- Absorbing actions may cause new risks which should be taken into account
Experimenter Observations
- It is was not easy to give more examples about atypical risks
- Some subjects asked for clarification on the sequence of the absorbing mechanism steps
8.6 Discussion
Three modules were evaluated in this controlled experiment, namely estimation, risk
management customization and the atypical risks module. For simplicity purposes,
the experiment was designed with a minimum of dependency so that the evaluation of
each module could be conducted individually and without any effect on the evaluation
of other modules. The evaluation aspects include; ease of understandability and use,
usability and usefulness. The result of the experiment was used to explore what
sort of improvements need to be made to the WeDRisk modules. Hereafter follows a
discussion on how the hypotheses were tested for each module.
8.6.1 Estimation Module
Hypotheses H1 and H2 were tested to evaluate the estimation module. Experiment
results regarding these hypotheses are discussed below:
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Hypothesis H1: The TREV equation is an ideal option to estimate WD
development risks and to consider the WD factors compared with the RE equation.
The result of the experiment regarding hypothesis H1 implies the following two
points:
I) There was consensus in the subjects’ decisions regarding the suitability of RE
and TREV for each injected situation and this was as the experimenter had expected.
The subjects justified their decisions for RE (see Table 8.3) according to simplicity,
not the involvement of WD factors or a single site, and they justified the TREV
selections according to complexity, existence of a multisite or involvement of WD
factors. From the results, it can be understood that the subjects decided to use
the RE equation for non-WD development situations and the TREV equation for
situations involving WD development.
II)The subjects agreed or strongly agreed that the TREV equation is more suit-
able than the RE equation for estimating the WD risks.
Therefore, based on the above results, it can be concluded that hypothesis H1 has
very strong support from the experiment result.
Hypothesis H2: The WDF estimation matrix is useful, understandable and
helpful to estimate and consider WD factors.
The evaluated matrix involves three WD factors (Sites Dependency, Sites distribu-
tions and Communication), which could have an effect on the WD development risks.
These factors are not final and one of the evaluation aims is to explore whether they
need to be modified or there are any other factors which need to be considered. In
this regard, as the results showed in the previous section, the matrix helped the sub-
jects to estimate the risks with consideration to the WD factors involved. The matrix
was easily used with negligible confusion, a high degree of understanding and gave a
consensual result. Some subjects suggested adding some other factors to the matrix
(e.g. reliability of the sites; sites’ local communications; methods used and technology
compatibility across the sites; geographical or environmental phenomena). However,
the factors that should be included in this matrix are those which have an effect on
the risks but are not risks themselves. Therefore, the above suggested factors and
others could be revised and added to the matrix if they comply with the WDF factor
definition. Changing and modifying the matrix factors is an easy task and the matrix
could be used to estimate other types of software development with some changes.
Based on the consensuses in the estimated WDF values, as it is demonstrated with
situations 0901 and 1072, the positive feedback regarding the usefulness of the matrix,
ease of use of the matrix, suggestions and comments regarding the matrix as described
above, and also the experimenter observations it can be concluded that hypothesis
H2 has strong support in this experiment. Meanwhile, observation, suggestions and
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discussions regarding the TREV equation during the experiment exhibit that there is
an ability to use the TREV equation for other types of software development risks, if
the factors which affect the risks are identified and considered. A valuable aspect of
this matrix is that if any of the WD factors is not included in the desired development,
a default value of “1” will be given to that factor, which has no effect on the result.
Finally, from the experiment results, it is clear that there is a chance to generalize the
TREV equation and upgrade the matrix by including different factors when needed.
8.6.2 Customization Module
Many software developers and managers avoid or run away from the practice of risk
management because it is costly, needs extra effort or they think it is time-consuming.
One of the hidden reasons behind this is that the existing approaches are not flexible
enough to match the implementation of risk management and availability of resources.
Usually, only one type of risk management is offered, which is the deep type. In this
type, the developers and managers need to implement all RM steps, even when time
is critical or there are insufficient resources. Thus, in order to increase the level of risk
management practice, and encourage developers to practise it under all conditions,
the WeDRisk approach offers two types of RM (plain and deep). Two hypotheses (H3
and H4) were tested in this experiment in order to evaluate the customization module.
Hereafter, the results of the experiment and the two hypotheses are discussed:
Hypothesis H3: The customization matrix is easy to use and it helps to specify
what type of RM (Plain or Deep) is suitable to manage the risk involved.
As the experiment results show in Tables 8.5 and 8.6, it is clear that the cus-
tomization matrix helped the experimental group subjects to decide what type of
RM was suitable for each injected risk situation. This can be understood from the
total time used by each group, as the control group subjects used more time to de-
cide compared with the experimental group. Moreover, there were inconsistencies in
the control group decisions compared with the experimental group decisions, which
is clear from the numbers in each decision (see Tables 8.5 and 8.6). In some situa-
tions, the control group subjects were not able to decide what RM type was suitable,
whereas the experimental group subjects were able to decide for all of the injected sit-
uations. Moreover, during observation of the experiment, the experimenter noticed
that the control group subjects were confused and asked for support many times,
whereas the experimental group subjects used the matrix smoothly and perfectly,
with minimal support from the experimenter. Indeed, the matrix helped a lot and
reduced the number of subjective decisions. The experiment results show that the
matrix was easy to use, simple and gave quick results, which supports hypothesis H3.
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Hypothesis H4: Risk management customization by providing two risk manage-
ment types (Plain and Deep) is useful.
The usefulness of RM customization was evaluated from different aspects (e.g. time
and effort saving). For this purpose, the subjects from the two groups expressed their
opinions regarding the RM customization concept. The result, as shown in Table 8.9,
demonstrates that the subjects agreed with the idea that the RM customization is
useful, saves time and effort and is needed when there is criticality in the situations.
Indeed, this supports hypothesis H4. Some subjects suggested specifying and describ-
ing the tasks that need to be implemented under the plain and deep risk management
types. Accordingly, it is expected that the customization of risk management could
increase the chances of practicing risk management, since it had strong support from
both groups.
8.6.3 Atypical Module
Hypothesis H5 was tested to evaluate the atypical module. The result of the experi-
ment in this regard is discussed below:
Hypothesis H5: Providing an absorbing mechanism to deal with atypical risks
is a useful tactic and helps developers to deal with such risk types with less confusion.
At the beginning of this stage, the level of knowledge and awareness of atypical
types of risk was explored. In hindsight, the experiment result showed that the
level of knowledge with atypical risk types was very low. The experiment result also
demonstrated that there was very little experience of and preparedness for atypical
risks. Two reasons could be behind this: the low frequency of atypical risks or lack
of approaches that can deal with atypical risks. In fact, as exhibited in Chapter 3,
the existing software risk management approaches are designed to deal with ordinary
risk types when there is at least minimum information about the risk (e.g. probability
and magnitude), which is usually not available in the case of atypical risks.
Ultimately, the experiment result exhibited that the experimental group subjects
were able to act systematically and absorb the injected atypical risk by following
the module steps, whereas the control group subjects acted randomly without any
harmony in their actions. However, the average amount of time used by the control
group subjects was slightly lower compared with the experimental group. This is
most likely because the majority of the control group subjects did nothing to manage
the injected atypical risk. In consequence, from the above listed points, it can be
understood that hypothesis H5 is supported by this experiment. Being proactive and
absorbing the atypical risks can be done and it is better than doing nothing or acting
randomly when this type of risk is faced.
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8.7 Limitations
Although an attempt was made to emulate real risk situations in order to evaluate the
WeDRisk approach in this controlled experiment, there are a number of limitations
associated with this experiment. Some of these limitations are general and related to
the use of the experiment methods, while others are specific to this experiment. The
limitations are as follows:
• The running costs of the experiment are high and thus limit the number of
subjects; therefore, the experimenter tried to tackle this by focusing on the type
of subjects involved.
• Sometimes the samples in the experiments did not reflect the real population,
but in this experiment most of the subjects have experience of software projects
via their work, study or research backgrounds.
• Usually, experiments are affected by bias. In this experiment, some measures
were taken to avoid and reduce bias.
• It would be preferable if the subjects were from the distributed software industry,
but due to time limitations and imposed data restrictions, this was not possible.
• Due to the experimenter’s availability limitations during the experiment running
time, the subjects participated individually (one by none) in order to ensure
provision of necessary support, observation of task implementation and recording
of the time used for task implementation.
8.8 Summary
This chapter reported the second controlled experiment in this research that was
used to evaluate some central parts of the approach (i.e. estimation, customization
and atypical risk modules), in terms of their usefulness, ease of understandability
and usability. The evaluated WeDRisk modules showed a good ability to deal with
the injected risk situations, as they dealt with them successfully and effectively. In
particular, the experiment results illustrated how these modules are useful, under-
standable and easy to use and are able to consider WD factors. Nevertheless, the
results also show that there are still some improvements that can be made to the mod-
ules, as seen in the suggestions, observations or findings. Examples of the suggested
improvements are the generalization of the TREV equation to estimate other types
of software development risks by adding other risks factors to the WDF estimation
matrix, and simplifying the clustering criteria to reduce the reading time. Finally,
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the experiment is described and validated in order to make it available for any repli-
cation and all original related documents have been kept for any further analysis or
evaluation. More evaluation work is recommended to evaluate WeDRisk overall.
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Chapter 9
Evaluation Case Study and
WeD-RM Prototype
9.1 Introduction
This chapter describes a case study that was conducted to evaluate the modules of the
WeDRisk approach and the approach overall. Three distributed development software
projects were involved in the case study. A prototype tool called WeD-RM was built
and used by one of the developers involved (based on the WeDRisk approach). This is
also presented and described in this chapter. This case is an extension of the previous
empirical evaluation studies and cycles and was designed after reviewing some related
case studies [2; 25]. The advantage of this evaluation study is that it is conducted
with real distributed projects which reflect real experience.
9.2 Aims
There are two aims of this case study, which are:
Exploration Aim: WeDRisk is initiated with a list of potential WD development
risks (exploring their significance and also exploring other potential risks).
Improvement Aim: Identify the weaknesses of the WeDRisk approach in order to
tackle them and then improve the approach.
9.3 Case study Questions
The questions of this case study were prepared in order to help answer some of
the main research questions, specifically those which are related to the evaluation
of the WeDRisk approach and its list of initiated WD development potential risks.
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These case study questions were extracted after specifying the aims of this case study
and reviewing some software engineering evaluation methodologies and case studies
[102; 104; 111; 113; 114]. The following are the questions of this case study:
Question Q1: Which WD potential risks are practically more significant to WD
development than others?
Question Q2: What sort of improvements need to be made to the WeDRisk ap-
proach?
9.4 Involved Projects
Discussions were held with several WD developers in order to find suitable WD
development project(s) to run in this case study. Four developers were invited to
participate in the case study and they replied positively and accepted the invitation.
However, only three of them stayed with this case study and signed the study consent
form. All three were sited at Newcastle University and were involved in distributed
software development projects. Some factors which support the selection of the case
study projects are:
• Suitability of the projects (they are distributed software development projects).
• The fact that the projects’ developers agreed to help and participate in the case
study (such help could not be garnered from others).
• Flexibility (the development sites involved were at the same university, so there
was direct contacts with them).
Due to imposed data confidentiality restrictions, the involved projects are referred
to with reference names (C1-01-2011; C1-02-2011; C1-03-2011) to make them
anonymous for others. Two of them are Europe projects and one is a UK project.
The identification data of the projects involved in this case study are summarized in
Table 9.1.
Table 9.1: Case Study - Involved Projects Summary
C1-01-2011 C1-02-2011 C1-03-2011
No. of Staff 2-50 50-100 > 100
No. of Sites 6 16 8
Developer Experi-
ence with WD
4 Years 10 Years > 30 years, Some in
collocated software
Current Perspec-
tive (s)
Project and Prod-
uct
Project and Pro-
cess
Project and Pro-
cess
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9.5 Evaluation Aspects
This case study is concerned with the evaluation of three aspects related to the
WeDRisk approach, which are:
• The significance of the WeDRisk initiated list of potential WD risks based on
a real WD development environment. Although there are always differences in
risk importance from project to project and from time to time, it is expected
that some risks could have the same degree of significance for the majority of
the WD development projects. This study is expected to identify them, so that
they can be highlighted for WD developers and managers.
• Developer’s feedback and suggestions about the WeDRisk modules and the ap-
proach overall.
• Evaluating learning simplicity and understandability level of the WeDRisk ap-
proach.
9.6 Methodology
The methodology of this case study is simple, since it depends on a number of semi-
structured interviews between the researcher and the developers. During the inter-
views the researcher provided the developers with all necessary material including a
list of WD potential risks, WeDRisk approach modules and necessary training mate-
rials and evaluation forms; then the researcher asked the developers to utilize the list
of risks and the WeDRisk approach modules and evaluate them, providing feedback
based on their project data. The methodology steps can be summarized as follows:
• Introducing the case study aims, objectives and stages to the developers and
signing the consent form.
• Introducing the WeDRisk approach structure and modules and evaluation as-
pects to the developers and providing them with feedback forms.
• Providing the developers with a list of WD development potential risks at the
first stage of the case study and asking them to utilize the list and specify which
risks they have faced before, often they occurred and the possibility of facing
others. The developers can also add other faced risks to the list.
• Training the developers on how to utilize the WeDRisk approach at the second
stage and then asking them to evaluate their level of understanding and comment
on any difficulties.
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• Providing the developers with all WeDRisk related material and asking them to
utilize the approach and evaluate its modules based on their WD development
projects (under real work load), thereby providing their feedback and suggestions
to improve the WeDRisk approach.
9.7 Avoiding bias
It is expected that any empirical study could involve some bias, which needs to be
considered and avoided as much as possible. In this study, the following measures
were taken to avoid the expected bias:
• No influence or restriction was placed on developers after providing the necessary
material and the explanations.
• All case study projects and developers data were confidential. Reference numbers
were used to refer to them and they were told that no identification data would
be shared and there would not be any security threat to their project data.
• The developers were given the required time to evaluate the approach and pro-
vide their feedback.
• In order to reduce any researcher bias, as he might desire to see only the positive
results, the original interviews, discussions and feedback documentation notes
have been kept and discussed carefully.
9.8 Validity
The validity issue was considered during all the case study phases. The validity in
this case study was covered as follows [104; 111; 113; 114]:
Construct validity: This means that the operational measures reflect and represent
the research aims, questions and investigations exactly as the researcher intended.
This is ensured by revising and simplifying the case study procedure and material
(e.g. the questionnaire was reviewed with colleagues to ensure that the participants
would understand the questionnaire questions exactly in the way the researcher in-
tended).
Internal validity: This is to ensure that none of the factors affect other factors. In
this regard, and to avoid the effect of time pressure, the developers were given enough
time to study and respond. They were provided with the required clarification when
it was needed. Moreover, there was no change in the case study environment during
all the case study phases.
External validation: This concerns the generalization of the case study findings.
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The case study is intended to reflect real work in three real distributed projects. Nev-
ertheless, the researcher is not completely sure about the generalizability of this case
study result.
Reliability: This concerns the replication of the study and data analysis. This case
study depended on the researcher but it can be replicated by any other researcher af-
ter a short period of training to ensure familiarity with the approach, contact with the
developers, conducting of interviews and collection of data. Thus, it is easy to repli-
cate any number of times when there is a chance to conduct it. Moreover, the same
findings can be obtained if the data analysis is replicated by any other researcher.
9.9 Data Source
The projects involved are the data source for this case study. Special forms were
designed for this purpose and the developers were asked to be as accurate as possible.
The collected data are qualitative and have been collected in the shape of numbers
represented by ticks on the forms, as well as comments and suggestions. The de-
velopers were also able to express their opinions about the WeDRisk approach and
its initial potential WD development risk list. The method of data collection can be
considered as a direct method of collection as the researcher had direct contact with
the case study subjects (developers). This direct method has many advantages since
the researcher can have a high degree of control on the data collection (e.g. how it is
collected, collection form, and the context).
9.10 Procedure
The procedure of this case study can be summarized as follows:
• A number of informal meetings and exchanged emails between the researcher and
the developers took place before running the case study. This was to arrange
how and when to run the case study and how the data would be collected.
• The case study materials were emailed or submitted personally to the develop-
ers. The material provided included the list of WD potential risks, evaluation
form, WeDRisk presentation and guidelines. Meetings were arranged to provide
explanations about the case study procedure and assigned tasks.
• The researcher arranged a number of interviews with the developers in order
to submit material, discuss related issues, clarify some aspects or to collect
evaluation results. The meetings and interviews were conducted individually to
avoid any influence leading to bias and to maintain data security.
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• The procedure of this case study was implemented during real development work
time, so that the evaluation results reflected the reality of the WD development
environment, risks and challenges.
In summary, the collection of the data in this case study depended on semi structured
interviews (i.e. question order was not important) since this was more flexible for both
the researcher and developers. Hence, at least two interview sessions were conducted
individually with the developers of each project. Usually, in the first interview, the
researcher introduced the case study objectives, explained its stages and how the data
were to be collected, and provided the data forms. Then at the next interviews, the
researcher collected the data, as the subjects (developers) had either answered the
questions or prepared to answer them during the interviews.
9.11 Result
9.11.1 Potential List of WD Risks Evaluation
The significance of WD development potential risks (see Table 2.2) was evaluated
in this case study. Three developers evaluated the risks during the course of their
projects. Only the project and process development perspective risks were involved
in this evaluation. This is because the development progress had not yet reached
the product perspective at the time the case study was conducted. The evaluation
aspects included the risks faced, the frequency of these risks, and the possibility of
facing other risks.
As can be understood from Table 9.2, which summarizes the result of the risk
evaluation, 63.8% of the risks had been faced before at different times in one or more
of the projects involved. In more detail, 8.3% of the risks were faced by the three
projects, 16.6% were faced by two projects and 38.8% of the risks were faced by only
one project. On the other hand, 36.1% of the risks had not been faced before by any
of the projects involved in the case study.
Table 9.2: Case Study - Faced Risks
Risks Faced
by 3 Projects
Risks Faced
by 2 Projects
Risks Faced
by 1 Project
Risks Faced
by 0 Project
Risks’
Numbers
2-19-33 6-11-14-20-23-
29
3-4-6-9-13-17-
21-24-25-26-27-
31-34-36
1-5-7-8-10-12-
15-18-22-28-30-
32-35
Total 3 6 14 13
For simplicity purposes, in Tables 9.2 and 9.3, numbers are used to refer to the
risks rather than names. For instance, in Table 9.2, the numbers 2,19 and 33 refer to
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risks Inadequate customer requirement (see and change strategy), Lack of requirement
specification and Lack of face-to-face meetings respectively. These numbers are the
same numbers which are used to refer to the risks in the main list of potential WD
risks (see Table 2.2).
The frequency of the risks faced is illustrated in Table 9.3. As can be understood
from the table, some of the risks fell into more than one category, such as risk number
19, which is categorised as having Low, Medium and High frequency. In the same
table, the risks which are flagged with * symbol are those which have the same level
of frequency (Low, Medium or High) in more than one project.
Table 9.3: Case Study - Faced Risks Frequencies
Low Fre-
quency Risks
Medium Fre-
quency Risks
High Fre-
quency Risks
Risks’
Numbers
11*-36-13-14-
19-4-23-16-27-
17-20*
26-33*-24-31-
34-2*-19-23-25-
6-9-29*
33-2-14-3-19-6-
16-21
Total 11 12 8
Finally, almost all the developers predicted the possibility of facing risks which
had not been previously encountered as low.
9.11.2 WeDRisk Approach Overall Evaluation
Developers C1-02-2011 and C1-03-2011 evaluated the overall WeDRisk approach. One
of them sent his feedback via ordinary mail and the other one presented it during a
meeting with the researcher. Comments and suggestions provided by the two devel-
opers are presented in Table 9.4.
9.12 Discussion
The case study results illustrate that there is a group of risks which have higher
importance than others. This group consists of risks numbered 33, 2, and 19 (see
Table 2.2 for risk names). These risks were the most common risks for the projects
and they were faced by the three projects; moreover, they recorded medium or high
frequencies. The second important group of risks are those which are faced by two
projects (e.g. risks numbered 11, 14, 23,6,20 and 29). In general, by looking at
Tables 9.2 and 9.3, it can be noticed that:
• The risks which were common to the three projects also had higher frequency.
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Table 9.4: Case Study - WeDRisk General Evaluation Summary
C1-02-2011 C1-03-2011
WeDRisk Main Ar-
chitecture
It is Easy, but the word layer
is not a suitable word (change
it for another term); Imple-
mentation Phase can be in
the shape of a cycle and the
communication channel could
be in a horizontal direction.
The architecture is accept-
able and it is very easy to
understand. Nevertheless, it
can be improved by consider-
ing the Information flow be-
tween modules and funda-
mental I/O data for each
module (how modules can
communicate).
Clustering Criteria What is the primary goal for
splitting into 3P?
Consider compatibility with
the product risks
WDF Estimation
Matrix
Add something about cul-
tural difference
Side Discussion: The ranks
could be better if you use 1,
1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2 rather than
1,2 ,3 4,5 (this will reduce the
difference)
Good pragmatic approach
would like to see it used in ex-
ample; Leave it open for other
factors as it could be different
from one project to another.
RM Customization
Matrix
Agree Agree with it but it needs
guidance. Other suggested
factors that can be added
include: Strike requirement,
Complexity of development,
Dependency, Deep analysis
and Customer and Stake-
holder requirements
Sites Dependency
Mapping
It should include weights.
Might be difficult to estimate.
I think that the WDF matrix
is easier to use
Agree with all advantages-
(note: it can be justified by
examples)
Atypical Dependes on urgency for ur-
gent things you’d apply a sim-
ple emergency plan
Prepare a good example and
try to work through with it.
• Risks numbered 33, 2 and 29 recorded medium frequency in more than one
project, and risks numbered 11 and 20 recoded low frequency in more than one
project.
• The developers ranked the risks which had not been previously encountered as
low possibility risks. This could be due to lack of experience of these risks.
The second objective of this case study is the evaluation of the WeDRisk approach
overall. To this end, the developers were taught how to use the WeDRisk approach and
were provided with all support material and evaluation forms. Then, the developers
were asked to evaluate the WeDRisk approach during the course of their projects and
reflect this in the evaluation results. The developers were able to write whatever they
wanted regarding the evaluation of the WeDRisk approach without any restrictions.
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Generally, the results of this case study demonstrate that the WeDRisk approach
is capable of managing WD development risks. However, as in Table 9.4, the results
also establish that there are a number of suggested improvements which can be made
to WeDRisk to make it more effective. Many of the suggested improvements were
valuable and convincing and had thus already been considered in the later version of
the WeDRisk approach (e.g. improving information flow and modules I/O, replacing
the word “Layer” with another suitable term, leaving the WDF estimation matrix
open for other factors, adding guidance into the customization matrix). On the other
hand, some other suggestions have not yet been included and are discussed as follows:
• One of the developers suggested using a horizontal design for the WeDRisk
approach architecture rather than a vertical one. In fact, whether the design is
vertical or horizontal does not make any difference since there is no change in
the architecture of the approach.
• Changing the ranking system used in the WDF estimation matrix from “1, 2,
3, 4 ,5” into “1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2” would be a good idea if the evaluation list
mixed the RE and TREV values, but the risk evaluation in WeDRisk separates
the RE from the TREV values, so there would be no effect. The advantage of
this separation strategy is the ability to use two different evaluation equations
at the same time.
• Regarding the suggestion of adding cultural differences into the WDF estimation
matrix as a factor, it is indirectly considered by the sites distribution factor;
moreover, it is also one of the WD risks and is not a factor.
• Some developers suggested including some other factors into the customization
matrix (see Table 9.4). In fact, the design of the matrix allows including other
factors; however, including a large number of factors makes the RM customiza-
tion a time-consuming and more complicated process.
Finally, from the results, it can be understood that the case study has reached its
aim by answering the following case study questions:
Question Q1: Which WD potential risks are practically more significant to WD
development than others?
The case study involved three different distributed software development projects,
which reflected three different experiences. According to the case study results, 63.8%
of the risks were faced by the case study projects. This is a significant indication of
the importance of these risks to WD development. On the other hand, the same risks
were recorded with different frequency occurrence and their frequency differed from
one project to another. Thus, the chance of facing the majority of these risks is high,
but their frequency could be different from one situation or project to another. The
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fact that some risks were not faced in this study could be because: they belong to
the product perspective, which is not involved in this case study; they were not faced
by the projects sites involved; or because of the short duration of this case study. To
sum up, although the study showed that there is a high vulnerability to the majority
of the risks to be faced, it is worth giving more attention to the higher frequency and
more significant ones, without ignoring the others.
Question Q2: What sort of improvements need to be made to the WeDRisk ap-
proach?
The case study result revealed that there are still some improvements which can be
made to the WeDRisk approach. Consequently, these improvements have resulted in
the newer version of the WeDRisk approach. The improvements included: WeDRIsk
architecture (i.e. enhancing information flow, specifying modules I/O, replacing ’layer’
with a better term), leaving the WDF estimation matrix open to include other factors
and adding guidance to the customization matrix.
Finally, the approach was accepted by the developers. As evidence of this, two
developers have shown an interest in utilizing the WeDRisk approach and have re-
quested copies of its related material. As a result, the researcher had a number of
discussions with one of the developers, who has built a prototype tool called WeD-RM
based on the WeDRisk approach, regarding the utilization of WeDRisk in his project.
The WeD-RM prototype is described in more detail below.
9.13 Case Study Limitations
The case study was limited by the number and the site distribution of the projects
involved. Indeed it was difficult for the researcher to expand the number and the
distribution of the projects involved due to the imposed data restrictions, time limi-
tations and interests of the developers. The evaluation aspects were also limited due
to the same reasons (three developers were able to evaluate the significance of WD
list of potential risks, but the overall evaluation of the WeDRisk was evaluated by
only two of them).
9.14 WeD-RM Prototype
WeD-RM is a simple prototype tool designed based on the WeDRisk approach. It is
designed, implemented and used by developer number C1-02-2011 in this case study to
identify and manage his distributed project risks. The early version of the prototype
was initiated for some potential WD risks. Then the developer and researcher revised
the prototype several times based on needs. The developer used the tool to manage
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his distributed project risks and, although the WeD-RM prototype does not cover all
aspects of the WeDRisk approach, it covers several important aspects.
WeD-RM was developed using the Fossil system. The Fossil system was used to
develop the WeD-RM prototype for the following reasons [115]:
• The developer already used Fossil for tracking and managing his distributed
project activities so it was easy for him to embed the prototype into his man-
agement system.
• Fossil is already a distributed system and is easy to embed into distributed
projects (it works as a server or client).
9.14.1 WeD-RM Functionality overview
The prototype mainly covers the clustering of risks from the 3P perspectives, WDF
factor estimation, and estimation of the risks using the TREV equation. Specifically,
the user can add new WD clustered risk cards, build project cards, estimate RE values,
estimate WDF factors’ values, and estimate TREV values. In the prototype, all
processes’ histories are tracked through a tickets system. WeD-RM is also supported
by a risk repository and Wiki . It also supports ordinary system functions, such
as adding new risks, editing risk cards and managing users’ accounts. Samples of
screenshots from the WeD-RM prototype are shown in Appendix D.
9.14.2 WeD-RM Limitation
Although the Fossil system was successfully used to develop the WeD-RM prototype,
it is not suitable for building a complete application based on the WeDRisk approach.
This is due to its limitations in terms of the design of the user interface and graphics,
and mathematics function support. Other limitations are relevant to the WeD-RM
prototype scalability and testing. WeD-RM was used at one site and has not been
tested in other development areas; furthermore, it does not cover all WeDRisk aspects
(e.g. atypical module and RM evaluation and evolution phase).
9.14.3 WeD-RM Utilization Findings
The adaptation of the WeDRisk approach to build the WeD-RM prototype, and the
use of the WeD-RM prototype as part of a configuration management system for
real distributed software development projects is evidence of the applicability of the
WeDRisk approach, and this reveals the following points:
• The WeDRisk approach can be easily automated.
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• WeDRisk is flexible enough to be embedded into other management approaches.
• Building and using this prototype provides an opportunity to identify new risks
and make improvements to the WeDRisk approach.
• The success with the building of this embedded prototype has opened the door
for building a complete, functional tool based on the WeDRisk approach.
The WeD-RM prototype can be considered another form of evaluation for the
WeDRisk approach in real WD development. It shows that the WeDRisk approach is
an implemental approach and is accepted by some WD developers. Nevertheless, the
WeD-RM is limited in terms of the number of developers involved and the functions
provided, but it has opened the door for the adoption of the WeDRisk approach by
developing a robust tool based upon it.
9.15 Summary
This chapter reported a case study that was conducted to evaluate the WeDRisk
approach. The importance of this case study is that it depended on three real dis-
tributed software development projects. In this case study, the significance of a list
of potential WD development risks was evaluated. As a result, it was found that the
majority of the evaluated risks (see Table 2.2) had been previously encountered by
those involved in the projects and that these risks had different degrees of significance
to the projects. Thus, the risks which occur most frequently are expected to be faced
more often than others, although other risks should not be ignored. According to
the results, the order in the WD potential risks list can be rearranged. For instance,
the most significant risks could be at the top of the list. This is an indicative order
to help developers to understand where to pay more attention and it is not related
to risk priorities during RM evaluation, which depends only on TREV or RE values.
In common with the previous evaluation methods, the comments, suggestions and
observations of this case study have helped the researcher to improve the WeDRisk
approach. Specifically, the case results were used to improve WeDRisk architecture
(e.g. enhancing information flow, specifying module input and outputs, changing some
terms used), leaving the WDF estimation matrix open to include other factors and
add guidance to the customization matrix.
Finally, as a result of this case study, one of the developers adopted the WeDRisk
approach and built a prototype tool called WeD-RM, based on WeDRisk. He embed-
ded the WeD-RM into his project management system and used it for managing his
distributed project risks. The main benefit of the development and utilization of the
WeD-RM prototype is that it proved that WeDRisk is an applicable approach.
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Chapter 10
Discussion and Conclusions
10.1 Introduction
This chapter concludes and discusses contributions, implications, limitations and fu-
ture work directions of this research. The chapter also relates research findings to
research questions and discusses how each question is answered in this thesis.
10.2 Summary of the Study
This research was motivated by the special challenges and risks that WD development
faces and the shortcomings and weaknesses of the existing RM approaches to deal
with them. Three main questions were asked in this research:
Question R-Q1: What are the challenges of WD development for risk management?
Question R-Q2: Can existing software risk management address the identified chal-
lenges?
Question R-Q3: How can risk management approaches be adapted to tackle the
weaknesses of the existing approaches?
In order to answer these three questions and achieve the research aim, a research
methodology was prepared and followed. Based on the proposed methodology, the
WD development literature was reviewed and some WD software researchers and
developers were interviewed. This helped to identify challenges, risks and RM needs
for WD development. Existing RM approaches were also reviewed to investigate
their ability to accommodate these challenges and RM needs. As a result, a number
of weaknesses associated with these approaches were identified (see Chapter 3). The
identified weaknesses were on two levels; management style level (e.g. management
types offered) and coverage level (e.g. consideration of WD factors). Utilization of
inappropriate or weak approaches to manage WD development risks could lead to:
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• extra effort and time,
• partial or total lack of implementation of risk management because of inability,
limitation or unsuitability of the RM approaches used, or
• zero consideration of some aspects, such as WD development factors.
Requirements for an approach to deal with risk management challenges and needs
for WD development are specified in Table 3.5. Accordingly, the weaknesses of the
existing approaches illustrate that none of the existing approaches is able alone to
manage the WD development risks and it is difficult to make improvements to any
of them. This shows the necessity of developing a new approach to manage WD
development risks and be able to consider their challenges and factors. Furthermore,
the following two reasons support the decision to build a new approach rather than
make improvements to the existing ones:
• The weaknesses and strengths of the existing RM approaches are distributed
among all of the reviewed approaches.
• Trying to improve one of the approaches means enlarging it and adding more
unnecessary complications.
Therefore, in order to address the risk management needs for WD development, a
new approach called WeDRisk is introduced and evaluated in this research. WeDRisk
is an attempt to tackle the weaknesses of the existing approaches and to cover some
risk management aspects that had not yet been covered. A modular structure strategy
was used to design and develop the WeDRisk approach. This type of structure was
adopted to ensure flexibility and an ability to evolve and to reduce the dependencies
between the approach components. A number of evaluation cycles and methods were
used to evaluate the approach, including peer reviews, experiments, expert evaluation
and a case study which is supported with a prototype tool. Based on the evaluation
results, the necessary improvements were made to the approach (after each evalu-
ation cycle). The WeDRisk approach is intended to encourage WD developers and
managers to practise risk management, even when the resources and time are limited.
10.3 Discussion
The research hypothesis has been broken down into research questions. Each research
question has been answered in the research as follows:
Question R-Q1: What are the challenges of WD development for risk management?
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In collocated software development, the development challenges are confined to
specific team members, who are located at one development site and share the same
development environment and time. However, in WD development this is different
(i.e. development across different sites, different time zones, diffrent backgrounds,
different cultures and different development environments). The differences between
collocated and WD developments pose new challenges and risks to WD development,
which are different from those of ordinary collocated software development. Identi-
fying these challenges and risks helps to identify the challenges of WD development
for RM. Therefore, in order to answer this question, the available WD development
literature was reviewed. As a result, the WD development challenges and risks were
identified. Some of these challenges and risks are unique to WD development, while
others are common to all sections of the software industry. The challenges are pre-
sented in Section 2.4.2 and Section 2.4.4. The potential risks of WD development were
also presented and listed in the same chapter (see Table 2.2). Thus, the needs and
challenges for RM in WD development, which answer this question, were identified
and highlighted in Section 2.6, and can be summarized as follows:
• ability to evolve to accommodate the continuous and rapid evolution of WD
development,
• consideration of the WD development environment, challenges, characteristics,
risks and factors,
• simplicity and the ability to cope with the different backgrounds of WD stake-
holders and developers.
Accordingly, answering the question R-Q1 shed light on the need for approaches
that are able to handle the specific WD developments risk management challenges
and needs, which are different from the collocated ones. This need led finding an
answer to the second research question R-Q2.
Question R-Q2: Can existing software risk management address the identified chal-
lenges?
Although the answer of the first research question R-Q1 has illustrated the RM
challenges and needs for WD development, it does not confirm whether the existing
RM approaches are able to accommodate these challenges. The current research
question R-Q2 is intended to examine the ability of the existing approaches in this
regard. Therefore, based on the specified needs of RM for WD development, which
are identified by answering the first question R-Q1, a review of the existing software
RM approaches became necessary to answer the second question R-Q2. For this
purpose, and based on the specified WD development needs, investigation criteria
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were prepared to evaluate the existing approaches and explore their ability to fulfil
the RM needs for WD development (see Section 3.2). Of the existing software risk
management approaches, 12 were elaborated upon for detailed investigation, using the
criteria mentioned. The approaches were selected either because they are dedicated to
managing web or distributed development risks, or are believed to have some potential
in this regard.
In fact, the R-Q2 question answered in Chapter 3 was important to specify whether
there is still a need to build a new approach to manage WD risks based on the speci-
fied criteria (see Table 3.1), a systematic review was made on the selected approaches
(see Table 3.4). The results of the review illustrated that the existing approaches
show many weaknesses in their abilities to manage the WD development risks and
also weaknesses related to software risk management (see page 40). Moreover, the
approaches’ strengths are distributed between them and none of the approaches is
able alone to manage the WD development risks effectively. Generally, answering the
question R-Q2 has specified the approaches’ weaknesses, and specified the require-
ments for any approach that intends to manage WD risks (see Table 3.5). In this
regard, the weaknesses of the existing approaches are:
• The existing approaches concentrate on the project perspective of software de-
velopment and do not pay enough attention to the process and product perspec-
tives.
• They are not ready to accommodate the continuous evolution of WD develop-
ment.
• They do not consider the WD development risk factors (e.g. site distribution
and dependencies).
• They lack preparedness for atypical risks.
• They are not flexible enough and offer only the deep type of risk management.
Plain risk management is not offered.
To sum up, these weaknesses and the requirements specified have demonstrated
the need for building a new approach to manage the WD development risks effectively.
Question R-Q3: How can risk management approaches be adapted to tackle the
weaknesses of the existing approaches?
As a result of answering the second research question R-Q2, a requirement table for
a new approach to manage WD development risks has been produced (see Table 3.5).
This table draws the shape of any intended approach to manage WD development
risks. Thus, it was found that there is a necessity to introduce a new approach to
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manage WD development risks rather than modify the existing ones because of the
following reasons:
• None of the existing approaches is ready to be adopted as it is to manage WD
risks (many aspects still need to be covered and considered).
• None of the existing RM approaches is able alone to fulfil all the needs of RM
for WD development.
• Due to the weaknesses involved, any plan to improve any of the approaches
means making the approach more complicated or too large.
• Features such as the ability to evolve, flexibility and customization of RM are
difficult to add to any of the approaches as this would entail a total restructure
of the approach as a whole.
Therefore, in order to bridge the gap in managing the WD development risks, a
new approach has been built, called WeDRisk, which aims to tackle the weaknesses
of the existing approaches and improve software risk management in general. The
WeDRisk approach has been designed based on the RM requirement specification
table, which resulted from answering the R-Q2 question (see Table 3.5).
The WeDRisk approach was described in detailed in Chapter 4. In brief, it consists
of three phases (i.e. the RM Establishment, RM Implementation, RM Evaluation and
Evolution phases), which are linked with a communication channel for data exchanges.
The phases consist of modules, which contain components, steps, techniques and
guidelines (see Section 4.2 for more details about the WeDRisk structure and its
notations).
The WeDRisk approach is designed to be evolvable, flexible, simple to use and
able to consider WD factors. It is provided with a risk repository, which is initiated
with a list of WD development potential risks and their cards. In fact, the approach
is designed to consider the risks from the 3P perspectives; therefore, it has a special
module to cluster the risks from these 3P perspectives. This is to save time and effort
and concentrate on a certain number of risks for the particular perspective which
is under management. Moreover, compared with other software risk management
approaches, WeDRisk is the only approach which has a module to deal with atypi-
cal risks to ensure continuous preparedness for atypical risks. In order to make risk
management more flexible and perform in different conditions, as well as to encour-
age developers to practise risk management in all conditions even when resources or
time are limited, the WeDRisk approach has been designed to be customizable. In
other words, it offers two types of risk management (Plain and Deep). The plain
type (essential RM) is intended for use when resources are limited or time is criti-
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cal, whereas the deep type (full RM) is intended for ordinary times when there are
sufficient resources and enough time, or when there is no experience with RM.
The modular design of the WeDRisk approach allows it to produce quicker re-
sults, since a minimum number of steps are triggered each RM cycle, with minimum
dependency between the components. This modular design of the approach makes it
more flexible and ready for any evolution. In addition, the approach is provided with
an evolving module to accommodate any new RM needs for WD development.
WeDRisk modules are designed to be self-descriptive and use the minimum avail-
able RM data (e.g. customization and estimation matrixes). The approach contains
an evaluation and auditing module to evaluate the efficiency of RM operations, mon-
itor the risk situations and suggest any necessary corrective actions.
The research question R-Q3 has been answered in Chapters 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and
9. In Chapter 4, the approach is introduced and described and is evaluated in the
remaining chapters (5-9). As shown in Table 10.1, the RM requirements for WD
development are revisited and related to the WeDRisk approach. As can be under-
stood from the table, most of the requirements and weaknesses are addressed by the
WeDRisk approach. In fact, since these requirements were revealed from a review of
the existing risk management approaches (i.e. strengths and weaknesses were identi-
fied) and the RM needs for WD development (i.e. the gap was identified), Table 10.1
is indirectly a benchmark to show the ability of the WeDRisk approach to manage
the WD development risks compared with the existing reviewed approaches.
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Table 10.1: WD-RM Requirements Addressed By WeDRisk
Requirement Addressing by WeDRisk
WD-R1: Usability (easy to learn,
simple).
Simplicity is ensured via the modular structure and
clear notations of WeDRisk. Evaluation results
showed how, after a short training period, the sub-
jects managed to understand and utilize WeDRisk
and implement the assigned tasks smoothly with
minimal support. Their feedback have also con-
firmed the simplicity and ease of use of WeDRisk.
WD-R2: It should produce quick
results.
The estimation and customization matrixes depend
on simple ticks, simple calculations and a minimum
number of steps. Moreover the modules have short
management cycles with minimum component de-
pendencies to give quick results.
WD-R3: It should have the ability
to evolve.
The WeDRisk modular structure and its evolving
module ensure the evolvability of WeDRisk (i.e. mod-
ular structure makes it easy to add, modify, or plug-
in components to the approach).
WD-R4: It should consider the
characteristics of WD development.
WeDRisk is provided with a communication channel,
initiated with the potential WD list of risks, and it
considers the evolution of WD development and its
factors.
WD-R5: It should consider the
WD factors that might affect the
risks (e.g. dependencies).
The WD factors are considered and estimated in the
WDF estimation matrix and also included by the
TREV estimation equation.
WD-R6: It should be a customis-
able approach.
In WeDRisk offers two RM types (Plain and Deep)
via the RM Customization Module.
WD-R7: Ability to use the min-
imum information to manage the
risks.
The estimation and customization matrixes and
atypical module use the minimum available informa-
tion.
WD-R8: Ability to deal with atyp-
ical risks.
The atypical module is dedicated to dealing with
atypical risks type.
WD-R9: It should be initiated
with a list of potential WD devel-
opment risks.
The approach is initiated with a list of WD potential
risks and it is ready for any updates.
WD-R10: Consideration of risks
from 3P perspectives.
The approach considers the risks from the 3P per-
spectives and it is supported by a clustering module
for this purpose.
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10.3.1 Evaluation of the WeDRisk Approach
The WeDRisk approach is the answer to the first part of the third research question
R-Q3, whereas the evaluation of WeDRisk is the answer to the second part of the
same question. In addition to the WeDRisk module evaluation, the evaluation also
included a list of WD development potential risks, which is used by the WeDRisk
approach. In particular, the WeDRisk approach evaluation focused on the following
perspectives:
• The importance of the potential WD list of risks
• The usability of the WeDRisk approach
• The usefulness of the WeDRisk approach
• The ease of use and understanding of the WeDRisk approach
• The coverage of the WD development factors
These evaluation perspectives were considered in different forms during the evalu-
ation cycles. The focus on these perspectives is to see how WeDRisk is able to satisfy
the research aim and manage the WD development risks easily while maintaining the
specified RM requirements for WD development. In fact, only the novel aspects of the
WeDRisk approach to RM were targeted for the evaluation. This is due to being new
to the RM field, the need to avoid any replications, and to limited research time. Var-
ious evaluation methods, including peer reviews, experiments, case study and expert
evaluation, have been used to evaluate the WeDRisk approach modules and aspects.
The selection and use of the evaluation methods was subject to the availability and
suitability of the method and resources available. Indeed, the evaluation cycles were
implemented with time gaps between them. These time gaps were used to analyze
the evaluation results and make improvements to the WeDRisk approach before con-
ducting the next evaluation cycle. The following are summaries and contributions of
the evaluation methods to the improvement of the WeDRisk approach.
Peer Reviews
A number of informal interviews and presentations with software researchers were
conducted at the beginning and the medial stage of this research to explore needs and
evaluate some aspects of WeDRisk, or to discuss some related issues. As a result, the
peer reviews helped to identify the RM requirements for WD development and make
early improvements to the proposed modules. In particular, this involved identifying
the WD potential risks list, reviewing the early structural drafts of the WeDRisk
approach, and extracting ideas to improve the atypical and estimation modules.
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Experiment One
The results achieved by this experiment (see Chapter 6) showed that, although the
results asserted the importance of the potential risk list in general, there was a differ-
ence in their perceived importance. This would help the developers and made them
focus more on the most important ones. The consideration and clustering of the risks
from the 3P perspectives gained significant support from the subjects. However, the
utilization of the proposed clustering criteria took longer than was expected by the
researcher, which could be due to factors such as the time needed for reading and un-
derstanding the criteria. In addition, the results illustrated that there are some risks
which could affect more than one perspective, which needs to be considered during
risk identification. Regarding the atypical risks, the subjects agreed that these pose
a threat to WD development and therefore supported the absorbing concept to deal
with them.
The results of this experiment have been used to improve many essential aspects
of the early version of the WeDRisk approach, especially the clustering criteria and
the building of an atypical risk module. It was also used to simplify and improve
the training and utilization aspects of the approach. The differences in the risks’
importance helps to reorder the risk list so that developers could focus more on those
of higher importance.
Expert Evaluation
This evaluation is a reflection of the experience and knowledge of a number of in-
ternational experts who work or have worked in software development and related
fields and participated in this evaluation (see Chapter 7). A number of significant
improvements to the WeDRisk approach were made based on the findings of this
evaluation. The WeDRisk modules and components that were targeted for individ-
ual evaluation included the project card, RM customization, atypical risk absorbing
concept, and WDF estimation matrix. On the other hand, the overall evaluation of
WeDRisk included aspects such as WeDRisk architecture, understandability, useful-
ness and coverage of WD risk management aspects. The findings and improvements
are presented in Section 7.10.3, which briefly includes the following points: the main
architecture of WeDRisk has been improved; project card fields have been updated;
WDF estimation matrix factor levels have been improved; the customization matrix
has become more detailed and the self description matrix and includes new factors; the
3P clustering criteria have been revised; and the atypical module has been improved.
All these improvements were undertaken before conducting the next evaluation cycle.
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Experiment Two
This was the second controlled experiment (see Chapter 8) used to evaluate some of
WeDRisk’s novel aspects (i.e. estimation, customization and atypical risk modules,
usefulness and usability of the approach). The main idea of this experiment was
to inject a number of software risk situations and ask the subjects to utilize the
evaluated modules to deal with these situations. The situations were a mixture of
WD development and ordinary collocated situations. The subjects in this experiment
were divided into experimental and control groups.
Generally, the results of this experiment exhibited how the WeDRisk modules
successfully and effectively dealt with the injected risk situations. Specifically, the
results showed that the modules were useful, understandable and easy to use to man-
age the situations. The results also showed that WeDRisk covers and considers the
WD factors. On the other hand, the experiment results, suggestions and observations
demonstrated that there are some improvements which can be made to the WeDRisk
approach to make it better (i.e. the TREV equation can be generalized to estimate
other types of software development risks by updating the WDF estimation matrix
factors, and the clustering criteria could be improved to reduce the reading time).
The Case study
As reported in Chapter 9, a case study was conducted to evaluate some specific aspects
of the WeDRisk approach, as well as the approach overall. The evaluation of the
potential WD risks in this case study illustrated that WD developers and managers
should pay more attention to the more important risks without ignoring the others,
as the importance of risks could vary from one situation or development environment
to another. The case study results showed that WeDRisk is a promising approach
for managing WD development risks. Some improvements to the approach to make
it more effective (e.g. information flow, modules I/O, replacing some of the terms
used, such as the word ”layer” with other suitable ones, making the WDF estimation
matrix ready for other factors, and adding guidance into the customization matrix),
had already been considered and made in the later version of the WeDRisk approach.
Other suggested improvements (e.g. changing the vertical design of WeDRisk into a
horizontal design, and changing the ranking of the WDF estimation matrix) were
discarded. The reasons for this are discussed in discussion Section 9.12.
Finally, as a result of this case study, two developers have shown an interest in
applying WeDRisk and have requested copies of all its related material. Furthermore,
one of them has already adopted the WeDRisk approach to manage his distributed
development risks and for this purpose he built a prototype tool called WeD-RM,
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which is based on WeDRisk, and started using it (see Section 9.14 for more details).
In fact, this provides evidence of the applicability of the WeDRisk approach. However,
more work to build a complete tool is recommended.
As a result of the evaluation cycles, the WeDRisk approach has been improved.
After each evaluation cycle, the results were analyzed and the necessary improvements
to the approach were made. Nevertheless, some improvement suggestions have not
yet been implemented (i.e. either they do not affect the current version of WeDRisk
or they are out of this research scope and could be part of any future work). As an
example of the non-implemented improvements, it was suggested that the ranking
system of the WDF estimation matrix, which is 1, 2,3, 4, 5, be changed to 1, 1.25,
1.5, 1.75, 2. However, this modification does not need just extra time, but also needs
extra evaluation effort. In the current version of WeDRisk , this may not have the
desired effect because, as discussed in Chapter 4, the evaluation of the risks splits
RE values from the TREV values. In general, the modifications and improvements
were usually made after each evaluation cycle and are mentioned in the evaluation
Chapters 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9.
In summary, the WeDRisk evaluation methods have illustrated that WeDRisk is
an applicable approach, is useful, easy to use and understandable, and which also
considers the WD development factors. This is also supported by the fact that devel-
opers have shown their interest in the WeDRisk approach and asked for copies of its
related material. One of the developers has already built a prototype tool, embedded
it into his distributed management system and utilized it. Moreover, the case study
evaluation results have supported and reflected the results of other evaluation cycles
(in particular the expert evaluation). All this ensures that the WeDRisk approach
has met the planned aims and satisfied the requirements of RM for WD development,
which was one of the research goals. Nevertheless, there are some limitations that are
associated with the WeDRisk and future work chances are identified and described
in followed sections.
10.4 Research Implications
10.4.1 Implication of Theory
The research findings have extended software risk management knowledge in terms
of exploring new areas and concepts (i.e. considering and clustering the risks from
3P perspectives, atypical risk concept and preparedness for atypical risks, risk man-
agement customization, consideration of WD factors, and introduction of the TREV
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improved risk estimation equation). The research has gone beyond introducing and
outlining these issues and concepts and has presented a new approach to managing
WD development risks. Moreover, a clustered list of potential risks to WD develop-
ment is presented and the significance of risks to WD development has been specified.
Finally, the risk management requirements for WD development have been identified.
10.4.2 Implications for Practice
The significance of the research has resulted in a clearer understanding of the nature
of WD development and its RM needs, specifying the weaknesses of the existing
RM approaches, identifying the potential WD development risks and their level of
significance, and introducing the WeDRisk management approach. This approach
was designed to be easily applied, simple, flexible and evolvable and the evaluation
findings show that this is the case. Moreover, two developers have showed their
interest to get copies of the approach related material. One of them has built a
prototype tool based on the WeDRisk approach (called WeD-RM) which is described
in Section 9.14. RM customization is intended to increase the practice of RM in WD
development, and software in general, as it allows the developers to practise plain or
deep RM types rather than ignoring RM when resources or time are limited.
10.5 Research Contributions
As a result of this research, a number of contributions have been made to the body
of knowledge (software risk management). Indeed, the major contribution is the
WeDRisk approach, which is intended to manage WD development risks. Other
contributions include identifying a list of potential risks to WD development and
their significance levels, identifying the weaknesses of the existing risk management
approaches in managing WD development risks, and specifying the requirements of
RM for WD development. These contributions are described in more detail below.
10.5.1 The WeDRisk Approach
The WeDRisk approach is considered the major contribution of this research. It is
intended to manage WD development risks, but can also be used to manage software
development risks in general. The approach makes a number of contributions to the
research field, which include:
• Introducing a new RM style to manage the risks by customizing the RM and
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offering two RM options (Plain and Deep). Many software developers and man-
agers ignore the practice of RM due to resource or time limitations; therefore,
introducing this new management style is to encourage developers and managers
to practise RM under any conditions and with available resources.
• Highlighting the preparedness of the atypical risk concept and introducing a
module to absorb them. This is to help developers/managers to act system-
atically to absorb atypical risks with minimum time and effort and avoid any
confusion.
• Considering the risks from the 3P perspectives and introducing the 3P clustering
criteria. In general, the existing risk management approaches focus on project
perspective risks. WeDRisk clusters the risks from the 3P perspectives, which
helps the developers to consider risks from all 3P perspectives while focusing on
the particular perspective associated with the risk at hand.
• Considering WD factors via the WDF estimation matrix and TREV estimation
equation. Estimation of the risk without consideration of the WD factors does
not reflect the real severity and associated effects of the WD development risks.
For example, the level of site dependency could have a significant effect on the
importance of any risk if the dependency level is high; thus, without including
this factor, the estimation is still correct but does not reflect the real impact of
the risk.
• Providing WeDRisk with a WD updatable risk repository, which is initiated
with the potential list of WD development risks and their cards. This list is
to help the developer/manager to start the risk management process easily and
early and become aware of these risks before they become a real threat to their
developments.
• Evolvability and flexibility: WeDRisk has the ability to evolve and accommodate
changes or new RM needs. Its modular structure, minimum dependencies be-
tween the modules and the evolution module support this feature. This evolution
ability is to accommodate the rapid evolution of the WD development.
• WeDRisk’s risk evaluation module being able to deal with two risk estimation
equations (RE and TREV). For this purpose, WeDRisk splits the RE values
from the TREV values, which allows managers to use either of these equations
based on the risk management type used.
Finally, and as an example of WeDRisk’s applicability, the WeDRisk approach has
been adopted by one of the developers involved in the evaluation case study and a
prototype tool has been built based on the approach and embedded in the distributed
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management system. The evaluation result illustrated that WeDRisk is a flexible, easy
to use and understandable approach. However, there are some related limitations are
discussed in the following section.
10.5.2 Risk Significance
In addition to the research’s main contribution, the available literature of WD soft-
ware development was reviewed to identify the challenges and potential risks to WD
development. Moreover, the significance of the identified risks was specified via differ-
ent evaluation cycles. This was in order to initialize the risk repository and help the
developers/managers to give more attention to the most important risks so that they
could save time and effort. Meanwhile, the specific RM needs for WD development
were identified and used to explore the abilities of the existing RM approaches to
manage WD development risks.
10.5.3 Weaknesses of Existing Approaches
The research results provide evidence of how the existing RM approaches are still suf-
fering from many weaknesses. The abilities of the existing software risk management
approaches to satisfy RM needs of WD development were reviewed. The results of this
review illustrated that the previous approaches were not able to properly manage WD
development risks in particular, or software risks in general (see Section 3.5). This
review was important to identify the gap in risk management for WD development,
and to specify the requirements for a new approach to manage WD development risks,
which were used to build and evaluate the WeDRisk approach.
10.6 Limitations
Although, the research has introduced the WeDRisk approach, which shows signifi-
cant abilities to satisfy the RM requirements for WD development by tackling many
weaknesses of the existing approaches and developing valuable, new concepts (e.g. con-
sideration of risks from the 3P perspectives, RM customization and preparedness for
atypical risks, introducing the TREV equation with consideration to WD factors, and
flexibility and evolvability), but there are still some limitations, namely:
• In the current WeDRisk version, the WDF estimation matrix is limited to three
WD development factors. These factors can be updated or changed according
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to the type of the development (e.g. cloud development might have different
factors).
• The prototype tool developed is limited in terms of its functionality and in the
coverage of the WeDRisk approach modules and aspects.
• The evaluation case study was limited in terms of the number and type of devel-
opers involved. It would be better if it reflected a wider range of WD developers.
• The subjects involved in the experiments were from the same university. This
was due to the imposed constraints, resources and time limitations, as well as
the availability of other subjects. Therefore, other evaluation methods were used
to avoid bias and make the results more generalizationble.
• Waiting for atypical risks to occur would have been beyond this research time
(i.e. it could have taken one day, months or more to occur); thus, a predesigned
situation was used to emulate an atypical risk situation and evaluate its module.
10.7 Implications for Further Research
We believe that the research presented in this thesis can significantly improve the risk
management practicing for WD development and software risk management in general
as it has introduced the new WeDRisk approach, which developed new concepts and
aspects in the software risk management field. Thus, the door is open for more future
research work to extend and improve this work, in order to make generalization, cover
other development areas, and to tackle the limitations of this research. The following
are some opportunities that stem from this research and can be addressed by future
research:
• WeDRisk contributions like customization, using two estimation equations, evo-
lution ability, preparedness to atypical risks and scalability of WDF estimation
matrix could make the approach applicable for managing different modern soft-
ware development risks if it is updated with their factors and risks. Thus, in
order to expand this work to cover other risk management areas, such as “mo-
bile” or “cloud” developments, more future research is required to study and
specify the actual RM needs for these developments. For example, the relevant
challenges, risks and factors of “cloud” need to be identified. Information se-
curity, disaster recovery, third-party/service level management and history of
cloud service providers are examples of cloud risk areas [116; 117] that could be
studied.
• As a result of the evaluation cycles of WeDRisk approach, there is a suggestion to
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modify (change) the ranking system of the WDF estimation matrix from 1, 2, 3,
4, 5 into 1, 1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2. The justification for that is to reduce the variance
between the estimated RE and TREV values. In fact, with the current version of
WeDRisk approach there is no problem with the existing ranking system, since
the WeDRisk evaluation module separates the RE values from TREV values.
However, this issue could be investigated more by empirical studies.
• The WD factors (i.e. sits distributions and dependencies) which are used by
the WDF estimation matrix could be mapped and visualized using notations
to represent the dependencies and relations. This issue could be studied and
notations could be designed for this purpose.
• The evaluation result showed some promised issues regarding the applicability
of WeDRisk approach. One of case study developers has built a prototype tool
called WeD-RM based on the approach and already utilized it. Therefore, in
order to increase the practice level of risk management in WD development,
it is recommended to build a complete tool based on the WeDRisk approach
and make it available to WD developers. This could also help to evaluate and
improve the WeDRisk.
Finally, since the WeDRisk approach is intended to be an applicable approach,
the evaluation of WeDRisk could be replicated in industrial WD development envi-
ronment, which could add more improvements on the WeDRisk approach.
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Subjects References Numbers 
Student Name Student No. Education Background & 
Experience 
Reference 
No. 
    
    
    
    
    
  
Experiment Execution Checklist 
Before Execution: 
□ Make sure that the all required handouts are ready. 
□ Make sure that the all of the subjects are informed about the experiment aim and all 
related information. 
□ Make sure that the subject are signed the experiment participant conformation and 
they are understood their roles. 
□  Give a secret codes to participant to ensure the privacy.  
□ Ask the participant to select the suitable time for them to participate in the experiment 
□ Send them a conformation about the experiment schedule (contains the their 
scheduled time for the experiment)  
During Execution: 
□ Participant should fill in a form about himself/herself contains data about the 
proficiently and experience and bibliographic information and inform him that all the 
data is under the act no of privacy and will not be used for any other thing just the 
experiment.  Meanwhile a secret code should be given to this form rather that the 
names. 
□ During all experiment stages ask the participant to take his/her time while they 
perform the tasks and carefully read the material, evaluate and try to give the accurate 
answers or taking the right decisions.  
□ submit the related handouts to the participant and ask him to read and ask any 
questions. 
□ Tell the participant that he/she has the right to stop at any time from completing the 
experiment as well as he/she has the right to ask any related questions. 
□ Every participant has to sign a clarification document which clarifies his rights and 
his roles ate the experiment. 
□ Time should be monitored and measured for all the experiment sessions, stages and 
for all participants.  
□  Data forms should be filled 
□  Prepare for the next participant. 
After Execution: 
□  Make sure that experiment data has been collected well at the execution 
□  Classify the gathered data. 
□  Prepare for the next participant  
  
Implementation Time, Observation and  Comments Sheet 
Participant Ref. No.                                                                    Date:     /     / 
Section No Task 
No. 
Used 
Time 
Observation 
1 Risks importance to Web and 
Distributed development and specifying 
risks and perspectives (All subjects) 
 
T1 
 
  
 
 
T2 
 
  
 
 
T3 
 
  
 
 
T4 
 
  
 
 
2 Clustering from the three perspectives  
 
Subject Group : 
□ Control Group 
□ Experimental Group 
T5 
 
  
 
 
T6 
 
  
 
 
3 Searching in Pre-Clustered Risks  (All 
subjects) 
T7 
 
  
 
 
T8 
 
  
 
 
T9   
 
 
4 Atypical Risks and WD development  
(All subjects) 
T10 
 
  
 
 
T11 
 
  
 
 
Participant Comment  
 
 
 
Experimenter Comment   
 
 
 
 
Instructions and Material  
The experiment consists of four sections. Each section is started with subject’s tasks 
and then it is followed with the related experiment material and forms.  
 
General Instruction To All of the Participant 
During all experiment stages please take your time and carefully read the 
material, evaluate and try to give the accurate answers and take the right 
decisions. 
 
Perspectives (Project Process Product): 
Project perspective is concerning with project aspects such as budgets, plans, goals, 
responsibilities and schedules.  
Process perspective is concerning with the methods, tasks and process of producing 
the software. 
Product perspective is concerning with the final product aspects such as its 
functionality, maintenance, market competence and security.    
 
 
Subject Ref. No. :  Experiment Date :        /        /   
Experiment Section 1 
Subjects instructions 
Risks importance to Web and Distributed development 
and specifying risks and perspectives (All subjects) 
 
 
Task (1) Specify the importance of the risks in the followed table to 
Web and Distributed development (WD). Tick where 
appropriate. 
 
Task (2) Please specify two risks for each one of the three 
perspectives. Tick where appropriate. 
 
Task (3) There are three risks were ticked by the experimenter. 
Please specify to which perspectives they are related to.  
 
Task (4) Please answer the following questions after finishing the 
above three tasks: 
 
Q1: Are there any other risks that need to be added to the 
WD development potential risks list? Please state if any. 
      -------------------------   ------------------------------------ 
Q2: Was it easy for you to specify the risks in task 2 and   
the perspectives in task 3? 
                 Yes                      No 
Q3: Do you agree with the idea that the above tasks will 
be much easier and the time and effort can be saved if 
risks were clustered from the three perspectives?  
 
 Strongly       Agree        Neutral        Disagree      Strongly            
 Agree                                                                     Disagree                                                                      
 1                  2                3                  4                   5                
 Experiment Section 1: Risks importance to Web and Distributed 
development and specifying risks and perspectives                                                          
 
 
                           
Task 1 
Tasks  2, 3 
ST :          ET: 
          Level of Importance 
to WD* 
Perspective 
R. .No Risk Name   NI  SI  I  VI  EI Proj. Proc. Prod. 
 Unfamiliarity with international and foreign contract law         
 Inadequate customer requirement (see and change strategy)         
 Poor documentation         
 Low visibility of project process         
 Inadequate process development         
 Not enough measurement and estimations         
 Lack of security precautions         
 Weaknesses in protection procedures for Intellectual Property 
rights  
        
 Vendor feasibility         
 Insufficient competence         
 Communication failures         
 Poor sites management control         
 Failure to  manage user expectations         
 Insufficient project stakeholder involvement         
 Process instability         
 Poor performance         
 Poor UI         
 Insecure of communication channels         
 Lack of requirement specification         
 Inadequate user involvement         
 Difficulties in ongoing support and maintenance         
 Unrealistic estimation of the number of  users         
 Differences in the development methodologies and processes         
 Weak or inadequate contracts         
 Complicated development dependencies between project sites         
 A Cross cultural differences / influence          
 Poor product functionality          
 Market fluctuations         
 Scalability limitations         
 Poor availability         
 Lack of top management commitment         
 Instability in other project sites         
 Lack of Face-To-Face meetings         
 Lack of Management availability and efficiency         
 Unfamiliarity with customer type         
 Constraints due to time zone differences         
 
   *NI = Not Important        SI= Somewhat Important          I= Important          VI=Very Important            EI= Extremely Important 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Subject Ref.  No. :         Date:     /      /              Group:    □ Control          □ Experimental                
Experiment Section 2  
Subjects instructions 
Clustering from the three perspectives (subjects tasks) 
Task (5) Control group             Cluster the risks from the three perspectives 
Task (6) Experimental group   Cluster the risks using  the provided criteria factors  
 
                    ST:                   ET: Perspectives 
Risk Name Project Process Product 
Unfamiliarity with international and foreign contract law    
Inadequate customer requirement (see and change strategy)    
Poor documentation    
Low visibility of project process    
Inadequate process development    
Not enough measurement and estimations    
Lack of security precautions    
Weaknesses in protection procedures for Intellectual Property 
rights  
   
Vendor feasibility    
Insufficient competence    
Communication failures    
Poor sites management control    
Failure to  manage user expectations    
Insufficient project stakeholder involvement    
Process instability    
Poor performance    
Poor UI    
Insecure of communication channels    
Lack of requirement specification    
Inadequate user involvement    
Difficulties in ongoing support and maintenance    
Unrealistic estimation of the number of  users    
Differences in the development methodologies and processes    
Weak or inadequate contracts    
Complicated development dependencies between project sites    
A Cross cultural differences / influence     
Poor product functionality     
Market fluctuations    
Scalability limitations    
Poor availability    
Lack of top management commitment    
Instability in other project sites    
Lack of Face-To-Face meetings    
Lack of Management availability and efficiency    
Unfamiliarity with customer type    
Constraints due to time zone differences    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is a Project risk (if it is)        
•  Affects project schedule or budget 
•  Associated to quality control 
•  Affects / affected by project recourses  
•  Linked with  contracts and agreements  
•  Related to project communication or administration aspects 
•  Related to decision maker or project personnel 
•  Linked to selection of technology, process, or others 
•  Related to other sites management 
•  Related to web infrastructures and availability of recourses 
It is a Process risk (if it is)  
•  Related to development process (e.g. type, follow up, steps, 
requirements). 
•  Correlated to life cycle phases (e.g. requirement specification,    
design, testing...) 
•  Related to technical aspects 
•  Resulted by the used technology 
•  Related to development security 
It is a Product risk (if it is) 
•  Related to customers satisfaction  
•  Related to product usability  
•  Related to product reliability  
•  Related to product security 
•  Affected by economic, market or competition aspects 
•  Related to Intellectual Property  
•  Related to product quality 
•  Related availability on web or distribution utilization 
•  Related to maintenance support 
Perspectives Criteria Factors 
New 
Risk 
Item  
  
 
Subject Ref.  No. :                          Date:     /      /       
Experiment Section 3 
Subjects instructions 
Searching in Pre-Clustered Risks  (All subjects) 
Task (7) Please specify two risks for each one of the three 
perspectives. Tick where appropriate. 
 
Task (8) There are three risks that were ticked by the experimenter. 
Please specify their perspectives.  
 
Task (9) Please answer the following questions after finishing the 
above two  tasks: 
 
Q1: To what extent do you agree with the idea statement 
that “concentrating only on the risks of the appointed 
perspective saves time and effort” 
 
Strongly       Agree        Neutral        Disagree         Strongly      
Agree                                                                        Disagree 
1                   2                3                  4                     5                                                                       
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Experiment Section 3: Searching in Pre-Clustered Risks 
Subject Reference No. :                      
Perspectives 
St:           ET: Project Product Process 
Project Perspective Potential Risks    
 Communication Failures     
 A Cross cultural differences / influence    
 Lack of Face-To-Face meetings    
 Poor sites management control    
 Weak or inadequate contracts    
 Lack of top management commitment     
 Constraints due to time zone differences    
 Instability in other project sites    
 Unfamiliarity with international and foreign contract low    
 Failure to  manage user expectations    
 Lack of Management availability and efficiency     
 Inadequate customer requirement (see and change 
strategy) 
   
 Insufficient project stakeholder involvement    
Process Perspective Potential Risks    
 Poor documentation     
 Lack of requirement specification    
 Process instability     
 Low visibility of project process     
 Differences in development methodology / process    
 Complicated development dependencies between project 
sites 
   
 Inadequate process development     
 Insecure communication channel     
 Not enough measurement and estimations    
Product Perspective Potential Risks    
 Unrealistic estimation of the number of users      
 Poor performance    
 Lack of security precautions     
 Poor product functionality     
 Poor availability    
 Poor UI    
 Weaknesses in protection procedures  for the intellectual 
property rights 
   
 Inadequate user involvement     
 Vendor feasibility     
 Market fluctuations     
 Difficulties in ongoing support and maintenance    
 Insufficient competence     
 Unfamiliarity with customer type    
 Scalability limitations    
 
 
 Subject Ref.  No. :                          Date:     /      /       
Experiment Section 4 
Subjects instructions 
Atypical Risks and WD development  (All subjects) 
Task (10) Atypical risks are risks that could not be predicted before 
they occur. To what extent do you agree that Web and 
Distributed development is vulnerable to such type of risks 
 
Strongly        Agree         Neutral        Disagree        Strongly      
Agree                                                                         Disagree 
1                    2                 3                  4                    5               
Task (11) Due to the lack of information it is difficult to expect 
atypical risks or even to be ready for them. Therefore, the 
approach attempts to absorb their side affects and then 
consider them in future risk management cycles.  
 
To what extent do you rate the usefulness of this strategy? 
 
Not             Somewhat         Useful        Very           Strongly      
Useful         Useful                                  Useful       Useful  
1                    2                      3                 4                5        
 
 
Do you suggest any other useful strategies to deal with 
atypical risks type? Please state that. 
   -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   ---------- ---------------------------------------------------------- 
   -------------------- -----------------------------------------------                                                                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Experiment Summary 
 
Title of Experiment: Experiment of Evaluating the Importance of A List of Potential Risks 
to Web and Distributed (WD) Development, the Usefulness of Perspectives Clustering and 
Vulnerability of WD to Atypical Risk.                                                                     Page 1/2                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Background: 
This experiment is a part of PhD research at Newcastle University which aims to build a 
software risks management approach to manage Web and Distributed (WD) development 
risks. The approach is called WeDRisk and it is still under construction. The aim of this 
experiment is to test some hypotheses which are prepared in order to validate the significance 
of a list of proposed potential risks to WD development and the usefulness of clustering them 
from three perspectives (project, product and process). Moreover, the experiment will be used 
to examine the WD vulnerability to atypical risks and the usefulness of side effect absorbing 
mechanism. The result of this experiment is very important to our research as it will be used 
to validate some important aspects of our proposed approach. 
Aim / Objectives 
The experiment was designed to evaluate the importance of a list of proposed risks WD 
development, as well as to evaluate a criteria factors to cluster the risks from there 
perspectives project, process and product and the usefulness of the clustering from these 
perspectives. Mainly the experiment results will be used to evaluate the following aspects: 
- Proposed WD risks 
- Perspectives clustering 
- Perspectives criteria factors 
- The distribution of WD risks based on the proposed criteria factors 
- The effectiveness  of proposed clustering criteria on time and effort 
- WD development vulnerability to atypical risks and absorber mechanism  
 Generally the result of this experiment will be used to improve the proposed WeDRisk 
approach. 
Description: 
Introductory: 
Before the experiment begins, participants will be asked to fill in demographic information. 
We asked their 1) student number, 2) age, 3) gender, 4) educational background and 5) 
experiences with software development. A brief introductory session will be provided to them 
including explanation about necessary information (e.g. description of the experiment, 
software risks, proposed list of risks, WD development, software risk management, software 
perspectives). 
Then the tasks of participants during the experiment will be explained to them. Printed 
information will also be supplied to support the participants’ understandings. Basically, the 
participants are divided into two control and experimental groups. Some tasks will be 
performed by both of the groups. This is depends on the nature of the task and needed 
measurements. 
Experimenter Tasks: 
He will give a brief description for experiment as well as the necessary required training and 
he will make sure that all participants have understood their roles. The experimenter will give 
this information and at the same time maintain the roles of avoiding any bias. Meanwhile, 
during all the experiment stages and tasks the experimenter collects data which is needed for 
the measurement to test the hypothesis.  
The experimenter provides a suitable working environment for running the experiment. 
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Title of Experiment: Experiment of Evaluating the Importance of A List of Potential Risks 
to Web and Distributed (WD) Development, the Usefulness of Perspectives Clustering and 
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Participants Tasks: 
The participants tasks can be summarized as follows: 
 
1. Understanding their roles in the experiment.  
2. Performing the assigned roles with understanding that they have the right to ask for 
any clarifications and they can stop at any stage of the experiment. 
3. Classifying the list of potential risks based on their importance to WD developments. 
4. Clustering the WD risks from three perspectives Project, Process and Product. For 
this task the participants are divided into control and experimental groups: Control 
group members perform the clustering operation based on their own knowledge 
whereas, the experimental group use a specific criteria factors for clustering the risk 
from the three perspectives. 
5. Searching twice for certain perspectives risks before and after the clustering 
6. Expecting vulnerability level to atypical risks in WD development. 
Time: 
The performing of the experiment tasks is conducted under specific procedures to collect the 
measurement data and avoid the bias.  
We estimated the session above will take approximately 25 minutes for each participant. 
*A flow chart summarising the above procedures has been prepared. 
Subjects / Participants: 
The subjects of this experiment are expected to be about 35 master and PhD students from the 
school of computing science / Newcastle University. We plan to use email to recruit the 
participants for this experiment. 
This set of participant has been selected as we expect that they have enough 
knowledge or experience with software development and many of them have 
participated in software development projects as part of their courses. Other reason for 
selecting them is the difficulties of getting participants from software companies due 
to their security restriction with their projects data and information.     
We plan to compensate each participant with £10 Amazon Voucher. We will be needing 
participants’ student number in order to provide them with the Amazon Voucher and will use 
the information strictly for this purpose only.  
*A consent form is ready. 
Data: 
The data that we will collect will be strictly confidential to the experimenter and his 
supervisor. The data gathered will only be used for the research purposes and not for other 
intention. We intend to only use the student number for providing the free printing credits 
(through ISS) and will discard the data afterwards. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Experiment Summary Map 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Start the Exp. 
Filling in participants bibliographic data 
and Participant Consent Form 
 
Brief introduction, experiment aspects, roles and other related information 
 
Experiment Section 1: Risks importance to WD and specifying risks 
and perspectives  
All participants should perform tasks 1,2,3 and 4  
Divide the participants / subjects into two 
groups (control and non control groups) 
Experiment Section 2:  Clustering from the three perspectives 
 Tasks 5 should be performed by control group and task 6 by experimental group 
Section 3: Searching in Pre-clustered Risks 
All participants should perform tasks 7,8 and 9  
 
End of participants tasks 
Section 4: Atypical Risks and WD development  
All participants should perform tasks 10 and 11  
 
SCHOOL OF COMPUTING SCIENCE 
FACULTY OF SCIENCE, AGRICULTURAL & ENGINEERING 
NEWCASTLE UNIVERSITY 
Participant Consent Form 
Experiment Title:  
Evaluation of clustering risks from Project, Process Product Perspectives (Clustering 
criteria and importance of risks to Web and Distributed software development)  
Purpose:  
The experiment was designed to evaluate the importance of a list of proposed risks WD development, as 
well as to evaluate criteria to cluster the risks from three perspectives project, process and product and the 
usefulness of the clustering from these perspectives.  Web and Distributed development vulnerability to 
atypical risks and treatment mechanism will be evaluated as well. 
 
Procedure:   
If you agree to be in this study, you will be asked to do the following: 
1. Understanding your roles in the experiment.  
2. Performing the assigned roles with understanding that they have the right to ask for any 
clarifications and you can stop at any stage of the experiment. 
3. Classifying the list of potential risks based on their importance to WD developments. 
4. Clustering the WD risks from three perspectives Project, Process and Product. For this task the 
participants are divided into control and experimental groups: Control group members 
perform the clustering operation based on their own knowledge whereas, the experimental 
group use a specific criteria factors for clustering the risk from the three perspectives. 
5. Searching twice for certain perspectives risks before and after the clustering 
6. Expecting vulnerability level to atypical risks in WD development. 
 
The total time required to complete the study should be approximately 30 minutes. You will receive 500 
pages of free printing credits for participating. 
 
Benefits/Risks to Participant: 
Participants will learn more about software risk management, the three perspectives (project, process 
product) web and distributed risks.  Possible risks include frustration caused by not being able to cluster 
the risks from the three perspectives.  
 
Voluntary Nature of the Study/Confidentiality: 
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary and you may refuse to complete the study at any 
point during the experiment, or refuse to complete any task which you are uncomfortable. You may also 
stop at any time and ask the researcher any questions you may have. Your student number will never be 
connected to your results instead; it will only be used for providing compensation for your participation. 
We will use serial numbers instead, for identification purposes. Information that would make it possible 
to identify you or any other participants will never be included in any sort of report. The data will be 
accessible only to those working on the project.  
 
Contacts and Questions: 
At this time you may ask any questions you may have regarding this study. If you have questions later, 
you may contact the person conducting the study, Ayad Ali Keshlaf via email at a.a.a.keshlaf@ncl.ac.uk 
or Dr Steve Riddle (his supervisor) via email at steve.riddle@ncl.ac.uk . Questions or concerns about 
institutional approval should be directed to Ms Jo Mayne, Deputy Head of Administration at the Faculty 
of Science, Agricultural & Engineering, Newcastle University via email joanne.mayne@ncl.ac.uk or call 
her at 0191 222 5923. 
 
Statement of Consent: 
I have read the above information. I have asked any questions I had regarding the experimental 
procedure and they have been answered to my satisfaction. I consent to participate in this study. 
Name of Participant_________________________________________Date: __________ 
Signature of Participant ____________________________________________ 
Age:   (Note: You must be 18 years of age or older to participate in this study. Let the 
experimenter know if you are under 18 years old.) 
Thank you for your participation! 
 
Participants Recruiting Email  
 
 
Hi, 
 
My name is Ayad and I am PhD student at School of Computing Science/ Newcastle 
University under Dr. Steve Riddle supervision. I am doing research in the area of 
software risks for Web and Distributed development. As part of my research work, I 
am planning to evaluate the importance of some risks to Web and Distributed 
development and the clustering them from Project, Process Product Perspectives.  
Therefore, I need people to help me out with this test. The test takes only 30 minutes 
and should be interesting to do. I will be able to compensate your time with £10 
Amazon voucher. 
The test would take place at Room 10.04 Claremont Tower on 28
th
, 29
th
, 30
th
 July 
2010 or on 3
rd
, 4
th
 and 5
th
 August 2010. I will be there from 930am till 630pm and 
you can choose to come between these hours to try out the test at any date of the 
above dates (please email me on a.a.a.keshlaf@ncl.ac.uk or call me at 0191 222 5405 
to arrange your participation date and time).  
 
For any further information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
 
Thank you and I’m waiting for your participation in this experiment. 
 
 
 
Ayad Ali Keshlaf 
Room 10.04 Claremont Tower 
School of Computing Science 
Newcastle University 
a.a.a.keshlaf@ncl.ac.uk 
0191 222 5405 
 
Official Personal Website: http://www.cs.ncl.ac.uk/people/a.a.a.keshlaf  
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The Result of WeDRisk Expert Evaluation Questionnaire          (at ICIMP 201) 
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Expert 
Ref. 
No.  
Name Institute Profession Experience 
with 
software 
development 
(years) 
Email Date 
1       
~       
~       
       
 
1.  Modules Evaluation  
 
1.1 - Rate the usefulness of project card concept 
  Not useful       Somewhat Useful      Useful      Very useful     Strongly Useful     
Comments if any  
      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
1.2 - Evaluate the project card from coverage perspective and tick where appropriate  
  It covers all aspects  
  It covers most of the aspects 
  Missed fields:  
      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Unnecessary fields: 
      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
1.3 - Evaluate the helpfulness of RM customization concept (Please tick all boxes that apply) 
  It saves time and effort  
  It provides more options for RM for different situations  
  It is not helpful  
Comments to improve it: 
      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
1.4 –How accurate are the proposed pre-clustered W-D risks?  (Please give suggestion if any 
changes are needed) 
      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
1.5 – Do you agree with the statement that consideration of risks from three perspectives (project 
process and product) save time and effort?  
  Strongly Disagree   Disagree        Somewhat Agree     Agree    Strongly Agree 
Other Comments     
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
1.6 - Rate the helpfulness of clustering criteria in clustering risks from the 3P perspectives  
  Not Helpful      Somewhat Helpful      Helpful      Very Helpful     Strongly Helpful 
Any Comments to improve it: 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
The Result of WeDRisk Expert Evaluation Questionnaire          (at ICIMP 201) 
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1.7 - To what extent do you agree that W-D development is vulnerable to atypical Risks? 
  Strongly Disagree     Disagree       Somewhat Agree     Agree    Strongly Agree 
 
 
 
1.8 - Rate the absorbing mechanism as an effective way to deal with W-D atypical risks  
  Strongly Disagree     Disagree       Somewhat Agree     Agree    Strongly Agree 
 
 
 
1.9 - WeDRisk considers W-D factors in the estimation module by estimating and adding them to 
risk exposure.  
Are there any other factors could be included?  
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Is the W-D factor matrix effective/useful or can you suggest some improvement?   
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 
1.10 - RM customization module in WeDRisk offers two options for RM (plain and deep) based on 
situation. This is reflected in other WeDRisk modules (e.g., estimation and evaluation modules).  
 
 This saves time and effort 
 Gives more flexibility for developers 
 Less time and effort consumption  
 
 
1.11 - In additional to the top ten risks based on RE or TREV prioritized list, WeDRisk considers any 
risk as a top risk if it is: 
• Completely new 
• Atypical risk 
• Affecting more one site  or perspective 
• There is dependency on the affected components  
• The history with the risk is bad 
To what extent do you agree with this evaluation of top risks in managing W-D risks? 
  Strongly Disagree     Disagree       Somewhat Agree     Agree    Strongly Agree 
 
 
1.12 - WeDRisk offers precaution and reduction plans options for planning and controlling which 
can be used for one site or multisite. Please tick where you agree 
 
 This decentralization provides more flexibility to W-D development 
 Decentralization provides faster actions which saves time, resources and effort 
 Acting individually quarantines risks early 
 In case of multisite it means sharing experience and alerting early 
 Precautions could reduce the chance of many risks with less effort 
 
 
 
 
The Result of WeDRisk Expert Evaluation Questionnaire          (at ICIMP 201) 
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1.13 - WeDRisk has a module for mapping the dependency and interoperability of W-D risks 
relations.  Please tick where you are agreed: 
 
 It helps in avoiding of risks combination which could produce other risks of higher impact 
 Helps to deal with sourced risks by concentrating on the most important ones (higher relations) 
 It helps in the monitoring of risks which help in planning and controlling (giving priority) 
 
1.14 - W-D developments are continuously evolving, therefore WeDRisk is evolvable approach and 
has a module for that.  Please evaluate the evolving module and tick where appropriate: 
 
 It is toward concept and covers all evolving needs  
 Improvement comments:  
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
2. WeDRisk General Aspects (Overall) Evaluation  
__________________________________________ _______________________________________ 
 
2.1 - What do you think about WeDRisk main architecture?  
  Understandable 
  Simple and easy to follow 
  Complicated  
  Needs some improvements which are: 
       -------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       -------------------- ------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
        
2.2 - Evaluate the WeDRisk modules coverage for RM aspect for W-D development 
  They cover all aspects managing W-D risks   
  Not enough coverage due to the following: 
      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   
 
 
2.3 - Rate the expected usefulness of WeDRisk approach for managing W-D risks 
  Not useful        Useful      Very useful 
Comments if any  
      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
2.4 - Please rate the understandably level of WeDRisk Modules in general 
   Very Low     Low      Medium    High       Very High 
      Modules those were difficult to understand and your suggestion: 
      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
2.5 - Please if you have any extra comments or suggestions to improve WeDRisk approach: 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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                                             SCHOOL OF COMPUTING SCIENCE 
FACULTY OF SCIENCE, AGRICULTURAL & ENGINEERING 
NEWCASTLE UNIVERSITY 
Participant Consent Form 
Experiment Title:  
Evaluation of novel aspects of WeDRisk approach: WD factor estimation, risk management customization and 
atypical risks absorbing concept  
 
Purpose:  
WeDRisk is an approach that has been designed to mange risks in Web and Distributed (WD) development and in 
software development in general. It is designed to tackle some weaknesses of existing software risk management 
approaches. This experiment aims to evaluate some novel aspects of WeDRisk approach (e.g. WD factors 
estimation, risk management customization and atypical risks absorbing concept). Based on the targeted aspect of 
the evaluation the subjects will be divided into two groups experimental and control (sometimes). The subjects 
will be given a description about the experiment, and necessary training and information to perform the assigned 
tasks.  
Procedure:   
If you agree to be in this study, you will be asked to do the following: 
1- Understand your role in the experiment.  
2- Perform the assigned roles with understanding that you have the right to ask for any clarifications and you can 
stop at any stage of the experiment. 
3- Estimate the risks for the injected situation/scenarios (in order to see the consideration of WD factors and 
evaluate related matrix) 
4- Customizing of risk management by specifying the suitable type of risk management for each situation 
5- Dealing with atypical risk. In this case the experimental group will use the atypical risk mechanism which is 
supported by WeDRisk approach, whereas the control group will not provided with any mechanism. 
 
The total time required to complete the study should be approximately 35 minutes. You will receive £10 Amazon 
Voucher for participating. 
 
Benefits/Risks to Participant: 
Participants will learn about the estimation of software risks, how to decide the suitable type of risks management 
and dealing with atypical risks. In general they will learn about how to manage risks in WD development and 
software development in general.   Possible risks include frustration caused by not being able to perform some 
tasks.  
 
Voluntary Nature of the Study/Confidentiality: 
Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary and you may refuse to complete the study at any point during 
the experiment, or refuse to complete any task which you are uncomfortable. You may also stop at any time and 
ask the researcher any questions you may have. Your student number will never be connected to your results; it 
will only be used for providing compensation for your participation. We will use serial numbers instead, for 
identification purposes. Information that would make it possible to identify you or any other participants will never 
be included in any sort of report. The data will be accessible only to those working on the project.  
 
Contacts and Questions: 
At this time you may ask any questions you may have regarding this study. If you have questions later, you may 
contact the person conducting the study, Ayad Ali Keshlaf via email at a.a.a.keshlaf@ncl.ac.uk or Dr Steve Riddle 
(his supervisor) via email at steve.riddle@ncl.ac.uk . Questions or concerns about institutional approval should be 
directed to Ms Jo Mayne, Deputy Head of Administration at the Faculty of Science, Agricultural & Engineering, 
Newcastle University via email joanne.mayne@ncl.ac.uk or call her at 0191 222 5923. 
 
Statement of Consent: 
I have read the above information. I have asked any questions I had regarding the experimental procedure and 
they have been answered to my satisfaction. I consent to participate in this study. 
Name of Participant_________________________________________Date: __________ 
Signature of Participant ____________________________________________ 
Age:   (Note: You must be 18 years of age or older to participate in this study. Let the 
experimenter know if you are under 18 years old.) 
Thank you for your participation! 
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Section 1: WD Factors Estimation  
The purpose 
This section is designed to evaluate the estimation module of WeDRisk approach in 
particularly the consideration to WD factors and related matrix. 
 
Description and Diagram 
For the estimation purpose WeDRisk approach offers two options, one is based on Risk 
Exposure (RE) and the other is based on Total Risk Estimation Value (TREV).   Both options 
RE and TREV can be used to prioritize the risks, but each one of them is suitable for a 
specific situation. RE and TREV equations are described below.  
 
 RE can be obtained based on the following equation: 
 
RE = Risk Prob. * Risk Mag.            -----------------------------(1) 
 
Where,  
 
Risk Prob. is the probability of an unsatisfactory outcome  
Risk Mag. is the loss associated to unsatisfactory outcome  
 
The estimation module in the WeDRisk approach offers a simple technique that can be used 
to estimate the probability and magnitude of risks. It is based on qualitative line system with 
equivalent quantitative values (see Figure 1). Probability values are ranged from 0 for 
negligible probability to 1 for extremely high probability; whereas, the risk magnitude values 
are ranged from 1 for insignificant to 5 for sever. 
 
TREV Can be obtained by the following equation: 
 
TREV= RE * WDF                        --------------------------------(2) 
Where,  
 
           RE is the risk exposure which can be obtained by equation (1) 
           WDF is the Web and Distribution Factors which can be estimated with the provided 
matrix below (see Figure 1). 
 
Subjects Tasks 
1- The experimenter will inject randomly some risky situations. 
2- You as a subject please specify a suitable type of risk estimation (RE or TREV) for 
each situation (use Form 1). 
3- Please state the reason behind your selection for each case (use Form 1). 
4- The experimenter will explain how estimate the risks using the module (Figure 1).  
5- Based on the above selections of RE or TREV please estimate the risks using the 
WeDRisk estimation module (use Forms 2 and 3).   
6- Always you can ask for a help if you really need it.  
7- Finally, please fill in form 4 as a general evaluation of the estimation module. 
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Current Identified Risk
Input: Risk Card; Project Card; Related Historical or  Gathered Data
Prob. Negligible = 0       Low= 0.25       Medium =0.50        High = 0.75        Extremely High 1.0
Other  Estimation 
Techniques can be 
Used 
Risk Exposure (RE)= Prob.  * Mag. Risk Exposure (RE)
If Deep RM:          W-D Factors (W-DF) Estimation Matrix
Probability  &  Magnitude Qualitative Line Estimation 
If  Deep RM:   Total Risk Estimation Value (TREV) =RE * W-D F
Level Factor
W-D Factor
*1 *2 *3 *4 *5
Sites Dependency Level  NO Dependency  Low Dependency
Affects One Node
 Medium Dependency 
Affects One Node + It is Cross 
D.
 High Dependency 
Affects Multi Nodes
 Very High Dependency
Affects Multi Nodes + it is Cross D.
Sites Distribution  1 site  >1 site but in 
the same city
 Sites are  in different 
cities but at the  same 
country
 Sites are in 
different countries 
but at the same 
continent
 Sites are in different cities, 
countries and 
different continent
Communication 
Availability
 Excellent 
24/7/12 
available,
excellent 
history and 
infrastructure 
 Good 
Good History 
and 
infrastructure. 
Very rare to face 
problems 
 Acceptable 
The history and 
infrastructure are fine but 
there is a very small 
chance for problems
 Bad 
Faces problems 
from time to time 
and either the 
history or 
infrastructure are 
bad
 Totally Unavailable
Currently not available and both the 
history and infrastructure are very 
bad
Sub Totals =
(No. of Ticks * Level Factor)
W-D F = ∑ Sub Totals
Mag.     Insignificant =1          Minor = 2               Moderate = 3          Major = 4         Sever = 5
 
Figure 1: WeDRisk Estimation Module 
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Form 1: Type of Estimation Forms: 
Subject  Ref.: Date: Used Time: 
 
 
 Situation No.: Suitable Estimation:               RE                         
TERV 
Selection Reasons:  
                                --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 Situation No.: Suitable Estimation:               RE                         
TERV 
Selection Reasons:  
                                --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 Situation No.: Suitable Estimation:               RE                         
TERV 
Selection Reasons:  
                                --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 Situation No.: Suitable Estimation:               RE                         
TERV 
Selection Reasons: 
                                --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Comments / Suggestions: 
 
                           ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                           ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                           ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                           ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
                           ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Form 2: RE Estimation 
Subject  Ref.: Date: RE Used Time: 
Situation No.: Risk Probability (Prob.): Risk Magnitude (Mag.): Risk Exposure (RE) = Prob. * Mag.: 
 
 
 
Form 3: TREV Estimation 
 
WD Factors Estimation Matrix 
                          Level Factor 
 
WD Factor 
*1 *2 *3 *4 *5 
Sites Dependency Level  NO 
Dependency 
 Low D. 
Affects One Node 
 Medium D. 
Affects One Node + 
It is Cross D. 
 High D. 
Affects Multi Nodes 
 Very High D. 
Affects Multi Nodes + it is 
Cross D. 
Sites Distribution  1 site  >1 site but in the 
same city 
 Sites are  in 
different cities but at 
the  same country 
 Sites are in 
different countries but 
at the same 
continent 
 Sites are in different 
cities, countries and 
different continent 
Communication Availability  Excellent 
 
24/7/12 
available, 
excellent 
history and 
infrastructure 
 Good 
 
Good History and 
infrastructure. Very 
rare to face problems 
 Acceptable 
 
The history and 
infrastructure are 
fine but there is a 
very small chance 
for problems 
 Bad 
 
Faces problems from 
time to time and 
either the history or 
infrastructure are bad 
 Totally Unavailable 
 
Currently not available and 
both the history and 
infrastructure are very bad 
Sub Totals = 
(No. of Ticks * Level Factor) 
 
     
WDF = ∑ Sub Totals 
           
Note:  If you do not make any selection in the above table then WDF = 1 
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Total Risk Estimation Value (TREV) = RE * WDF = 
 
 
Form 4: Subject Evaluation (Estimation) 
Subject  Ref.:  
To what extent do you rate the 
usefulness of WD Factors Estimation 
Matrix? 
 
Not  Useful            Somewhat Useful        Useful      Very Useful         Strongly  Useful    
Any other WD factors that should be 
considered 
  
 
How easy the use of the WD Factors 
Estimation Matrix? 
 
 Difficult          Somewhat Easy           Moderate              Easy              Very Easy  
To what extant do you agree that 
TREV is more suitable than RE for  
WD risks estimation? 
 
 
 Strongly Agree      Agree          Neutral           Disagree           Strongly Disagree 
To what extant do you agree that WD 
factors should be included at WD risks 
estimation? 
 
  Strongly Agree      Agree        Neutral       Disagree   Strongly Disagree 
 
Any comments / suggestions  
 
 
 
 
No. of times the subjects has asked for  
support or help (where)                                         
(filled by the experimenter) 
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Section 2: Risk Management Customization 
 
The Purpose  
This section is designed to evaluate the Risk Management (RM) Customization module in the 
WeDRisk approach. 
 
Description and Diagram 
 
In order to save time and effort and encouraging developers and managers to practices RM 
and to avoid ignoring it even when there is a limitation of resources which is a common 
practice is in such situations, WeDRisk approach offers two types of RM which are plain and 
deep and described below. 
 
Plain RM is a simple type of RM and only the minimum and essential aspects of RM are to 
be performed under this type.  
 
 Deep RM is the ordinary type of RM. 
 
 
Subject Tasks  
1- As a subject you will be assigned to Experimental Group (Uses provided matrix) or 
Control Group without using it. 
2- The experimenter will randomly inject two risky situations.  
3- Based on your group please decide which type of risk management (Deep or Plain) is 
suitable for each situation. (use Form 5 if you are from Control Group and Form 6 if 
you are from Experimental Group). 
4- Finally, please fill in Form 7 when you finish this section. 
 
Note:  Please ask if you need any help or clarification 
 
            
 
RM Customization (Control Group) 
 
Form 5: RM Type Control Group Decision  
Subject Ref.:                                                                                               
Situation 
No. 
Plain 
RM 
Deep 
RM 
NO 
Decision 
I got Confused 
and I need a 
help 
 Decision  Reasons: 
     
     
     
     
 
Please ask if you need a help or clarification 
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 RM Customization (Experimental Group) 
  
WeDRisk approach offers a module to help developers and managers to decide which suitable type of RM they can use for each risky situation. 
The core of this module is a decision support matrix (See Form 6).  
 
Notes:   
 Please ask if you need any help or clarification 
 
Form 6: Experimental Group RM Customization Decision Support Matrix  
 
RM Cycle / 
Situation No. 
 
Risk No. 
RM Time RM Staff Availability RM Budget Availability RM Experience RM Type Decision 
Enough  Limited Enough  Limited Enough  Limited Enough Limited Plain Deep 
            
            
            
            
If there is any tick under RED colour Then go for Plain RM type 
If all ticks are under BLACK then go for Deep RM  
If there is a tick under “Enough”' RM Experience which is BLUE, (i.e. three years' or more experience in managing related risks) then 
decisions can be made based on experience. 
 
 Notes:  
- Not necessary that all field should be ticked to take the decision. This is based on the available information. 
- Enough: Means there is sufficient of the pointed resource (time, budget or staff) for the RM. 
- Limited: Means there is insufficient (Shortage/ Criticality) of the pointed resource (time, budget or staffs) for the RM operation.  
 
 
Subject Ref.   
Group Experimental 
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Form 7: RM Customization General Evaluation 
 
Evaluate the usefulness of RM customization concept (Please tick all boxes that apply) 
  It saves time and effort  
  It is needed when there is criticality of the situation  
  It is not helpful  
Comments to improve it: 
      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
Rate the usefulness of the RM Customization Decision Support Matrix  
 Not Useful      Somewhat Useful        Useful      Very Useful         Strongly Useful    
 
Comments / suggestions: 
      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
      ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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Section 3: Atypical Risks 
 
The Purpose 
This section is designed to evaluate the concept of atypical risks and absorbing mechanism  
Description and Diagram 
Ordinary risks are the risks that were faced before by us or by others, and they should be 
expected at similar situation, condition or environment but with different impact sometimes.  
That is why we are able to prepare ourselves, organization and projects to deal with them. We 
can identify them, estimate their probability and magnitude and then control them. However, 
there is another type of risks which does not have these properties (totally new, it is not faced 
before, unexpected at all, and suddenly happens) which we named it as atypical risk. 
In fact it is not easy to simulate or generate an atypical risk situation because it is unexpected 
otherwise it will be considered as an ordinary risk. Therefore, the experimenter will try to 
clarify and provide some examples of real atypical risks which were happened in the real 
world but not in software industry. Moreover, a dummy example has been created for this 
purpose is provided below. 
 
 
Subject Tasks 
 After introducing the atypical risk concept ask the subject to fill in the Form 8 
 The experimenter will divide the subjects into two groups experimental and control. 
The experimental group will use the atypical absorbing risk mechanism (Figure 2) 
which is supported by WeDRisk approach, whereas the control group will not be 
provided with any mechanism. 
 Inject either an atypical risk example 
 As a subject you will be asked to deal with the injected atypical risk based on your 
group and filling in Form 9.  
 Monitor the time 
 
 
 
Form 8: Before injecting Atypical Risk  
What do you know about atypical risks? 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Did you face any atypical risks?  
 
If yes, how did deal with it? 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
If no, how will you deal if you face it? (What will you do if you face atypical risk?) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Subject No.:   Group:    Control                 Experimental                         
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Form 9: After Injecting Atypical Risk  
Subject No.:     Group:                              Control                 Experimental                         
Situation No. Identified Atypical Risk  Reaction 
   
Comments / Suggestion to Improve the Mechanism: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Atypical Risk Attack 
List associated problems and gather/share ideas 
to deal with them.
Quarantine the risk and increase working hours
Emergency meeting (available expertise) 
Activate  Atypical Risks Alert
Quick Estimation and Evaluation
>Potential affects / losses
>Situation Criticality
>Recommended actions
>Required recourses
>Assigned roles and responsibilities
Emergency Plan 
Simple Situation 
 Implement recommended
actions
Critical Situation
Emergency board meeting
Deep Evaluation
Suggest and implement side affect
absorbing actions
Back to Normal RM Cycle
Re-estimate & re-evaluation
Keep Controlling
Extract lessons learned
Document all related data
 
Figure 2: WedRRisk Atypical Risk Absorbing Mechanism 
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Situation Card 0901: 
Risk : Difficulties with Communications 
 
STWR is a globally web project under development by TKS software company. Four sites 
are involved in the development of this project (UK, Spain, Malaysia and India). The main 
site is the NCL - UK site, but all of the project sites are depending on the KL- Malaysian 
site which means any delay in KL site will affect all other sites. This project still needs 
about one month to complete.  
Any difficulties with the communication will affect the data transfer and exchange between 
the project sites which costs a huge amount of money (about £3000 /hour). This could be 
happened if the main router is broken or the connection with the ISP has problem during the 
implementation. However, any other types of communication difficulties do not have a 
significant impact on this project.  
The manager of this project has allocated enough fund for the risk management which costs 
about £100 a day, as well as the manager himself has a long experience with the risk 
management.  In this project the warranty date of the KL site router is almost due (just 1 
week) and then the router should go for annually test and maintenance. Meanwhile, the ISP 
infrastructure of the Indian site faces some randomly technical problems.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Situation Card 1072: 
Risk: Conflicts and difficulties with process methodologies  
 
A project has three working sites; main site A (UK), B (France) and C (India which is in a 
different continental).  There is some sensitivity with site B because if there is any delay in 
this site it will affect both other sites and will cost £2400 / hour. Site C uses a different 
process methodology.  The internet connection and communication are excellent. There is 
no enough resources for the risk management operations and the time is very critical as the 
delivery time is too close. 
Adopting different methodologies in one project needs running a special training program 
for the project managers and developers to make them familiar with the used methodologies 
and to avoid any conflicts.  In this project unifying the  process methodologies for all sites is 
not easy and costly (£20000) and needs two weeks to setup,  but running training program 
costs about £10500 and needs Five working 5 days for each site which is affordable and 
acceptable for this project.   
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Situation Card 8033:  
Risk: Poor performance  
 
Wist System is a project under the development by STN company. STN company has only 
one development site which is in Newcastle-UK. Usually the STN company does not 
perform enough testing on its final products in order to reduce the cost. 
STN has been chosen to produce a weather monitoring tool (Wist System). Based on the 
signed contract if there is any poor performance of the produced software, it will cost the 
STN £10000 a day as a fine. This fine will be doubled if the poor performance happens 
more than twice a year.  
As it is time to market there was no enough testing for the Wist System. Early evaluation 
versions of the Wist System had a very poor performance in the real time running. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Situation Card 6004:  
Risk: Poor documentation 
 
MSSW System is a project under the development by STN company in. STN company 
has only one development site which is in Newcastle-UK. The new manager of the project 
has enough experience with risk management.   
If the developers do not pay enough time and effort to provide a good documentation of 
their work there will be a high chance for producing poor documentation which is very 
costly. In MSSW System project any reworks due to the poor documentation will cost 
hiring of new programmers which costs £1500 /hour because the project almost completed 
and the key programmers has left the company. 
About half of the work has been well documented whereas, the documentation of the rest 
of the work was very weak as it has been developed by different programmers and there 
were no enough time for the documentation.   
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Atypical Risk Dummy Example: 
 
TFF is controlling software for a medical system under the development a software company 
which has three development sites, two of them are in UK and one in India. All of the sites 
depend on the Indian site as it builds a main component of the software and it is used by the 
other sites. They cannot proceed without it and any delay with Indian site will have a direct 
affect on other sites.  
The main component which is developed by the Indian site needs a special expertise with 
skills in three areas software programming, medical devises and controlling systems which is 
available in the Indian sites but very limited. The work was progressed according to its 
planed schedule and budget. 
In order to avoid any risks the company has invested huge budget for the risk management 
any everything was fine but suddenly some un expected thing has happened (a snake hit the 
Indian development site and bit the two main expertises). No one has expected that and the 
worst of that is that nearly impossible to find such expertise to complete the job, some 
documentation for essential latest parts were not completed and the time is very critical.  
The company was aware of all ordinary risks but no one can imagine that a snake can come 
and bit the two main expertises in one day. This type of unexpected risk we called it atypical 
risk.   
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Experiment Execution Checklist 
 
 
 
Before Execution: 
□ Make sure that the all required handouts are ready. 
□ Make sure that the all of the subjects are informed about the experiment aim and all related 
information. 
□ Make sure that the subject are signed the experiment participant conformation and they are   
understood their roles. 
□ Give a secret codes to participant to ensure the privacy.  
□ Ask the participant to select the suitable time for them to participate in the experiment 
□ Send them a conformation about the experiment schedule (contains the their scheduled time for the 
experiment)  
 
During Execution: 
□ Participant should fill in a form about himself/herself contains data about the proficiently and 
experience and bibliographic information and inform him that all the data is under the act no of 
privacy and will not be used for any other thing just the experiment.  Meanwhile a secret code 
should be given to this form rather that the names. 
□ Submit the related handouts to the participant and ask him to read and ask any questions. 
□ Tell the participant that he/she has the right to ask any related questions for clarification or stop at 
any time if he/she does not like to continue.   
□ Every participant has to sign the consent form.  
□ Time should be monitored and measured for all the experiment sessions, stages and for all 
participants. . 
□ Data forms should be filled 
□ Prepare for the next participant. 
 
After Execution: 
□ Make sure that experiment data has been collected well at the execution 
□ Classify the gathered data. 
□ Prepare for the next participant  
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Subject Ref.:  Date:  
Task  Used 
Time  
Observation / Comment  Needed help 
(No. of times) 
Estimation Type Decisions  
S1    
S2    
S3    
S4    
  
RE / TREV Estimations   
S1    
S2    
S3    
S4    
    
Customization   
Experimental Group    
 Control Group 
 
S1    
S2    
S3    
S4    
    
Atypical   
Experimental Group     
Control Group    
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